FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
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the actual surrender of Lee. and contended that
only sent in the flag of truce to gain time

he

Kur tliis department brief suggestions, facts
and experiences are solicited from liousekeepfarmers and gardeners. Address Agricultural editor, Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]
American

people

vanced lines of the enemy had been withdrawn
soon after the white flag came within our lines,

Farms.

Census Bulletin No. 270 deals with the
very interesting subject of the size and
number of farms in twenty-eight States
and three Territories, and contains statistics showing the changes in each particular during the decade. The aggregate
number of farms in these States and Territories was 2,124,72(1 in 1880 as compared with 2.102.117 in 187(1 an increase of
o2l.(>03 farms, while the increase in population of the whole country during the
same
period was 11,504,183. Of the
farms reported in 188(1, 2,441,271 were occupied by their owners, 210,842 were rented on shares. The number of farms exceeding I(K) acres each in the thirty-one
Si ates and Ten itories are classified as follow s : Kid to 500 acres, 1,378,222 : 500 to
looo acres. 47,740: more than 1000 acres,
15,300. There are several important and
bo] elul conclusions suggested by these
< me is the vast and
facts
rapidly grower extent of the agricultural interests of
in country.
It is upon these interests,
n a very large degree, that the material
wealth ot a country, and not only this,
: the stability of its institutions, rests.
\

and thus steal a march upon us. Hut in tiie
afternoon all doubts were removed. The ad-

win. are anchored to the soli are

and now
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Crop.

V aluation.
The old "Squire said, as lie stood by his gate.
And his neighbor, the Deacon, went by:
“In spite of my bank stock and real estate.
You are better otf. Deacon, than f.

Oxford county ranks first in the area
of corn planted, the number of acres in
1880 being -1,800, with a yield of 140,572
bushels.
York county comes next with a
less acreage—4,554 acres, but excels in
product, her crop being 152,044 bushels.
Kennebec lias the next highest figures,

4,004

“We're both growing old, and the end’s drawing near;
You have less of this world to resign.
Hut in Heaven's appraisal your assets, 1 fear,
Will reckon up greater than mine.

yielding 121,404 bushels.

acres,

Somerset follows, with 4,404 acres, and
02,545 bushels. Cumberland shows better cultivation with her 2,800 acres and
04.010 bushels.
Penobscot follows with
acres and 71,147 bushels.
Androscoggin planted 2,040 acres, with a product of 70,778 bushels; next is Franklin,
1,008 acres, 51,754 bushels: Waldo, 1,502
acres, 1.5,400 bushels; Piscataquis, 1,140
acres, 40,402 bushels; and Lincoln, 1.051
All the counties
acres, 42,450 bushels.
named planted over I ,ooo acres, the other
live .400 and less, down to only 40 acres
in Aroostook.
In most, if not all, that
section of the State included within the
limits ol the counties named above corn
can be raised at a profit.

But she did not hear from him that
night, and the next day the little band of
gold was released from its hiding-place
in her thick brown hair, and a too faithful messenger placed it in Rick’s hands as
he left his place of business. But, ah!
what a silent, sorrowful maiden wandered about the Lounsberry dwelling thereafter! what a listless, weary voice repeated the nursery rhymes that Baby demanded fifty times a day !
“No nice- no more,” said Baby missing
the merry tones and the happy iaugh.
But Mrs Lounsberry was not at all displeased with the turn affairs bad taken.
Brougham Brown suited her much better
as a prospective son-in-law than Richard
Creighton. One was a wealthy young
brewer, the other a poor clerk in a count-

They say I am rich, but I'm feeling so poor,
I wish 1 could swap with you even,
The pounds 1 have lived for and laid up in store
For the shillings and pence you have given.”
said the Deacon, with shrewd
common sense,
While his eye had a twinkle of fun,
"Let your pounds take the way of my shillings
and pence,
And the thing can be easily done.”
<L
Whittier.
[.I.
••Well.

2,450

j

'Squire,”

ing-house.
“Letty

pi to have a love of home and a love of
A Real Sweet Story.
'iiulry which make them the best of
From Harper’s Bazar.
.mils and the poorest material for po11 was by far the worst quarrel they
eai agitators
Another good sign is
had ever had, and they had had many,
■
very large proportion of farms oceufor she had a temper, and he had a tem■"d by their owners—2.441.271 out of
1.121.72(1: and of the remaining number.
per, and they were both of them impulsive young people with very little self-con}7-■{.<><C cultivated on shares might alBrighton Cattle Market.
l.
trol.
Mav
\Vi,i>N i:si> \
.-1 he reckoned in the same category,
\w.ount of stork at market: Cattle, *04; sheep
‘•Yon are a false, selfish, untruthful,
arrangement being nearly equivalent and lambs, lOoo; -wine, 10,000, \cal.-, Oh; number
a divided
ownership, and the cultiva- of w -tern cattle, ‘*44; northern and eastern cattle. manlike man,” said she.
“And you a suspicious, unreasonable,
in these eases being men who are -’(JO.
Prices ot beef « attic ¥ ion it. live weight, extra
aely to he cultivating wholly on their quality, £> (»o<iU no, tir.-t. £7 .'57C«7 SO1.: second, unwomanly woman,” said he.
third. $h 0_‘‘2 <jfi ho; poorest grade s
“Take hack your letters,” she cried,
£'; 'B‘2a7
.< count,
as soon as they have oilof coar.-e oxen, bull.-, etc., £1 LJ'^nh ho.
a parcel tied with hyacinth-blue
'd a fail start.
Another noticeable
Hinging
0
*L
niH*
Tallow
tt.;
¥
Brighton
Brighton Hide-,
ribbon on the Hour at his feet.
the smal1 number, relatively, of
»«7c ¥ tt.; Country 11ides,0a*».,e¥ tb; Country Falhe
o'.
all Skin-, bin 1J
¥ It..
¥ U»; Sheep and
low,
“1 will,” lie muttered between his
y large fauns a fact which should Lamb skins, £1 Ot*« 1 7h each.
clenched teeth, picking up the parcel and
to allay uneasiness about prospective
Working * Ken—We quote sales of
girth 11., inches, live weight J-hO !t., £l-ih; throwing it into the fire, where it blazed
oHopoiies. The State which is Worse 1 p; air girth
7 ft., n inches, live weight 'Bun It., £lhh:
i this particuhn is California,
of the 1 air girth it.. > im lie-, live weight *J7ho it., £l7h. brightly a moment or two, and then Hew
•i 'i1 Pi; ins ol niore t hail 10(10 acres
Milcli
low*Lxtra, £hhjj7h; ordinary, £-_,u<ij-;
away in thin uncanny black fragments up
each.
-priuger-, £ a Oh. farrow cows, s|h<i:>u each. We
the chimney. As the last fragment dis:ki are in California
A large part of note
sales of J nc.v milch cow-, £7h each. 4 do at
Si
them States, £7n: J at £0o;
appeared, Kick turned again to Lotty,
springer-. £04 each; 1 row and
call, £-47; 1 cow and calf, £40; i new milch cow,
in- urge dm tati"'
ot tin' slave
| with frowning brow, ami asked, as he
£ in; h .it £47.hn each.
had asked before, "IJo you still persist in
io
Veal Calves in fair demand al 4/j0r ¥ tt., live
not yet broken up.
Thus,
me of deceit and falsehood?”
sueii (arms. North weight.
is I
accusing
-p
Western sheared sheep costSheep and Lamb
“I do,” she replied, “unless you show
Id!
Virginia has IAihi. ing Or, western yearlings, £«-**<• and spring lamh;
l:;|!> ai d Kentucky 1112: no Ue L tt., live weight, landed at Brighton.
i me the charm.”
>v\inc—Fat Hog- -Price- 7'.oSl,c ¥ tt., live
“1 will not show it to you,” he declared,
as
■»:
c
many as lliuo. These weight, spring pigs, £J to £h.ho eaeli; -lio.al-*» to
with violent emphasis,
Sc ¥ tt.. live weight!
“if my word he
ad the relations of landlord
not sufficient, 1 refuse to give you farther
a> healing upon our agricult•v.
proof. 1 wonder that you dare insult me
pment are almost nil. and also
Bright's Disease, Diabetes.
e\ stenee of great landed proby asking it. And I also wonder how
Hew ar»* of the stall' that pretend- to run- these
is nut.
and is not likely to he. a diseases or other serious Kidney, 1 rinary or Liver you, believing me to be false and untruthdiseases. as tin y only relieve for a time, and make
ful. can be willing to trust your future to
In view of such facts as these, it
you ten limes wor.-c afterwards, hut rely solely on
me.
see prising .hat the
And, to speak frankly, 1 begin to
the only remedy that will sureiy and
opportunities
Hitters,
Hop
1
tl- < country oilers to industrious pi nnanently cure y on. It de-troy and removes tin- think we have made a great mistake in
cause of disease -o eil'eetually that it neverveturn.f.
ot the soil should
supposing that we could spend that
prove well-nigh
Nothing w ill make hen- lay -o well a- -ee tfuture happily together, for 1 am fully
st i !e to the over-taxed, rent-ridden
seratehed from a neighbor’.- ganten.
convinced we are anything hut
army-cursed peoples ot Europe.
Then are more of the curative properties in
-Two souls with t>ut a
■

the

Lawn

in

Wheal than any other

Summer.

spring months, when

there are
.i ni slmwt i s. and the grass is
inrapwth. the lawnmower may be used
'ton iismii e a week with decided bcnBut in our climate, with its uncersuch fixed rules, as ••mow once
• k."
will lead to trouble, if lblWith the first drouth, the grass
1 iwn shows a diminished growth.
I is > :b-n really at a standstill. At
i.oilr.ng worse can be done to
tin grass than to cut it. All that there
above ground is needed to sustain the
t. rei neideutally to shade the surface,
the treatment oi the lawn, as in all
■

gardening operations,

ei

some

the cereal-.

ol

All these

are

thought

d be given to the present condition
plants, and the object to be gained
\
The kind of grass
operation.
s
the time or frequency of cutting,
e.
tit ek bottom-growth of June's.
a- Blue-grass, may be
kept pretty
\
shaven.
But many front yards
awns have a Timothy or llerd'ssod. and if this is allowed to grow
Id inches high and then cut, it will
e a
woody stubble, and if dry weathuii .ails, it '-'ill be a
long time before a
growth born the roots counts up, the
; a
the meantime having the appeartin e of a burned-over
surface, or a dry
a able at best.
’American Agricultur-t for June.
:
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s

Let

shall

a man hnv e the nilt ol
he added unto him.

gab. and ail other-ills

The public has long -inee aw arded to Ayer's llai'r
\ igor the t- r« un--t place among reliahie Hair Re
storative.-.
It i- effectual. agreeable and ab-oluteh
harmle-s. It makes the hair fresh and luxuriant,
tind old age scarce and unfashionable.
The song says,
1 >ecember’- as
Wi should remark if it wasn’t.
*•

b.

!’

Fogg-ay

of game.

•••

a-

May T

Hitter- advertised as tonic- are
W heat llitti s i- not a eatliai
Hi -s,. | , m |)

Many -1 the
simplv eatharti'

ti<

pleasant

-.

b. «f sh.-;;M lie e!a ••: •!
oi-e it
i- hear meat.

tm

iieajl

!i*r the

Not an experiment «.r cheap patent medicine ijHrovvn'.- Iron Hitter-,
li i-pn pared by ••neofth|.oldest ai.-i m--.-; reliable chemical firm-. ami will do
all that i- claimed for it.
Link

take

•

y« i-

a

a 1‘o-ea'e

-ii.-e., -e w Jiich do;
view of the World.

1

■.make

a

map

“HOUGH ON HATS.”
Clear.- out rat-, mice, roaches, llies, ants, betji.v. Druggist.4.
bugs, skunks, chipmunks, gophe
The sole N• w
York
w lm inb rv ii-wed
eporti
General Butler on ,,i.- last
i-it to that city -talethal the general looked ero.—.
Ib w else.', old h-

look'
SKINNY MEN.
“Wells' Health Hi newer'' restores health and
vigor, cures Pv-pepsia, impotence, s*e\ual Debility- $1.
A Missouri paragrapher head.- his column4*Tacks,r
and the managing editor never sits down on it.

■

Pruning in

June.

“What colored di-lu-s will you have, ma'am.''
-aid tin- polite clerk to the lioarding hou-e keeper.
“Uh, most am color that won’t -how dirt." wa-the

reply.

behave tried pruning in almost all
:t lis of the year, and on the whole
pre
'1 ids being about the busiest
In the year, there is usually little
tor pruning, and so the favorite time
A in spring, and many of our old
i ds. in their
rotting limbs and de1 trunks, hear testimony to the mis•! wrought by the ili-timed use of the
and a.\e. Small limbs, an inch in
ter or less, can be taken off at
any
■'
:it comparative safety.
But the
'••rough pruning called for in a longgb'cted orchard is best -done in the
'i.miner.
The sap is absorbed by
the rapid formation of wood and leaves’;
wood laid bare in pruning large limbs
a beeotia s seared, the
healing process
ootid the edges • >f the wound begins i in
■d ately, and in a few yeats the wound
be completely covered with new wood
d bark.
There is no chance for decay
'ben large limbs are removed in the
:
i> spring. There is far too little prung done in the farm orchard.
A dead
n should not be sutiered
upon the fruit
• bind pruning leaves no stubs, but
ts close to the trunk or branch bearing
excised limb.
[American Agriculturist for June.
■

Egg-Eating

“BUCHUPAIBA.”
IJuick. complete cure, all annoying Kidney. Bladder and I'rinary Diseases. s|. Druggists.’

Hens.

Beauty

Regained.

The beauty and color of the hair may be -ah
regained by using Barker Hair HaS.-am, which itmuch admired for it- perfume, cleanlim-.-- and dandruir eradicating properties.
Now that Darwin i- gone, we
deuce in -aying that he always
Wilde to be the missing link.

How

i■. ;te n
bi lii.-v d

>

eouli
o-.-ar

Save.
subject to bilious attack!-

to

All hard workers are
which may end in dangerous illness. Barker'.- liiiir
ger Tonic will keep the kidney.- and liver active,
and by preventing the attack -avc much -iekm
loss ol time and expense. Delay at st. -h timemeans danger.
Detroit Press. >eeother column.
It is said that the peach i- the most sensitive fruit
in the country.
^ e.-, when it i.- had it alway s hides
in the bottom of the basket and leaves its good

brothers

on

top.

Within the Whole Range ot tonic ami alterativ<
medicines known, none i- entitled to more consideration than tin Pint \ Ian sYitri*. In all cases of
enfeehled and debilitated constitutions it i- the very
remedy needed. The most positive proof of this
ean be adduced
A

law.

e:*

anything by
Alter

i- about the only man that
opposing a woman’- will.

reading

ali

the

advertisement

ever

of

made

Spring

medicines and blood purifiers, vv advise the use of
AY HR’S SARSAPARILLA.
Impurities of the
blood, though their name he legion, tremble and
fear before it.
It is tin* king of all blood purifier.-,
and the best of all medicines for spring disorders.
Sold by all druggists. A-k for AYKK’S SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any
Other.

Price, $1

;

six bottle- for

Twenty thousand dollar.- for a his.- is a little high,
It is
serious drawback upon the Hut a St. Louis man had to pay it, though unwillM'.tits of the poultn >atd when the hens ingly. it may be presumed, a -tali court having lived the price.
at the eggs, and this is generally brought
We Can’t Talk
in their confinement in summer, to
oie i most villagers and some farmers Without showing the condition ..] our teeth. E\cry
laugh exposes the in In order not |o he aslmine»iol
;i'e to resort.
This seldom occurs in tIn rn. le t u- u-e that -tandard dentifrice. >< »/<>
eks that have their liberty.
In this DON'T, which is sure to keep them white and spot.
le*ss. No tartar can encrust them, no canker affect
-e. as in
many another, an ounce of tlie enamel, no spe cie's of elccay infest the dental
'-nti'in is worth a pound of cure. The lnuie. if SO/oDONT is regularly use'el. It is ,i be.
tanical preparatieni and its beneficial effects em the
mg fot animal food is met by the teeth and
gums are marve leiu.-, as it remove's all
at numbers of insects in the summer.
discolorations, and remters the gums hard and re>s\\
>
I mitt
tli a supply of grain the hock at liberty
anthers enough animal food.
If cut off
When is a sea captain in his heaviest attire*?
ai it. it must he
supplied in their eon- When he wears his ship.
nement.
This maximum production of
A Good Thing.
gas cannot he kc]>t up without it.
One Special Te legram.
N
)
1 have1 been using your HaxBloeunville,
i the cheapest and most effectual sources
ter'- Mandrake Hitters te> a very limited extent. I
: r those who
a
cow
is
skimmed
milk.
have taken live small doses, ami it lias ehme me
keep
All kinds ot' poultry become very fond of me.re* ge»o<l than all the* meeiie*ine- I have.- taken in
the last four months.
C. it. Wktmojik.
this, and with green food and grain will
Spee ial Telegram.
•do fairly well in a large yard
Other
Holland, Mich.—Please send me ouedozen bottleDr. Haxter’s Mamlrake* Hitte rs. 1 neve r took any
sources of supply are butcher’s
offal, fish me*<licine
that»liei me se» mu«*h good
this.
"H al. ami chandler's greaves.
IlenstindIlCA TaVI.OH.
igother animal food respect their own
Price, 25 ets. per bottle.
In obstinate cases the only cure is '■
eggs.
The paper \viii«*h called this kind of weathe*r the
the hatchet. [American Agriculturist of spring-halt hit it nearer than Venneu* is in the- hal.it
of doing.
dune.
Ely’s Cream Balm Co.,Oweg<», N. Y.—Ple ase semi
us at once* two gross Ely’s ( Team Halm.
We take
What can be Sown in June.
pleasure in congratulating you on the* suece.-s you
are having with the* “( ream Halm’
Catarrh ami
Those who have it time of “making gar- Hay Fewer eure. Its sale is steaelily increasing
den" in early spring, and doing up the witii wemelerful rabidity as you can see by e.ur frequent oreiers. it is evidently an article' of great
sowing all at once, do not get the great- merit. Ye TV truly, Je>IIN.Sle»N, ||()1,I,()WAY & Co.,
tl<>2
Arch St.. Philaeielphia. Mareh PJ, ISM.
est good from their gardens.
There are
Messrs. El) Bros., Druggists. Owego, N. Y.—I
many vegetables of which the season can have bad Catarrh tor a numbered years in its worst
b<- greatly prolonged by making succes- form. Helena,* I hael useet one bottle e.f your Cream
'hoppings Into my throat liadentirely e-cased,
sive sowings.
A striking example of this Halm and
soreness in my lu*a«l was entirely reinov.
pain
is Sweet Corn, which,
by judicious sow- e<l, as well as deafness. 1 have use*'l ;i gre*at many
It also
remedies, hut nothing that eejuals yours.
ings may lie had every day until frost
gives immediate relief for <*• *ld in the head. Mrs,
stops its growth. In many localities, the J. D. Hahaoorn, I'nion, N. Y.t Dec. 7, 1>7> Price
2w22
most thoroughly tropical plants, such as 50 cents.
Lima Beans, okra, and the Melons, do
Thing are not always what they seem. The
better if put in now than if sown earlier. game <»f base-ball scorn's like work, but it is playsure.
For succession, after the tirst sowing, put
A Baptist Minister’s Experience.
in Bush Beans, Beets, (allowing plenty
I am a Baptist Minister, ami before I even thought
to be used as beet greens), Cucumbers,
of being a clergyman, I graduated in medicine, hut
and other pickle plants.
Carrots, Kohl left a lucrative practice for my present profession,
40
years ago. I was for many years a sufferer from
Rabi, and Salsify, are among those that quinsy;
“Thomas’ Eci.kc.t’hk Oil. cured me.” I
may still be sown and make a crop before was also troubled with hoarseness, and Thomas’
frost arrives. [American Agriculturist for Eelectric Oil always relieved me. My wife and
child had diphtheria, and “Thomas’Kclectric oil
June.
cured them,” and if taken in time ii will cureseveq

times out of ten. I am confident it is a cure for the
most obstinate cold or cough, ami if any one will
A proper knowledge of the radiation
take a small teaspoon and half fill it with the oil,
of plants is the groundwork of agricul- j and then place the end of the spoon in one nostril
and draw the Oil out of the spoon into the head
by
ture.
All the operations which the farm- sniffing as hard as
they can, until the Oil falls over
into the throat, and practice that twice a week, I
er applies to his land must be
adapted to don’t
how offensive their head may he, it will
the nature of the plants which lie wishes clean care
it out and cure their catarrh. For deafness
to cultivate.
and earache it has d me wonders to
my certain
knowledge. It is the only medicine dubbed patent
medicine that 1 have ever felt like recommending*
A rose tree in Mr. Goodhue's greenhouse and I am very anxious to see it in every place, for
I tell
that 1 would not be without it in inv house
at Ownsso, Mich., yielded last year over for you
any consideration. I am now suffering with a
• i, MM) flowers.
rheumatism
in my right limb, and
like
Itssteinis more than eight pain
nothing
Kclectric Oil.
inches through and it has three branches, relieves me like Thomas’
Dr. E. F. Crane, Corry, Pa.
each of which is four inches in diameter.
For sale by K. H. Moody, Belfast.
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really

manly, generous, good-hearted
spite of his beer and wealth,
encouraged by t lie maternal bead of the
house, began devoting himself in the
most ardent fashion to Letty; and she,
seeing hermother’s pleasure thereat, and

were

quoted

with most

word from Kick, received his
attentions in a passive, unresponsive wav.
TL zee months went by, and it was Aunt
Emmy’s birthday, and that eccentric old
lady had decided to divide it among the
family, lunching with one portion, dining
with another, and supping with a third.
The lunch party was given at her sister
Letitia's (Mrs. Lotinsberry), and some
half a dozen old friends and some dozen
relatives were hidden to the feast. Letty, in a sea-green gown (Kick’s favorite
gown), with a spray of pink hyacinths
(Kick’s favorite spring flower) in her hair,
went quietly about welcoming the guests.
Brougham Brown following her like her
shadow, until lunch was announced. Then
taking her place at the table, the young
man still near her. she laised the cover
from and dipped a spoon into the last jar
of grandmamma’s famous peach marmalade (she had had it placed before her.
trusting to be able to hide the mischief
Baby bad done) when somebody said, addressing her mother: “Have you heard
that Kichard Creighton is going abroad
for his health ! lie has given up bis situation, and sails in a day or two. They say
he has failed fast lately."

hearing

sar-

castic inflection.) “And furthermore, I
also begin to think that perhaps it would
have been better if we bad never made
this mistake if we had never met, in
fact.”

spectacled eyes upon her niece’s
poor, pale face, and asked, sharply :
“What’s the matter, child
1 >o you see
anything dreadful in the sweets
“No, ma'am,” answered Eetty, with a
pitiful attempt at a smile, w hen the spoon
struck something harder than preserved
peaches should lie.
“Let me help you.” said Brougham ; and
with one turn of his wrist he placed upon
the dainty china shell before her a wad
of paper.
“And so that is the last ol the ceieluat
ed marmalade, is it?” said Aunt Emory
“I don’t want any
I prefer my sweets
unmixed with unknown foreign suhstan
ees.
Take it away Norali."
But Eetty was already slowly unrolling
the paper(it proved to he the missing part
of the jar’s original hat)
a rather ditlicult thing to accomplish as it stuck persistently to her small lingers, but accomplished at last, when out roiled the little
gold pig. And on the inside of the paper
was scrawled, in Kick's hold hand, these
words:

■

answer.

scooping fingers.
“Oh, Baby, why

couldn’t you have takany jar but that?” asked Letty, reproachfully and dramatically.
But Baby evidently had no excuse to
offer for not doing so, for she kept on
crooning to her bottle-doll, while her sister hastily fashioned another
paper hat
and tied it securely over what remained
of the original covering.
Then said Baby, “Kick tiss I—nice
Kick!”
< »h. that is what he w as
doing when
she foolishly imagined he was waiting for
her to come and implore his forgiveness—
bidding good-by to Baby. She might
have known it, for he had always loved
en

Baby dearly.
Yes, Baby;

nice Kick, good Kick, dear
Kick ; but, for all that, the ring he gave
me goes back to him to-morrow unless I
hear from him to-night.
How dare he
wish that we had never met ?”

Emory

fixed her

by forever!'’
But Betty began humming an air from
I’alienee" drumming an accompaniment
on the window-pane, and vouchsafed no

—

no

aim tlie very next moment Aunt

■a mi. lmieeu, sir. —witn
great assumption of dignity.
“Have you just arrived
at that conclusion?
i have long been
sure of it.
But there is nothing easier
than to part.
Your letters are already
disposed of. To morrow 1 will send back
And then, when
your ring and picture.
I am free once more, 1 can try to please
my mother (our acquaintance, as you are
well aware, has never pleased her), and
in pleasing her I may find I am doing a
pleasant as well as a wise thing for mysell."
“Are you referring to Brougham
Brown !”
“1 am referring to Brougham Brown."
“By heavens!" exolaraed Rick, seizing
his hat, "this is too much.
Betty, good-

Rick rushed from the room. The
humming and drumming ceased instantly, and the whilom performer listened intently. l-'ive minutes passed, and still
the street door did not slam. "He is
waiting forme to come out into the hall
and beg hi.s pardon, I suppose," she said,
with a defiant grimace, “hut 1 won’t,’’
and she turned again to the window as
the door shut w ith a hang.
And then she Hung herself on the lounge,
kicked oil' her slippers, and cried like a
summer shower.
Rick gone, and gone
“forever" ! Rick whom she had loved so
dearly, and who had loved her so dearly,
for two long years. And w hy ? .Just because that silly,
giggling Jama Varian,
with her pale blue eyes and strawcolored
hair, had chosen to tell Hbs about him.
And shaking the tears from her lashes,
she began scolding herself as hard as she
had scolded poor Rick.
“The idea, J„etty Bounsberry, of your believing that girl
before him!
What possessed you? He
did llirt a little with her, that is true; but
all men llirt a little with girls who persist
in admiring them and flattering them.
But he never gave her the little gold pig
i/onr Christmas gift to him—never!
How she got it I can’t imagine, but he
would have explained if you had given
him a chance." And then the absent
mother, gone to Aunt Emory’s for a two
days' visit, came in for a share of reproach. “If she had only let our engagement l>e known, instead of insisting
upon
our waiting until Rick was
twenty-one,
and 1 had not been obliged to carry my
engagement ring in my back hair, the
only place where it is safe from Baby’s—
Hood ness gracious! Baby!” And Betty
suddenly remembered that ever since
Kick came in to make a morning call,
knowing Mrs. Lounsberry was absent
poor fellow! lie’ll have staid away if he
could have foreseen his reception—liaby
had been sitting alone in the dining-room
in the middle of the big dining-table,
surrounded by all the pickle and marmalade jars and fruit cans and catsup bottles and .jam pots out of the store-room.
For it was the monthly house-cleaning
day, and the store-room fell to Letty's
share, the foreign help being gifted with
too great a talent for smashing and breaking, to say nothing of an equally great
talent for abstracting and devouring both
sweets and sours.
Letty sprang from the
lounge, thrust her feet into her slippers,
and hastened where duty had been calling her for some time. Itaby sat, as good
as gold, nursing a bottle of tomato
sauce,
snugly wrapped in a dish-towel, in- the
very spot where she had been when Kick’s
ling summoned her sister to the door,
indy one small Husk lay broken on the
lloor, filling the air with the subtle fra“That won't be missgrance of garlic.
ed,” said Letty. “Thank fortune, there
is no worse mischief done.”
Hut the
“thank” was scarcely uttered when her
eyes fell upon the last jar of the famous
peach marmalade, the secret of the makmg of which died with grandmamma,
and which was being carefully kept for
Aunt Emory's (Aunt Emory was an old
maid wm th thirty thousand dollars) birthday. There it stood directly in front of
Baby, with more than half of its thick
paper hat torn off, and a yawning cavity
made in its precious contents by little

a

fellow in

single thought.

lines

it, she said

1 lived to marmy cousin; but 1 didn't.
ry you, and I have a seal-skiueloak, and
Mrs. Ford hasn’t even a jacket."
And so Brougham Brown, who was

Two hearts that heat as one.'"

found in Wheat Hitters.

over

j

Mv llAUl.lMi,—11.,w foolish wc;ov—I mean.
I am ! Here i> the charm. MBs .larian had il
about ten minutes last night only long •■uougli
to show it to you and mil you a story about it.
Baby will gi\ > it to you. Had no paper, so I
tore a pic,.ft'one of your jam pots
\\ ill so
Hick."
you to-morrow evening.

Never did any young lady so suddenly
break through all the conventionalities of
society, never did daughter so quickly
forget the wishes of her mother, never
did niece so untlincliingly brave the displeasure of a thirty■-thousand-dollar aunt,
as did Eetty Lnunsberry the instant after
she had read this note.
••Brougham,” she cried, looking at linn
with beautiful, beseeching eyes.
I must
see Kick.
1 must
1 must.
You will go
and bring him to me dear ?”
(It was the first time she had ever called him “dear," and, alas! he felt that it
would he tiie last.)
For a moment he
pulled his long mustache nervously. “We
tire not very good friends
you know,” at
last he said.
“\es, I know. But 1 am to blame for
that too,” said Eetty hurriedly.
“Forgive me, Brougham, but I must see Kick."
And the good fellow, hesitating no longer, turned from that imploring face, and,
with a tugging tit his heart-strings, went
oil to seek Liis rival,
lie found him, and
brought him back to the girl they both

loved.

And what do you think Aunt Emory
did f
Aunt Emory, who had declared
over and over again that only as Mrs.
Brougham Brown, Eetty should inherit
“Left the house in a
any of her money.
passion ?” Not a hit of it. She laughed
and laughed until she could laugh no

Heathen

Chinee

Again.

Sketches

MAINE WOMAN DISCUSSES THE CHINESE
AGAINST FURTHER
IMMIGRATION. THE DANGERS OF THE BARRA HI
AN INVASION DEPICTED IN DARK COLORS.

WHAT THE WOMEN ARE 1)01X0 IX THE FIELDS
OF IXDI STIIY, LITEliATERK. SCIEXCE. AND
A RT.

ANOTHER

In a recent number of your
noticed a letter written by a lady, now liv
ing in Vallejo, in this State. While reading it I felt
as if I must follow in her track crying, “1 too,” to
the sentiments she expressed. My letter will not
Editor Journal.

very soon.
Air. Darwin was one of the very first to sign
petit ions in favor of woman suffrage in England.
•V daughter of the late President Johnson
manages a farm near Albany, Texas, with such
eeonomv and success that a prosperous future
is already insured to the President's two grand- j

paper I

perhaps, like hers, be "breezy” hut it will, like hers,
only give voice to the almost unanimous feeling of
sons.
the inhabitants of this State upon the ChinesequesMiss Nettie II. McKelvcy, Miss M. J. llowes |
and Miss A. W. Cowles have been chosen essay- tion. For never could there be a greater mistake
ists by the Oberlin students for the oratorical than to suppose that these feelings are confined to
contest next winter.
the rougher element of society here, but the very
Mrs. Cynthia Hicks, who is seventy-eight
best, most earnest and thoughtful people among us
years old, is the president of the Humboldt are almost a unit in this matter. Like
your Vallejo
(Iowa) Woman Suffrage Society. May she have
increased happiness with revolving vears. and correspondent, I am a native of Maine and of Waldo county, and I have been deeply pained at the
live to vote.

j

'> omaii

sum ago

was a

marked mature m tlie

for the erection of a home for incurables in that
city, and will make ample arrangements in the
shape of endowments for the maintenance of
the institution.
Miss Belle Braden has recently been eleeted
for the second time treasurer of the Wayneshurg and Washington railroad in Pennsylvania,
'he i' also pay-master, making regular trips
over the road in the
pay-car. She is probably
tla only holy in the country who is a railroad
official.
Miss I .izzie Howard has been appointed
librarian of the Peabody Institute, in place of
her father. A.S. Howard. Miss Howard has
been assistant in the library for tic past ten
years, and is unite familiar with the duties of
the position.
The 'i mite committee on woman suffrage
have voted to recommend a joint resolution
prepared by Senator J.apham. proposing a sixteenlli constitution.nlamendment w hich declares
that "The right of citizens of ie Cnited States
to vote shall not lie denied or
abridged bv the
1 niled States or by any state on account of sex.”
Sarah K. Nourse, of .Moline. III., was one of
the pioneer workers of the West for the advancement of women.
She was accidentally
killed by the falling of a windmill last August,
and the \\ oman .Suffrage Association of Moline,
of w hich she was an active member, held a memorial meeting to do honor to her liicinorv.
(lov. Hoyt, of Wyoming Territory, where
w omen have all the
rights of citizenship, savs :
"Women don't want to hold office; they do iiot
can
for public life. During all my experience
in Wyoming Territory, where women are citizens and hold the same eivil rights as men. 1
hav e not heard of one woman who desired active public life,"
Dr. W illiam W. Draper, of New York, said
at a mel ting of the people interested in the
high
duration of women, on Saturday night, that so
tar not the slightest difference had been discovered in the nervous anatomv of man and
woman, and it w as absurd to hold to the doctrine that woman was by nature inferior in
mental capacity.
The Washington (Ind.) Democrat advocates
t ie elect ion of a woman as school trustee in ttiat
city, and say-: "Professional anil business men
do not. as a rule, have the time to make freduent visits to tic school room. The influence
ot an intelligent, reffned, and educated woman
would make itself felt and prove a powerful
au\ iliarv in adv ancing the educational interests
of our eitv.
I in- piaster east ot a statue ol Harriet Maltin'all has ju>t.been completed in Boston, and is
lo be sent to Florence, to be
produced in marble. Mi>s Anna WhitneyMs the sculptor, am!
(In- sl.Vono that it cost has been subscribed entirely by women. It is somewhat larger than
life-*bzr, and represents the subject sitting with
her .hands crossed upon a manuscript which
• ies in If r
lap. dhe statue is to he erected in
Boston, bi;: just win re is not stated.
A in \n society of women has Intelv been
formed iu Germantown. Penn., culled “The
Political Kducation Society.
Its object is ••the
education of its members with a view t«> increasing their usefulness as citizens of the I'nited
Mates, an<l the extending of the means of such
education as much as possible to others." Thev
meet once in two weeks, “read aloud some work
upon go\eminent or polities, and discuss what
they read."
Harvard has been regard* d. among our col
leg*-", as one of the most decided in opposition to any kind of eo-edueation and her president as the forefront of her opposition. Medieal eo-edueation has been regarded as the most
doubttu! and the most open to objection of any
kind.
And.yet medical eo-edueation i> defeated
h\ only a single vote, and the pugnacious
president voted with the minority. When such a
\ut* is possible, the cause is won.
[The American.
1 if Brewers' ( onvi ntion which met in < hi•ago some time ago. unanimous]) resolved “that
wr
oppose woman suit rage everywhere and always, for when w oman has the'ballot she w ill
\**te solid for prohibition, and the woman's
\*>te is tlf last
hope of tlf prohibitionists."
The woman's vote in Fvansville. where twentytwo women voted for license and 2.42b
against,
i" taken by some as an e\ ideneethat ihe brewers
1

were

right.

[Advance.

Probably no woman has heldolliee under this
Government fora longer period than did Mrs.
Margaret Sillvman, postmistress of Pottsville.
Penn., who died recently. She was appointed
b\ President Lincoln and entered
upon the
duties of her office. April 2b, IMil. She was reappointed. successively l»y Presidents Johnson,
Grant twice. Hayes and Gurficid, and had she
lived another week, would have completed
lwenty-0110 years of efficient and faithful official
service.
The New Orleans Christian Woman's Kxcliange organized and opened a salcs-room for
the n eeptioii and disposal of woman's work, in
April, issi. During Tin* year just closed, articles have been sold t<* the amount of ?*.">.!)f>2.().*».
<»f w hich sDd»;>iklo was paid t<» worthy women
needing help. Iu June last a lunch room w as
opened, which proved a success, the receipts
being so.nou. Tlf Association now numbers
members, and expects to extend its work in
other directions the coming year.
The

Green backers

in

Congress

While the nine Greciibackers in

Congress
vote together on currency questions, and in
favor of Milftituting irredeemable legal tender

Greenbacks for national bank notes, yet on
nearly all other questions seven of the nine,
(one from Pennsylvania, four from Missouri,
one from Alabama, and one from
Texas) vote
with tie Republicans, and the two others,
iMuivli and Ladd, <f Maine) vote with the
In the b ink debate in the House,
Democrats.
longer.
Bland, of Missouri, w bile complimenting Miirch
“Now 1 shall have something new to and Ladd for their unwavering support of the
tell folks,” she said.
“They must be tired Democratic part), assaulted the remaining
Greenbaekeis. charging them with being “a
and sick of my old yarns.
I'm sure 1 am.« tail to the
Republican kit*." To this charge
Love, gold pigs, jealousy, and marma- Rice, of Missouri. (Greenback.) replied as follade. all mixed up together.
It's one of lows■•The gentleman sneeringlv charges upon the
the funniest things I ever heard in all mv
< i reen back delegation here t fiat
they are the tail
life.”
to the Republican kite, and tor proof
charges
“I’m glad you think so,” said Mrs
that they have invariably voted on all partisan
with
“It
the
don't
me
strike
that
Louusberry.
Republican majority. Is the
way. questions
gentleman our keeper? From whence came his
What are they going to li\e on ?”
authority? For myself, did I need a monitor, I
“Oh, I’ll look after them,'’ said Aunt would
call one ol' a more correct and consistent
Emory; and her remark makes a very political record. The g •utleman avers my sin
to
to
this
be
I voted to unseat as a member of this
that
real
sweet
good ending
story.
House. Mr. Chalmers, a Democrat, and voted
[Margaret Eytinge.
to seat Mr. Lynch, a Republican.
I answer the
gentleman here and in his presence that by the
record in the Lynch-Chalmers contest. I by my
Facts for Free Traders.
vote aided in striking down one of the most
Some of the facts presented in the report of bare-faced and infamous frauds ever in anv
Mr. .Joseph N’itnmo. ,Jr.. < ’hiefof the Moreau of State, or in any land, attempted to he perpetraStatistics, in regard to tlie comparative rate of ted upon a free people. And, sir. I say more:
I dare the gentleman totakethe record evidence
wages in different countries are well worthy
in that cast—his vote and my own—home to
consideration by radical free-traders, who claim
our
that a protective tariff is detrimental to the inpeople in Missouri.
The people of our great and growing State,
terests of the working man. it is a fact worthy
their consideration that in almost every industry with its population of two and one-half milthe wages of workingmen are under tlie in- lions, with its resources of untold wealth and
fluence of a protective tariff largely in advance untold greatness, an empire within itself, have
of wages Where free trade prevails. For ex- become tired and disgusted with the iniquitous
ample, in 1 lie iron industry, wages in tin* I'nited Democratic misrule, and their abuses of power
for the last twelve vears.
States are about 100 per cent, greater that in
1 lie people of our State are fast
England. The average wages paid in the manthrowing off
the shackles of that party which has in all tinufacture of cotton goods are about IW lierernt.
greater hero tlmn ill hngland. and the average past hindered progress and obstructed the highearnings of the more highly skilled laborers in ways of manhood development—a party that
has professed all things to all men. and which,
the cotton mills of the I'nited States exceed
those of similar laborers abroad in a much by it- acts, has shown itself to lie neither tisli,
higher degiee. The wages paid in the manufac- tlesli nor fowl: sincere in nothing, but corrupt
and venal in all its leadership; a party which,
ture of silk goods are 100 per cent,
greater.
Messrs. .1. «V P. Coats of Pawtucket. It. I., ainl
by its press and its expressed legislation, conPaisley, Scotland, state that the average wages demns our governor for his noble efforts in
paid by them are J lo per cent, greater at Paw- maintaining law and order, and the suppression
tucket than at Paisley. The Clark Thread Com- of lawlessness and violence within our borders;
pany state that the average of all the wages a party whose popular vote, eight years ago,
paid bv them is 101.1 per cent, greater at New- was tlO.OOt) majority, but by the popular uprisark, N’. J., than at Paisley. .Scotland. These ing of an indignant people, in six short years
was reduced to 17.000: a
facts are significant, and are worthy careful conparty that by its State
sideration by our workingmen, to whom free convention in ls7ti, declared in favor of an issue
traders are accustomed to address their specious of S2,000.000,000 of absolutely tint paper money,
arguments when descanting on the glories of and with which it demanded the immediate payment of the national bonded debt; a
free trade.
party
which, for the last twenty years, has followed
after and successively camped upon abandoned
The free-sliip newspapers are at it again, tak- bivotiaeks of the Uepublican party; a
party
ing their texts from Senator Bayard’s ..eh which, for the last thirty years, has been withthe other day at the annual diiino'r of the New
out honored history, and has made no honorable
York Chamber of Commerce. Tlielineof their record to which it can point the rising genius of
argument in most eases is it) that "Americans young America, with any thing of pride.”
cannot buy ships abroad"—which is not true ;
It will be seen that the fusion <treenbackers
(2) “materials which enter into the construction of Maine, separate themselves from the (ireenof a ship at least ought to be admitted free of baekers of the rest of the country. The fusion
duty”—thereby showing their ignorance of the Maine Green backers are doing their best to get
fact that such materials are already on the free the Democracy into power. The (ireenbaekers
list. They ignore the statement,'made again in the rest of the country, refuse to fuse with
and again by well-known free-sliip advocates, anyone, and look upon "the Democracy as the
that if foreign-built ships were admitted to an
last party that should be in power.
[Xewiston
American registry, and admitted duty free, no- Journal.
body would buy them until the real burdens of
American shipping, such as Senator Frye’s hill
The indignation meeting at Tuseon, Arizona,
provides for, are removed. The assertion that ill no way represented the sentiment of tile resthe policy of protection is responsible for the
pectable portion of the community. The resodecline of our merchant marine is too idle to re- lutions denouncing the President were voted
quire refutation. [Boston Commercial Bulletin. down by a vote of six to one.

.staii'I our Fastcrn friends have taken upon this subject: that is such a sore trouble to us here. When
I fame to this State fourteen years ago, I could not
see, as I now do, the terrible evil which lias been
growing so constantly that it now overshadows all
others and threatens to involve this fair State in
fearful ruin. Rut gradually 1 have come to feel
that no greater evil van befall a country than to
have In its midst such vast numbers of heathens,
with all their heathen customs and vices. They
never, like other nationalities that come here, as
similate with ns. They preserve their own modes
Of living, of dress and worship.
To-day the Chinese
quarter of San Francisco is as much heathen as
l*ekin or Canton. Wherever they go white people
must of necessity retire and leave them the locality.

Property depreciates,

who cares at all
for the dceci "des of life would he
willing to live
near or among them.
It is not “race prejudice,”
for they are no worse than other nations that are
thoroughly steeped In heathenism.
for

no one

nur churches, nearly all, have established missions to help them, and are doing what they can to
elevate and Christianize them. We believe that as
Christians we are not to be governed by the political side of the question, hut as these heathens are
among us, it is a solemn duty to aid, protect, and
enlighten them all that is in our power, hut we

hope :nnl pray that no more may come, for at least
long term of years, lest our own young people he
drawn into an almost overwhelming ruin. 1 have
for years been more or less
engaged in mission
work among them, teaching in Chinese
Sundayschools, and more recently among the women. So
a

tell how sad, how truly
deplorable is the
life of most Chinese women. Of course, most of
those who come here, are of the very lowest class,
and arc brought for the vilest purposes. For these
une can

poor creatures, who are treated most cruelly by
their brutal owners, we ought to have hut one feeling pity. Trained to such a life from infancy, no
ray of light has ever shone upon their darkened
minds. They are bought and sold, from one lo an
other, by a system worse than African slavery, and
this is going on all the time, in Christian America,
and our present laws are powerless to prevent It.
Ami when we raise our voices against these things
our friends at the Fast tell us that we are
prejudiced
against these people.
A few years ago, some Christian Indies
having
these

things deeply

at

heart, organized

a

society

for

the

express purpose of aiding Chinese women and
girl.". A house was purchased, and a Home prepared. It is located just on the outer edge of Chinese town, near
enough to he easih accessible, and
it has proved a House of Refuge indeed to
many n
poor Chinese woman who has lied there for protection from

her

worse

than brutal master.

girN have been rescued
'ice, where they were being

tle

from

Many lithorrible dens of

trained for lives of in-

lamy. Thc.-c children are often in a fearful condiwhen receiv' d into this Home, covered will!
filth and vermin, often bruised and scarred from
head t" foot, where they have been most cruelly
hcatm. A gentleman of this city, an officer of the
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children, harescued several little girls from these dreadful
places and has placed them in the Home, where
they are now being cared for kindly and taught the
better way. lint the inhabitants of the Chinese
quarter have come to know him so well, that they
tion

keep

the children

very

difficult

It was the 9th of

very closely guarded, and it iget possession of them, moiv
especially now as the price of girls lias lately advanced from fi vc It u mired to one t Itausa ml eh 'liars eo ch
of course they are watched with
great strictness.
Often these children have been stolen from friends
in China.
If one of our Christian families should
lake a little Chinese girl to give her a home, it woul i
be unsafe to allow her to go out of doors alone, f. r
the strong probability is she would be stolen by her
t<>

countrymen and sold into a slavery, too tearful
to contemplate. These things are not
fancy sketehe.they are all too true. “I speak what I know, and
testify what I have seen.”
o\v n

One very great evil—caused 1 y their presence in
such vast numbers—is the harm they are doing to

and girls. Such avenues of inworking
dustry as have been open to women here, have in
a great measure been filled
by Chinese, and working for a mere pittance, as many of them do, many
women

worthy women have been crowded out, and great
hardship and suffering have been the legitimate re
suits. For where there is just work enough for a
limited number, those who will work the cheapest
will obtain the employment. Chinamen are now
doing great quantities of sewing, once done by women at a fair price; but when shirts, with linen
bosoms and wristbands, neatly stitched, and all
completely finished for ten cents apiece, arc made*
as they now are by Chinamen, sewing women utter
a cry of despair, for no decent woman can work for
such .1 price and preserve her integrity.
If no help comes, San Francisco will in a few
Even now,
years be essentially a Chinese city.

my last sketch,
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few men

April,

in

that

were

morning

night.

and

camped

wc

a fence rail for
fuel, so that we could
make coffee after our rations were issued. A

pointed,

hut like men were determined to go
home and work to regain the fortunes they bail
lost.
An ii.D Pittv ati:.

thousand nu n wort in the sane field and on the
same business.
I ran with all possible -peed
for a half mile before I could secure one. It was
a
huge oak rail, heavy enough for four men to

Literature.

carry.

A.MF.nn an

my

half

mile distant.

a

Orders were given to
a thick belt

dashed through

W>

of woods and met

cavalrymen riding back, badly broken 11(1 and demoralized They told u'
they had been lighting all uigiit, and holding
the rebels in cheek until

sic

we

ldarrive. And

explained wliv we laid marched all night.
We passed through the woods and came out in
a field some
forty rods in width, r'ora fourth of
this

a mile in our front was fiat and level
ground,
then there was a ridge of land, and on I hi- crest
a house, ham, and numerous
outbuildings. The
field on either side up to this hill w as border d
w ith a forest: beyond the hill from where we

stood was—we knew not what,

in the field

we

halted.

A group of l iiion (ienerals were silupon their horses near 11- Sheridan, (irif-

ling

tin. Chamberlain, and others. Sheridan w;t~
identic milch excited, and was talking rapid-

e\

and adding emphasis 1 hi- words bv bringing
his clenched right hand dow 11 on the open palm ot
his left,
it w as evident to all that some eiitei-

ly

priswe

of

importance

had hut

011

was

in

man

one

foot.

At that time

Company II who
grand fellow. c|iiiet

A
any claims to piety.
beloved by all.
He hud marched all

had
and

night,

keep up, and was so weak and footthat he could hardly step.
Wlc-it tic com-

bound to
sore

pany halo d and in- -aw Sheridan he -auk upon
the ground with a comical groan of despair, and

remarked. “Tic Devil is

to pay sure!"
And
the hill at about the sane time.
I think Hi iuml bee was cherishing the -anu

beyond

over

opinion,

our brigade was quickly formed in
lines of battle t<» make a charge. < Hu regiment was in ih«• front line.
General Sheridan
formed a cavalry skirmish line in our front.
two

The enemy's lines of battle were evidently ova r
beyond the hill in our front, as some of their
batteries opened upon us, and threw shot and
shell very carelessly around. The skirmisher*
advanced at a round gallop. Sheridan leading
them on. They reached the crest of the hill
and entered the forest on

advanced rapidly
the hill,

dust before

right.

our

plain

the

aero**

Then

we

and climbed

readied it* top a shel!
exploded in the barn, and in a moment it wain flames.
In the confusion hens and chick en*
we

ran from the barn in every direction.
Hy this
time the enemy wa* pouring a very lieaw artillery fire upon u*. lint it alway* require* *onie-

thing

than shot

more

soldiers from
fowl*

or

chasing

shells to prevent hungrv
chicken-. s.» after tin

Shell* were crashing. «>rticers
shouting for the men to keep in tin rank*. l'h<
b<»y* weiv screaming and laughing as they ran
ran.

vve

after th»

chicken*.

The flame*

roared and

swept through tin* air. and tin* hens squalled
in tin it

pathetic manner, a* they were
captured. Altogether it wa* a
remarkable medley. When tin poultry
most

l’oi.n il s,

hensive titl«* of
of 1.100 pages,

This is tin- compre-

]•<>rt 1 v and handsome volume

a

jus! puhlished. and wliieli conmuch of general and special interest,
and will be found ><> indispensable to every
library, that it is a wonder Mich a work laid not
been prepared long ago. It is a fac t, however,
tains

i

I

so

that a history of this kind, strictly non-partisan,
has never before been presented to the Aincrire ader.
The author'- and compilers an
lion. Titos, v. Cooper, member Pennsylvania
lb use of lh-presentaliv cs, 1 v"o-7l'. Pennsylv anic
can

.Senate from 1*74 to !**4. < hairman Republican
Sta'e Committee 1SSI-N2, and IleetorT. Fenton.

Fs<p, member
Cooper sa\ s in

of the

Philadelphia

liar.

Mr

Preface:
ddie writer of this volume, in the pursuit of
his profession as an editor, and throughout an
active political life, has always felt the need of
a volume from which
any important fact, theory, or record, could he found at a moment's
sc arelt
of many records.
glance, and without
He lias also remark* d the singular fact that no
history of tie- political parties of the count r\ .as
they ha e faced each other on all leading i"m >.
has ever b> • n published. Thi s-1 hings prompt
ed an underiak iug of the w< * r k on hi -wn part.
and it is herewith presented in tic hope that it
Will llUo i til Want' Hot Olll\ of those eoUlleeted
with polities, but of those who take an interest
in public affairs.
a

The volume is classified into

seven book'*, a
of which will give a good idea of its
inte rest and value. Hook 1. A complete lihtorv
of the- political parties, from the beginning of
tlie l
S. < i..v eminent
date.
arranged that

resume

they face each other on even leading isMie,
with the* view> of leaders, descriptions of the
various measures and party

record' ihereon.

including all important test votes. Hook II.
All political platforms,down tothe lb adjusters
of Virginia, with comparative analysis of the
I»«- k III
positions of partie s on gn at i»ut
Creat sp* ehes on great issues, embracing all
the most noted speeches, from the beginning
down to date; Those of Randolph,* aihoun,
Hayne. Wh bster, Clay, \dams. Toombs. Kveiett. Lincoln and Houglas*. debate. Alt \ ste'.

rsun 1 'avi-. 1 liaihleu- Steven-. Ih
itr>
W inter 1 lav is. Buchanan. a--. Morton, Wilson,

vrns..ii'tn

tv-ward. ( onkliug.
Cameron, lliii. Maimin'. I'ryi

Biuinc.

sunnier.

others,

opposing

on

isstn

ami

Morrill.
mair.

\< rv

that both sides of

>u

Parquestion eun lie understood. Hook l\
liamentary l’raetiee. .(. rtVrsou's Manual, with
complete reference-: tlie oh! Article-of I ollfederation : t
S. ( n-titution. with history of
a

Amendment-. Ilei-laratlou.
All existing

political

BookV,

te.-op.

I lndr

law-.

xaet

text,

taken from lb-vised smtute- and Supplei: titlo date.
Here t \ rv : olitieal ; riv ill
a right,

punishment, tax. tariff, liome-ti ad. pi nsion
bounty, or other facts can he ohtaiin d it n
-lance. Hook VI.
A complete federal Him
Hook, embrarimr all of th
with their addre-x
li-i of all lie

principal oftic r
duties, -aiarif
\i-o
te.

-.

II know

it Fi deral olli
-.
full statement of ih a]
pointing powers, and th" iiilltiein- through
vvliieli tiny are obtained. Tiii- iin'ludea

with tie ir pay

vvi

ami

a

civil, military and naval otlieer-.
\ taliulated lii-ton

politic-,

of

Hook VII.
:i.li

with

I

every variety "iv ine ail chetoral ami popuao
voles; Icadineotliei rs of-d'O .m,l Nation from
!>un a
'!
beginning of government

overtaken and

ulated finaneiai hi-loi

most

-iotial election

excitenn-nt subsided, and

of their arms,

stacking

the same hillside, ate the sane

on

of the surrender, and all pledged themselves to
go home and live and die under the shadow of
the old flag. They had fought for four years,
been completely whipped, were sadly disap-

secure

over

re-

army
AVe had three

hard tack, and almost “drank from tlu■ same
canteen." The rebels were all loud in their
praise of (icucral (1rant for the generous terms

We broke ranks. A portion of the
in search of water, and others for
I started on a double
quick, hoping to

I managed to get the smaller end upon
shoulder, dragging the heavier, and slowly
made my way to the regiment. It was all I
could stagger under, and when I reached the
company great drops of perspiration were running down my checks. With an exclamation
of triumph I threw down my load beside no
comrades, and just at that moment the bugle
blew “fall in!" full in!" The hoys laughed
loudly at my adventure, and advised me to
take the rail along with me. To
say that I was
slightly disgusted does not expres* (lie situation. Heavy firing was heard in our front not

as-

and the rest of tic

arms,

surrender and the final

ran

double ((iiiek.

told

They

was over.

war

days

died away.
wood.

that the

to see

moved hack toward- Richmond.
rations of food in our baggage wagon-.
This was divided w ith our prisoners. And thufor the day or two intervening betw >en the

But

II at nine o’clock

rations. Our column halted in a field. Our
guns were stacked as if we were to remain for a
time. The firing in our front which we had
heard at intervals that morning seemed to have

hoys

we

as

mainder of the

As I related in

Company
perhaps a portion of these, like
the writer.were there because they had
promised
j us
a

glad

glad

and Were as

fought bravely,

had

of the great event. To our division was
signed the honor of remaining to receive tin-

had marched all

we

They

received them kindly, and exchanged pocketknives and sundry trinkets, that each could
have something to carry home as a reminiscence

Life.

I860.

them.

of the fearful condition General Lee’s army
was in, and we only wondered that they endured the hardships so long as they did. AA'e

THE SURRENDER.

Francisco, May 8,1882.

San

of Army

SECOND SERIES.

QUESTION, AND PROTESTS

Specially prepared for the Hep. Journal.
It is expected that the doors of the Kentucky
School of Medicine will lie opened to women

Letty’s father, whose heart ached at school election in Wi st Denver. Col., recently.
( hit of seven hundred and
the sight of his daughter’s sad face.
A
sixty-one ballots it ’is
safe to say that more than one-half the number
tirst-love disappointment is always hard
were deposited
ladies.
by
to bear for a while.
I thought i should
Mrs. Charles Turner, a widow lady of Liverhave died when Stephen Ford mairied pool, has giv. n the munificent sum of $'200,000

—

The

get

The

of tin* rebel soldiers
AVe were

us

NUMBER 22.

Work.
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will soon

Woman’s

large numbers

within our lines.

came
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ah

:

ami

m

Inn

return-:

'oi.vr-

law-:

r

sp,:,

all got back in the
debts. ( ottfederaic d'a -.
11-11-. sp,p
am!
rapidly advancing line and looked out in our Territorial government-: Kh-etion I S. Senafront, our mirth quickly subsided. It was a
tor-: Fnlistnn tits in all w ,r-: laMe- of tarilf

desperate

situation

wa*

lay

which

tin*

most

would be brought

For three-fourth of

sen*e*.

field

in

one

careless and indifferent
his

we

mile

to

open
A few rod* of This distance

before us.

descending ground, then

a

level

a

an

plain, and

beyond that a ridge of land. At the foot of that
ridge was the enemy's skirmish line. We could
distinctly see the little rifle pits in which they
were entrenched,
lieyond their .skirmish line
and higher on tin side of the hill was th« ir line

and
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that ’la

everything
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work i-

published by tin- Ha\
< o„ of
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subscription.
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they

opened tire upon u*. but their
firing rapidly and with good exe-
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i- inferior in inten-l to none

Id. Ii hav.

vv

'-ien

pre-

-will''

"in

were left by (on. ci-t
'lit
vniiyoftbi
Ciimlierland"i at < liallatmoga. ml e.irrie- lie

churches and schools were founded
with great labor and expense by the early settlers,
we see tenement houses
fairly swarming with Chin-

cution.

what our mission was—to assault their

churches have already been crowded
out in this way, and others are only struggling for
an existence, where once
they prospered with large

written another vtdtinie. tin tenth of ii„ -,-rii

and silence their batteries.

entitled. "The March to thi

where once

ese.

Several

congregations. The First Presbyterian church hajust been sold for less than one fourth of it* cost,
for this very reason; it having become completely
surrounded by heathenism. The Powell street
Methodist church is suffering severely from the
same cause, and will probably before
very long be
compelled to yield its location or die out entirely.
And this is repeated in every town in the State.
Every town of any size has its Chinese quarter,
with it- opium dens and brothels sending forth a
continuous stream of poisonous influence
and
—

there ou a smaller scale, are repeated the sights
and sounds of China town in San Francisco. Eighty
thousand of these people are now waiting in Chin-

ports for passage to America, and are tanning
just as rapidly as stiips and steamers can lie chartered to bring them to our shores. Every steamer
for weeks past lias landed from one thousand to
twelve hundred, and kno ring wliat we do we van
not welcome them. Vet oi r Eastern friends,
by a
mistaken philanthropy, instead of helping us to
cheek this inflowing stream, would enlarge it. We
can only hope and pray that their
eyes may he
opened to the magnitude of tills terrible evil lie fore
it is too late, and they, ns well as we, feel all too
ese

keenly

its

fearful effects.

m.

i:.

it.

Section -4381 of the Revised Statutes of the
I'nited States enumerates the following fees to
be collected of the owners and masters of vessels engaged in domestic commerce ;
1.
2.

Measurement.$si.nu

to

Enrollment.
50
Each endorsement.20
3. License.25 to
Each endorsement.20
4. Permit to proceed.25 to
•>. Permit to unload.25 to
0. Fisherman's permit to trade.25

$24.ihj

opportunity

1.00

occurs.

At a sale of Jersey cattle in New York, Wednesday, the cow Princess H., three vears old,
brought #4,stop.
wife of

Sergeant

rapid

a

plainly, although

ad-

We well understood

rate.

We

position
thought of our

comrade* who had fallen out in the night, and
who were then quietly sleeping back in tin
woods, and were angry with ourselves to think
that for the hope of drawing ration* we had
been foolish

enough

to

keep

up. and by doing
lUit it was then too

get iu such a scrape.
late to fall out, and all we could do wa- to pull
our hats down o\ »t our eya s as far a* possible,
keep up with the line and end* av>r to appear
so,

narrative tlovvn to tin orirtiiii/ing
mov.

through Ceorgia.

nient

Mason has had an inter-

view with the President and petitioned for her
husband’s release.

to
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Fraid.lin
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Nash\ die." vv liieh eovefs tie opera!ions ft
tlie beginning "f tie Man'll to :!; — a to tie
surrender of Johnson- including also tin op< ratiolis of Tlioma- ill Tt

The volumes
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brave. We did not fear the artillery very much,
for they tired over our heads, but dreaded the

under Hope." by Join,
Hop' -. F-p. \
Antietam ulul I- rcderick-burg. by (bn. 1

moment

when the infantry should open on us.
We descended the hill and advanced across the

eis

plain,

anil < Jetty sburg," by (*en. Abm r I ><• u 1»!«•«I y
VI I.
“Tin Army <■!' ihi < umbt Hand," !|i

lin

and

not far from their skirmish

were

Not many words were
mind was busy. I.ikc a

AVinthrop Palfrey

spoken, hut every
we thought of all
the past three years, so many dangers passed
through, and here, after all these hardships and
narrow escapes, just a> the war was about to
close, our regiment reduced to a hundred men
was hurled intfl this desperate position, where
nearly all must he slaughtered, it did seem

there is

hard,

of

••

but
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By Richard A. Proctor. Among
expositors of Science in tin !
no

ill the ;.<• j»n,r

author who c\«tN 5*r-■

;..r

in charm

llinched, and

style, in breadth of scholarship, or in the
faculty of making even the most arduous prob-

upon the
what we

general

We saw

not

a

mail

that

little

band

as coolly as we bad ever marched
parade ground, vve marched up to
supposed was the gates of death.
a white object flutter in an orchard

\ sigup in the rear of their line of battle.
nal for their infantry to open tire, growled
the

hoys,

as

they

saw

it.

Tie n we

expected

to

their line of buttle mantled in tire and smoke
as they poured vollies of death upon us; hut a

passed and not a gun had been tired.
We looked again, we saw the object we had
supposed to lie a signal flag, lint it had changed

lems of science easy for the intolligem- of th
p ader.
He is set n at hi- br-t in tin

admirable collection of '--ays named abn\e.

forming Xo. ;12 of the s
popular scientilie work-, known
boldt Library.
Price Id cents.
A* Co., publishers. :;n L; t- 11•

its

position.

It was

advancing, almost

down to

their line of battle.

passed

It continued to advance, it
their battle line. Three men accompa-

nied it.

What could it

mean?

We could not believe
brisk

gallop

/1

mm a

n-hit,

eyes. At a
tiie officers rode to within twenty
our

rods of our line, then turned down to our right
where Sheridan hud disappeared. And on we
advanced. A stall' officer came out from the
woods.

His spurs were pressed hard against
smoking llanks of his noble horse, lie was
swinging his hat like a madman and yelling—
the

“Lei:

h

is

si

KENDHUEIi!
And the last
scene.

have

iittEXDEKi.il!

1,ke

has

si k-

Halt, halt, halt!" came the order.
charge was over. Hut such a

I cannot describe it.

passed,

.Seventeen years
but tile blood tingles in my linger
I think of it. There was such a

tips now
change in the situation, such a transition in our
experience. Men laughed and shouted, shook
hands and actually wept for joy. Could it be
possible? It seemed more like a dream. Had
I.ee actually surrendered and was the war
about to close? The joy of that hour will never
be forgotten.
Wo forgot the long, weary
marches, the hours of suffering, the countless
as

exposures, and many sacrifices, and for the
time, even forgot our disappointment in not

drawing rations at nine o'clock that morning.
Many of the boys were even then skeptical as to

a-

J.

tin

Hum-

Kit/gvrald

Plaer.

\.w

York.
\<

moment
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Tlie Progressive Age says : “Theconstituti m
was made
hy the States. Tliey formed it by virtue of their several sovereignties.” lint the
constitution itself tells a very different story.
In the very preamble it says. ’“We the
the United States * * * do ordain and establish
this Constitution for the United States of America." That ought to be as good authority as any
dictum of l.ord Brougham, I)e Tocpueville,
John U. Calhoun or Jeff Davis. We don’t deny
that the war on the government side was fought
to preserve the Union, and we maintain at the
same time that the principle which
they fought
against was that the constitution was but a compact between the States, from which am one
of them could rightfully withdraw at any time.
This was the doctrine of the secessionists, and
is the doctrine which the Progressive Age is now
supporting in its columns. rKennebec Journal.

/Phe

at

see

Senator I nt '> bill reduces the fees for measurement to $2 to §5; repeals all other fees mentioned; abolishes the tonnage tax on vessels in
the Canadian trade; provides that consular certificates shall not be reqt ired of vessels in the
Canadian trade; and reduces the assessment of
4(1 cents per month on the
wages of seamen for
the support of marine hospitals to 20 cents a
month. The bill will he called up this week, if
an
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of battle behind breastworks, and back of this
was their artillery, qil in
plain v ievv. Their in-

artillery

"dicer

poo

>
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Mary Halloek Foot* the artist and
writer, is entering upon a m a\ ti< Id of literary
work. Her “Story of the Alcazar,** in the June
Century, is a striking story of sea-faring life,
told ill the Yankee dialect, and drawing ittragic element from the day- of the slave trade.
The numbers of The Li\ ing Age for May i:»th
Mrs.

anil 2oth, contains Koseit i’s poem-, 1 bin burgh ;
A Sketch of the riminai Law, Nineteenth < Vn-

tury

:

Outlie

Developin' lit

of the (’olor-.-en-e.

and The Life of dames Mill. FortnighlB ; dam
Ail-ten and Charlotte Bronte, a Contrast: and
Alfonso La Marniop*. Modern lb-view: Ostia,
a Port of the Past, and
Twenty-four hour- \\ it h
a Neapolitan Street-boy. Cornhill: A Norman
Priest, Athemeum: Feoiiomic neology ,,i India, Art Metal-work of dapan: and The W ild
Silks of India. Nature: with “Kmilia." “The
Bandsman'- Story," and the conclusion of
“Pentock.’*
in

rect*in

\ears

me

soimi

na>

mmisimi

ri

large contribution to the humorous poetn of
the country, much of which has found iN wa'
to the public through the
r»ri«*-a-1{rae”department of the Century Magazine.
There the lat<
*•

Irwin Kussell published, and “Cnele lienuis”
still appears, and there in the dune number will
be found poems by two other Southerners,
whose work in the Centun has already attracted attention—A. C. (Jordon, of Virginia, and
d. A. Macon, of Mississippi.
Mr. (Jordon's
poem is entitled “Carson Murray, of dames
City in Virginia,” Mr. Macon’s is a “Song of
the Spring,” in negro dialect, lie is also the
author of the prose
Aphorisms for the Quarters.” which have appeared in the Century.
Other contributors to the same department of
the dune number are d. Chee\cr Goodwin,
David L. Croudtit, and Klizabeth Akers Mien.
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Their

Old

Tricks.

Decoration

Maine

Day.

to

Carolina.

Memorial

Day at Belfast.

News

It is but a few

For the second time in its history Belfast on
days since a friendly WashingTuesday, May noth was the day set apart by SIGHT-SEEING IN RICHMOND. A NIGHT RIDE TO
CHARLESTON.
THE SCNNV SOUTH.
CHARLESton correspondent remarked that the Democrats
the Grand Army of the Republic and our State
Tuesday publicly honored its sleeping defenders by
Tin: common -m itools (»i
TON CHURCHES, ETC. THE GOOD TEMPLARS.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 1882.
maim:.
in Congress were making fewer mistakes than
laws for decorating the graves and perpetuating
strewing fresh garlands of (lowers upon their
The 2-sth annual report of the State superinCorrespondence of the Journal.
honored graves.
Forty-nine soldiers are buried
1« ii';' ni of the coiinnon schools of Maine has I PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
usual, and he thought they had possibly learned thememoryofthose who laid down their lives
The route from Washington to Richmond and
been i**u d from the press. Following i< an
in defence of the Union. The season had been Charleston is through a section of country sacred at Grove cemetery inthiscity,and on Tuesday their
wisdom from experience, and would refrain
abstract : The number of scholars in this State
were distinguished by Hags floating over
from such exhibitions of folly as had disgusted unfavorable for bringing forth flowers to en- to history, and it is also Illustrative of the peculiar graves
in issl was 213.027: in Issn 214.t>)0; a decrease
them. Some were without monuments or headthe country in the past, llis hopes have not twine the marble slabs or place upon the gt.. features of to-day as compared with the North,
ot 720.
The whole number attending school in CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
stones, and only the little waving Hag told where
l*si was ir>0.ui>7: in issn I40.s*j0; an increase
been realized.
Democratic statesmanship is mounds, but the day was all that could be de- the social, political and Agricultural condition of the hero
/ Business Manager and
nrcc5.,
,,VP!,
>sKL! <’• DYBK*
m
lay. But upon this, the most sacred of
oi 24o. The decrease in the number of children
“Dixie.”
com<>ne
idea
of
the
obtains
a
Editor.
LOCAL
very
good
\
not the real article, but a very thin veneer, sired. Tin' recent rains and suececi ling sunour anniversaries, all distinctions are levelled, and
"i school ag> lias been constant since is7o, w ith
mon class inhabiting the seashore belt of country
shine had awakened the sleeping buds. Valley
which soon wears off, exposing the cross grain,
the exception of one year, and in II years
the private is on a par with the general.
sursgkiption Terms. In advauce,$2.00 a year;
from the Chesapeake to Georgia. From an agriculamounts to the startling aggregate of 14,240.
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
One of the objects in establishing a Post of the
knots, gnarls, sap, dry rot. and shakes of the and hillsides were carpeted with emerald green.
tural point of view it is not of a high order. There
While then- has been a decrease in school popu- year, $3.00.
Grand Army of the Republic in this city, was that
material upon which it is placed. The Demo- The half-masted flags stood out in bold relief is nothing of the thrift and energy of the North
Advertising Terms. For one square, (oneinch
lation. there has been a steady gain in attendof length in column,) $1.00 for one week, ami 25
crats of tiie House are now in the attitude of against a blue and almost cloudless sky. and the to he seen, hut the whole country for hundreds of Memorial Day might be properly observed, but no
ance upon our schools.
The number of school
cents for each .-mbsequeut insertion. A fraction of
districts in the State is 3,!*P>C»: 3b towns have I a
miles seems given over to sand banks ami scrub move was made by Thomas II. Marshall Post until
brisk northwest wind agreeably tempered the
the public business, delaying the
full
obstructing
as
a
one.
square charged
abolished the district system. There are 4.3os
within a few days. But had a months time been
of
air.
The
details
the
local
observance of the pine, while the sparse population can only he said
appropriation bills, imperiling important legisschool houses. 3,o3n of which are reported in
consumed in the preliminaries, the occasion could
The following are authorized agents for the Jour
to stay; they don’t live.
are
elsewhere.
it
was
less
lation
and
wlmt
The
elections
given
condition.
the
day
(>7
school
Though
upon
1
good
grounds?
During
year
nal
not have passed off more satisfactorily. Tuesday
We reach Richmond just before noon, and And
house* ha\e been erected, at an aggregate cost
Committee have reported to the House the extensive than could have been desired, and
s. It Niles, No. *250 Washington St., Boston.
was a beautiful day, the fresh breeze blowing makthe temperature higher and more sweltering than
of SO:>.347. The estiniat( d value of all the school
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & S, Tremont Temple,
South Carolina contested election ease of Mac- than it is likely to be in the future, there was
Boston.
ing it just cool enough f<>i marching. At '1 u'rlnrk
propt rt> in Maine i* s'b02tThe number
“On to Richmond” is a saying
experienced.
jet
s. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
of male teachers employed in summer schools
key vs. Dibble. They found, after full investi- nothing lacking in sentiment. The tributes to laid away among the bygones,hut the Richmond of i*. M. the members of the Post to the number of
is 3u.*>; male teachers in winter schools. 2.2.T7. 203 Broadway, N. V.
in which both sides were heard and a the memory of the fallen heroes were heartfelt
about fifty filed out of theirarmory, taking position
gation.
to day looks as though it needed an “onward” to
Horace
205
Boston.
Dodd,
Washington St.,
Number of female teacher* employed in sumOku. P. Rowell A Co., 10 Spruce St.. New York.
amount
of testimony taken, that the former and genuine.
large
life and industry.
Its business streets and build- on Spring street where the procession was formed
mer schools. 4.03s: in winter schools. 2.431.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park How, New York.
in the following order:
is entitled to the seat now held by the hitter on
Total number of teachers in summer schools.
ings seem quiet ami almost paralyzed under the
A Washington despatch under date of .May
4.bss: in winter schools. LOSS, of these teachWagon Laden with Mowers.
The Itepuba prima facie case, and so reported.
yellow sunlight. A little building to replace the
Sl’B^CRIBERS remitting monev or desiring to
Color Bearer. .1. T. Frost.
er* To7 are graduates of Normal schools, and
have tin* address of papers changed, must state the
results of a heavy lire, is about the only sign of
lican majority offered the Democratic minority 24th, says—
Marshal, Capt. Clms. Baker and
4.713 of them have had prcxioiis experience.
Post oiliee to which the paper has been sent, as well
A. Smith has been se- life and
Inspector
l'ay
Joseph
Aid, (i. I Iaunbnrd.
Of
to
course we visited the,
all the time they wished for a full discussion of
activity.
The average wages of male teachers per month,
as the oiliee to which it is to go.
lected by Secretary ( handler for the appointSearsport Baud.
Northerners, lamous Libby prison, which is only
the report. Hut the minority refuse to consider pointincnt as chief of the bureau of provisions
excluding hoard, i* S2S.23; of female teachers,
Thomas If. Marshall I'ostii. A. B.
Si4.7*2. Nuniln' of toxviis electing supervisors
Administrators, Executors and <.i ardians
and clothing, with the rank and pay of paymas- a small, insignificant, old, brick, tobacco wareFiring .Squad "t' Tw elve.
the
case at all, and have resorted to tillilmsterwas 274, an increase oxcrlssuof 22: number
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
City Clergymen and Orator <d Day in Carriages.
ter general of the navy. Paymaster Smith is a
house.
I>ul tin memories centered there—let us
w ill please so state to the Court.
Belfast City Dovernment in Carriages.
ing to prevent its consideration. Their action native of Maine, ami
electing seliool committee*. 223. a decrease of Journal,
entered the na\
in I si; l ;
forget them. An hour’s drive “took in” all the
Citizens in Carriages and on Foot.
lb. Tin* total school resource* for tin* year were
is clear)} unjustifiable in whatever light it may
la' was formerly in charge of the navy pav ofof
where
Subscribers
are requested to take notice of the
interest—the
principal points
building
The line of m ireh was down Spring to Church,
Si 037.22b. Of this amount s7iN».r»21 came from
fice in Washington, and is now engaged in setbe regarded, and
this is not surprisdale tm the colored slip attached to the paper.
although
It
met
the
Confederate Congress; Washington’s mag
town treasuries: 310.13'.) from the State, and
from Church to Main and up Wilsons llill to the
his accounts.
i- the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
it is inconsistent w ith their former pro- tling
ing
nim ont monument in the Capitol park; the houses
s24.20!* from local fund*. The amount expendI
The procession tiled around the yard
May si, means that the subscription is paid to
Mr. Smith is a son of George Smith. Ksip, of
eemetiij
ed lor common school* current \pcnsr* w as that date. When a new payment is made, the date
fessions and practices.
where JelV Davis, Den. Lee and Alex. Stephens
when a halt was made, the tiring squad taking a po.
Maehias. and his mother was a daughter of ( ml.
will lie changed to correspond, and SC BSC RIBS00f>,0!*7. leaving an unexpended balance of
Sir
A new city park has lately been
bvery one must admit that theeurly considerlived, &<•
sition near the center of the cemetery where a saEli' IRK KfcyUK-TKD TO SEE THAT THEIR
s'sl,o32. There are pij towns in th State when*
Adams, of Cherry field. He comes, on both
ation of. and speedy action upon, contested
built, by convict labor, which overlooks the city
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
lute of twelve guns was tired. Sq uad- were detailfree high schools are maintained, an increase of
sides of the family, from tile best blond in the and attY>rd- a line
are requested to forward the sums due.
It
eases is of the first importance.
tin* contestview of the city and surrounding
Id over isso.
Tin total Cost of these school*
ed and every soldier’- grave \va> decorated. Tlte
to
State.
The
which
position
was stib.40!*. of w hich the Stat
Pay Inspector country. The railroad bridge across the James flowers were very beautiful and were attributed
ant is entitled and tin* sitting member not entipaid sld.bio.
Smith lias been appointed was long held b\ an- river lately burned, is being replaced by a wooden
mi m\ im
i»i:u «;a 1 ion.
tled to the seat. the rightful possessor should
generously by our citizens. I’ne pro-—don th *n
other Maine man, H. Bridge of Augusta, son of trestle, nearly
mile long.
II. A. Sln>r« y, editor ol' tin l>rid^t*.n Wws,
A
marched buck to town and into Havford II ill, th
not he kept dancing attendance upon Congress
Leom liiehmond to Charleston was a night ride,
writes from Washington as follow-:
the Hon. Janies Bridge, of that place, and grandIt is jeiiWILL HE HELD IN
large crowd of people following, complete!;. tilling
until the close of the term for which lie was
and
claimed
“tired
nature's
sweet
rally conceded in \N a-hinjxton that Maine has
restorer,”
See.,
son of Judge Cony.
Ih is now. we believe, on
the building. The bant! played some tine music,
elected. And if the sitting member i< rightfulan exceptionally strong and infhieiitiai deh
( ITY HALL, PORTLAND,
us for its ow n,
we have nothing special to pencil
Rathe retired list.
after which prayer was offered by Lev. Mr. Libby.
tion in < on.irn
Senators I* r>
and ii.de in
ly in the seat, his title thereto should he continuunles- it be to say that Southern railroads are rough
:ie upper chamber, are m* u of r< comd/ed abilJune 13, 1882, ed. This has been urged 1>\ Democrats as well
Capt. Charles Baker, who acted as chairman, then
Tuesday,
The Mobile. Alabama. Register, not unmind- and their conductors not all gentlemen. Sunday
read the following roll of honor—the names of the
ity. th* former occupyimr tin otv front rank
AT 11 O'CLOCK A. M.,
as
Republicans. The elections Committee of ful, it appears, of the lessons of the last Presi- morning finds u- at our journey’s end, Charleston, brave
aniomr the orators ot that bod}.
s.-nator 11;i!
hoys who now rest in Drove cemetery
For the purpose of nominating a candidate for
ha- an iuHueiitial position on the conn..:
this House has acted upon these principles, and
at the ( harle-t
H e d, w here after washing oil
dential election, protests against the tarill'issue
<r senior, and four candidates for Representatives
William H Jones, Alonzo M Dilman, Tim-dli}
and in the > nale. at tie- dcpar’ments. ami .1.
the dust of tun Ivc states, or less, we eat a heartv
decided the eases before it as promptly as their as a
in t -ogress, to be supported at the September elecThorndike, Sumner Lothrop, John ii. Cmizzens,
party ipiestion. It says; “if. following
-'•ciai 1 if»•. Ik i- accorded* very i;reat eon-i«l* ra- tion: and to transact any other business that may
bivakfa.-t, and are pr pared to take a few glimpses
nature permits. A number have been reported
Mr. Watterson's programme, the next National
Louira A. Kelley, Wm. H Dardner, Albert S. Litee,
tion.
In the House no man -tand< better than
prop* rly come before it.
s
cool
f
the
»uth.
The
weather
is
sunns
very fine,
The basis of Representation will be as follows
to the House and disposed of.
Rut this ease
Wm. B. All.vn, Kdg.tr B. D.tvis, Jesse A. Wilson,
ibpn seiitati\ lb ed. ami if he is not the ••leadDemocratic convention should declare for *a
«■;»*•!»
tor the
y, t »wn and plantation will be entitled to
-ay tin residents, and even our thick
er" «»f th* lb publi'-an -id liter* are f. w who
Jones K. Wilson, Augustus Wilson, Frank W.
the Democratic minority dee lare shall not he
tariff for revenue only' the Democratic party
on*1 deb-gitc, and f«»r each seventy-live votes east
are accounted a- ot more nm>o|iii nee than he
clothing a lapt'-d to Northern climes is not yet unDiekerstm, Leroy s. Scott, Janies Cunningham,
for the Republican candidate for Governor in 18K)
considered
at
ail.
fear,
the
be
will
in
involved
a
net-work
of
inconsistenThey
expospossibly,
in debate.
Hi- po-ition a- ehainnau on the
comfortable. Early summer is here in nil its newan additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
Henry W. Cunningham, N. I’. Monroe, Thomas H.
ure of the tissue ballot frauds by w liieli the 1 demcies so strong and tangled as to defy escape."
part of the lb.11- of the Judieian < oinmittee
I.
in excess of seventy-live votes, an additional
b lowers in profusion, foliage
ness and fre.-hness.
Marshall, Augustus s. Parker, Kdward Bak- r. John
impo-. a hea\\ burden of iv-p<>n-ibi:ii y. and delegate.
ocrats have obtained illegal majorities in RepubBut the Democracy ha- its head in that identi- clean in its new greenness, and all the attendants
lie tind- few leisure hours. Ab- n
The Mate ( omniittee will he in session in the reK. Lane, Amos Wooster, Until- L. Brackett, H. M.
from the
lican districts in South < arolina : hut they had far cal net-work now. and the tail will obediently
Out of doors here to day, May *2*2d,
of the >e:i-oii
the City Hall, at nine o’clock on
11 oil- for
\erai days tlii< week <*ii aeeount of ception room
A. Poor, F. A. Hodsilon, Albert Bak-.-r, >\lvnnufor
tl.*
in
of
the
the
ol
Convention,
-riling
follow.
la tter have faced them than taken their present
purpose
i- i1111 about what we have in Maine in late July,
an uirly boil on the tip of the nose,
seriously deUiehards, Wm. Dunbar, Mieha-i Cullnan, Win.
ci\ imr the credentials of delegates.
a

i:.
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of Belfast

and

The grass on lawns in this city
for the first time this season.

Daniel Faunce i» one of the earliest and largest
raisers of rhubarb in this city.

Vicinity.
was

last week

cut

\\r. C. Tuttle has put into Masonle Temple, in
city, a large cabinet organ for the use of tin

this

Comet A, or the Wells comet, can now be
naked eye in the Northern heavens.

with

seen

lodge.

the

George D. Otis A Co., Everett, Mass., have pur
chased two pieces of land on the east side, in thicity—additions to their stock farm.

The last part of May was very wet, whi« is interfered with planting. The outlook for a good hay
crop in Waldo county is very promising.

Howard, marble worker, in this city, hahandsome specimens of monuments for Searport parties. Mr. Howard is a fine workman.
\Y. T.
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Republican State Convention

a

•

so
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—

o

<

e

c

‘-on

-•

v

ia\edil»c bll-ille--

tile Ib-U-i. I b' prc.-ellt ati\. I»111 u 1 e\. ful!\ equipped as ie- was with a
know
1.
1 In* intricacies of pardir*
of
eomplctt
liameiitary law. and well read-up on ever} important --ii. now before the people, has ivadi1} fallen into lim a- one of the most 11--fill
in< mb. r- of tie- iioii-e.
He i- ehairmnn on the
part ot the House of the important committee
of
and
currency. j> ..ften heard in debanking
Imte. and i- ‘reiierall} •. iewed as one of the mo-l
substantial m<n of the body. Ib-pre -dilative
Lin«l-e} ha> h en -«Tieii-l\ iil for the irreater
portion of tie -e—ion and i- not mm-h heard of.
lie is, however, highly respected here and is
-ard'd a- :t Useful 11 n 111 b r for
*niliii 11
rk-. lb pn s. ntalivt
l.add and Mm eh. the
Deii.o. jati.- im nib* r- of tin* delegation, are
ii-uai!\ on ham! to \.»t. on that sid< of the
11■ 11. Tiie\
don. tak* par: in d* bai.

■

;»I

>

lilii INI

stand.

A good many realize tHis. now that it is
too late, and the party has fully committed it-

Ail cili/.-.ns of Maine, whatever may heretofore
ecu
have
their party affiliations, who believe in
lb-- purity of the ballot and hopestv in its count; in

popular government

self to the

usurpations

dall is

unobstrueted by Executive
and honest judii ir>. whose judges shall not be exposed to the as
vaults *d partisan hatred and revenge; iu a safe
and sound urrenev for the people; in a reasonable
»'!!•■■ >urag: incut and «ievelopment of our industries,
in

an

independent

leadership

of Sam Randall. Mr. Ran-

alike remarkable for his obtuse-

man

and selfishness. Ha\ ing figured as a leader
fillibustering against the force bill, and

ness

in the

<

thereby

and protection of our laborers against the cheap
ll"
.1 Europe, by wise and judicious laws; in
Undent measures for the encouragement of Amcri
.shipping aid ship building, in popular educaII- n: in temperance: in an economical, just and
cHi'-icnt administration of public affairs, are cor
i\ invited to unite with the Republicans of the
■Mate in '» l. ctiug delegates to this < Convention.
1’cr «trdcr of Republican State < omniittee.
WM. 1’. FRYE, Chairman.
FRF.I) \ DOW, secretary.

secured

enough

Southern

otes to

\

make

retain

to

now

which he

South Carolinian in

a

giv*

elected, will

not

was

a

seat

him

a

liess

realize the

not

The Journal lor the Campaign.
I a! iii- iv«iili nee in Ahearly S-dijJ'day A. M ,y-d T'J \ -ar-. HiIn compliance with numerous requests we
death result -d from a pilt-ptic attack. to which
lia\ <i» < i«l« <1 to make special rates for subscrib-II" a-e lie lllld ilei 11 Ini' Millie line past subject.
I u.lge liii
w a- I lorn in t 11
er* to tin
n. i\ iii \ ei mm \.
Republican Journal for the c oming
learned tie print' r'~ trad' in -! li.uii:i-I■ n mid |
political campaign. The paper will be sent as
afterward' pur'in d a i:i"I- ai
<
ir-,
hilly
! ‘!'<>w-. on*- copy to each address fSint may be
dna in AuVeadeiny. Il* ngag- d in book
forwarded to us—Flu>M ,!i*M-. jo to ski»t. 14.
when a
-lo iied law
gli'ls in ]s:lii until
wdill •!. W Kradhnry. and w ;i' adinidi d 1" praeIN' I.l >1\ !■;, KOH THIKTY ( KNTS.
Tile easll
tii-e in ls-Ul. ui a parin '! 'hip w ith hit
1 i> w as
must in all eases accompany orders.
<
Maine for
Justine of tin* Supreme "ilia
< >f the
eleven years, troiu ls-rj. when lie r.-siyiii-d for
importance of the campaign before us
the pi' -idem y of i!
Portland A Ivimdi
it i» hardly necessary to speak.
A Governor
railroad. II. was also arm i\ ion rested in the
and Legislature to serve for two years are to he
Northern I'm die aauiaiad. i> iny nm of ihe
•a igiual la.n
chosen, four < oiigrcssmeii, and many county
is in tin
nn-rpr >e,
aptain I lav id 'roekeil. smith Tli mast n. ortieers elected, and upon the new Legislature
w iiia
na lidina sjif).
Id. Ii. |A d :v. drop- i
will devolve the duty of electing a 1* nit »d States
,• i d"ad of h'-art di-.-ase. il i- supposed.
Tim
a
Senator to succeed Hon. W. 1*. Frye, whose*
d
-ell wa- about sivtv-nim years old. lie
had been a promim lit -e.l aptaiii.
pres< nt term < xpire* March .'hi. issj. Aside
iii'lv. Arthur 1
i Maiiiiw .der. a |>i*<>111iii> lit
from th< natural desire to redeem the State
law yrr Ol ifiI-ivort!.. aired ltd y.
d
d Saturfrom Fusion misrule, it is important that a Reid
-i-.
para'i
day morning
publican senator and Republican RepresentaHon. K- lb Hie 'Hi

is revealed

his party. hut hi- selti-hne-s is -ueh t hat he carelittle how the part} i- alfceted if he can only ad-

yustn.

hi-

vance

int• rest.-.

<*wn

As -Suu.-et" Cox

re-

k

--

in i.i \i:i: u

ba.-kw aid

1'
T.

n

spring.

Kangdi and .Moosehoad I ak. -.
thousand ton- I’eiioliseol ie, an -old to

oil! ot

Wa-hington parlies.

Hale will sp. ml tin- slimmer and fall
in Kllsworlh. hut will oeeupy a cottagi a’ liar
Harbor a few weeks in ii.nAummcr.
Tiie Senate ha- urd, r- d -n Mra editi..
s. mil.If
"I 111. Fivneh spoliaFrye's able r.
tion claims, tor I! lii.
IS' i- ,| an at demand.
Ilie national 1 iaj.t,aunii. r-iiri open, d in
N. w A. rk Mai
i.
Anmiigthi address' s delivered w a- .me hi Hr. Hanson, of Maim
A W a'hiiipton dc-patch 1" tlm
iirooklyn If:iyde -ays th. Maim d ■legation i- urging tin- ap.f
\-K
M.-ntatiu
pointment
-I.•1m l.vneli.
|
on the tariff eommis-ion.
The annual meeting of the W oman's Home
Missionary Society was held last week in V w
1 ork.
Annina th.-speakers wa- Mr-. Hunt of
AUgll'ta. Maine, n il" spolo o( tile m eessilv f
w omen's tnis'ion work.
The Fort Dodge Democrat sais three imiiur
men
from tiroiio. Me.. W h-i. r. Hunt, and
Mayo. opened a *r< m-ral eouutry slim and luniher yard at Andrus, towa. a few months ago.
and tin-ir irad. now a\a ram -S1 .Too a week.
Tin- Fa-1 Maim- M. tlmdist t niil-i-ene.- euiliraei-' that portion of tlm state ea-t of the h, nnehee river, it contains over ion church. and
il'.-,-iii. preachers, and uiemstation', mi
I" 1'liip ot io.oOd. |i- Sunday schools number
]' t. witli 1 .(iiki idlieei-' and teachers, and to Aon
scholars.
i i.i- Maim K. m-eiie Aledii-al Soeietv held its
annual meeting at l wiston Mai i+th'.and the
.ill'll illy otiieel-s IV.-re .'1- eted :
I'residelll.
Thomas Holiiii'i.n. M. D.. Durban): Vire-Pri-ident.'l. .1. Itroii n. M. 1'.. Al In n-: s-eretarv.
-I !. Wright. M. i'.. I.eui-ton: i’l'ea-urer.
X,
IK Martin. M. D.. saeearappa: l.ihrarian. W.
W W atson. M. lb. Auburn: t omiselinrs. Doetors Hll/Zt 1], Marl.Ie. and Holmes.
A new r. gister has been pr«
pan d for the ungraded school' of Maim-, h is to show to w hat
eht'ses e very pupil In-longs, wliat kind of work
every pupil Ini' done during tin- term, what
ground has been eon red in i-i.-rv class, and to
what extent reviewed,
liie liJfed register of
'■I"' t"rm is to go into tin-hand'of the
teacher
of the succeeding term, who is expected 1" begin rile w..:-k where iln- register slum'
,(ftin- Iasi term ndi d.
Il is hoped that it u ill do
'omething toward inducing more svsti-mutie
and tliorougii work in the school'.
luitor

o

Clippings.

requested

The

daddie-** i- not wanted
tli*

Wlmt will Maine givrnbackiTs sav: -Ladd
ami .Mureli tiotii voting w in, i >ing|, \ ,,'u a
pending national hank question. and tlnit too on an
amendment oti'ered and eann sth ailvoeateil In
i’lUekner of K. Mucky; ami a-earm-stlv opposed
li> Dinglcy. [Hath Time-.

lir-t ot

April

by

dollars.

of these, in

only b:KJ.O! >7

out.

7s.l7x.osd
It’ ii
ver

spite of
Treasury

were

on

lie

instrumental in

to

of

gold

The eali for a D--moeratie Male i-iiiivi-Mion
in .Maine i-. on tin- face of il, a sweet and ri-n-onahle document,
several exalted attirmati"il- are oLleli-afeil. Kleetions ii\ tile
people,
free f r- mi fra ml. isotn of tin priin-iple-enuii--i.ited ill tin- paper by nn-u wlio represent
conspirator- in the count-out w liicli in-arli involved the
state in civil war.
< i:h r statements,
painfully
in contrast with tin- en rv-d.iv
practice of tinI temoerats, are otteredfi-ei-iy.' [Hosloii Advertiser.
The Democrats in Maim

have reason to

re-

gard the situation with supreme satisfaction

tin- head of the ticket a Democrat with a Greenback cloak. Tin- hmlv “-ijnare Democrat" and
the tail ■■(irei-nliai-ki rs," who have tin- itch for
office so had. if they -lioulil happen to hi- elected they can't pick themselves out from I temoerats-.
Honest Greeiihaekcrs, -top and look
where you are going. Tin- step you are asked
to take is into the Democratic
parti.
[Them
■Steers.

Solon Chase's paper says.
Two gold dollars now won't buy as much of anv of our great
aone
would
in
1S7.V Vi e should not
staples
suppose this would be a source of much regret
to those u lio raise tile
staples. If beef is worth
ii cents in gold now. when it was f> cents in
currency in js75. we should think "them steers"
might have increased in value—only Solon
seems to take the-ti ers as a standard of value
ami makes the gold liuetuate.
[Gardiner Home
Journal.
<Me out of every eight persons in tin- I nited
States above the age of 1(1 years is unable to
write. (If tile “illiterates," over 75 per rent,
are citizens of the recent slave states, which
contain about :t8.s per cent, of the whole
population of the country. (If the white population
of the entire land, only (i.tHi per cent, cannot
write, hut of the blacks 47.7, or nearly one-half
are in that condition.

Nearly 8,000 persons attended tin- obsequies
of the late Cadwallader C. Washburn, ex-Govof Wisconsin, and on that day all public
offices throughout the State were closed.

ernor

we

arc*

a

of

on

exactly

w

ill

come

to

Xew

a large
England, and

sue

in the I'nitcd States

a

special

fund to await further action id'

the insurance

sums to

compani*
indemnity.

for

war

May

21st.

w

as

published in

Mr. Ladd said

the Hecord

the course of

in

shipping

try ing

now

alloat is what is

others of the -Maine

delegation

to secure.

and will be found of unusual interest.
11

will relate to the march from

Number

Appomatox

to

Washington. Number 12 will contain sketches
of To ion Generals, and No. 13. concluding the
series, will

appropriately tell

of

“Going

Home.”

The interest of our readers in these sketches

large edition
1

|

will be sold.

A recent report from the Department of Agrieulture on the condition of winter wheat and
farm animals, says of sheep that “the Hocks of

stock Maine holds

a

good place.

I

\ very remarkable man is handed down to
! fame in the recently published history of l’e-

It is understood

in other parts of the State.

Aroostook.

Till

OMINO

<

(USVKNTIIIN

W<>KI> l(»n

HON.

Khitok Joiunal.

\M»

S.

I..

The

\

Ml IJ.

near

N

1 »I I» \ I I"

A
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approach

of

the

Republican state Convention ,which is to select candidates for Governor and members of Congress for
two years from next January, is bringing hometouli
minds the importance of selecting gentlemen lor
will he faithful, hone-t,
and able administrators of the duties which w ill de
volveupon them. What« vcrvbody wants, e-pee ,;1
each ot

ly

these ortices who

history ma\ repeat itself.
another episode in the political

Republicans, is

all

That

that

may have
of Maine such

v.r

nibal Hamlin

never

had in ls5t»,

over

w

11• *n

Man

the candidal.•- of

that time been f< und wanting in dt

t<»

up

as we

elected

was

■

>

the interests of the people, and who ha.- nc\. r
since failed in a single instance to be the man *f the
lion to

people;

and

elevating to supremacy
long twenty-six years,

so

which for all these

a

party

wiih the

exception of two very brief intervals, when it lias
been part ially out of power, has managed tliealfairs
wisely' and well. Tin* misrule o, Harris
and hi* colleague.- during these last
few years ha- prepared the minds of the people, of
all Republicans, and thousands of Demo Tat* and

of Maine
M.

Plaisted

complete re.-doralion of the le
publican party to power. The people t Maine
have had enough of the sham statesmanship, tow
intrigue, financial delusions, base trickery, and po
(ircenbaekors, for

a

characterized
All that is necessary to pro.

litieal fraud which have

public

men

-ince 1*7.-.

many ot

our

salutary change all over the state, is the pro
sentation by our nfipiinntiiig convention* <•
such
candidal e for oftice its shall command utiin rsuily
the support of the votes at the polls.
When I -:i\
“universally'’ I mean enough to give the party an
overwhelming majority. There i- not the Ica-l need
of there being any mistakes in this respect
Maine
is full of eminent men; of not only g.-eat men but
good men, to fill every office intlipgif of the pco
pie. Her -ons are honoring themselves and their
duee

a

native State in every quarter of the t'nion, and
thousands still remain at home.
1’iider the*i

the Republicans of Maine cannot
aH'ord to make any mistake in the coming can.
paign. utir honor, interest, good name and political future, nit an* at stake. The welfare of the
>tate

is

involved, the prosperity of every in
dividual in the state is an element in this eonte-t
With a remarkable unanimity, almost unknown
before, it

seems

leaving

j
|

|

case

seven

children.

This is

apparently

a

jM which fiction is stranger than truth.

The

Republicans

have defeated the Demo-

cratic fillibusters, and the House is

considering

The ‘"standing candidate” of the Prog. Age is ! the South Carolina contested election case.
named in connection with the Fusion nominaThe attitude of the Democrats is generally contions for Congress.
demned.

church, which is

conceded that the candidate
he selected from Cumberland, and

the two prominent gentlemen named, there can
mistake in tin* selection of either Cither will
make when elected by the people, as one of them

he

no

undoubtedly

will

may well he
State having

proud.
had

be,
no

a

All this is wise.

Republican party, who has an unboth in public and private life,
and it is very desirable that he he a popular gentleman at home, who can show proof that he is a man
of the people, that they think well of him, and If he
resides in a city or section which has not for a long
fime been represented by any of its citizens In Con
and views of the

tarnished record

has these elements in his favor, he
have the benefit of them, and the Republiof his section should he heard in the nomina-

gress. and if he
should

tion.

.Such a g ntlemau in the estimation of many
the people of Northwestern Maine, is the Hon.
S. I.. Milliken, of Belfast.
He has visited this

of

county repeatedly in past political campaigns, the
people have met him at the hustings with uniform
admiration of his ability, sound Republicanism, and
We understand also that in the
Congressional campaign of 1880 he was the Republican candidate for Congress in the nth district, and
made a larger gain over an adverse majority, than
was ever made in any district in this State.
In tin*
oth district in 1878, the Democratic, and Greenback
In 18S0 when Mr. Milliken was
majority was
a candidate, it was reduced to 004, showing a net
cause.

2,882 votes. The Republican vote of this
increased over 4 00 votes. Surely this
ought to he conclusive evidence of Mr. Milliken’s
Aroostook.
popularity at home.
of

district

was

Michads Episcopal
of the oldest churches in
old, the material for its

years

having been brought from England.
its tower i- ver\ tine, and its organ
and chime- are noted. In its walls are evidences
.•! the “late unpleasantness,” in the form of holes
made by shot from our batteries miles away, as the
dim* li ini- used J>\ the rebels for their rdgnal serThe ser\ ice statu»!i, am! was a prominent target.
a venerable, wlife haired clergyman, were
\ i
.tv interesting to onr party, and to me especially,
as the prcdiuiuaries occupied one hour and a quar-on-trm-tion

The view from

and tin- sermon in minutes. Afternoon was
spent in attending the leading, colored church,
where th.* preaching, audience and surroundings
t.• r

were

blue

ire-

singing

The

ne^r t.

equal

was

to

visited the"Battery,”
which i- the fashionable promenade of t.he Charles
(•>ni‘»ns. The youth and beauty and wealth of this
proud southern city were presumably all out, for
.Jniiilees

th

the weather

After tea

we

lovely.

was

truly a tine promo
hay washes two side*

It is

The >alt water of the

nad<*.

cool, fresh
city
sea hree/e Mowing in from.old ocean, tempers the
heat hen* and makes Charleston endurable in hot
borders

and the

on

We say the
the assertion.

A

the others.

beauty

Weather.

w'.as

out, but

ill

we w

There wa re plenty young
Southern type, hut hardly beaufu! ae. ordiug to uiir Northern notions. They all
have
<lie away, faded out-ne.ss, ‘white livered"
look. sadly in c mtrast with the bloom and color ami

dii;

nn

the true

>.|

damsels of Maine. A circumstance
which \i~ibw- notice is the entire absence of colorli\ eiim-s-. of the

ed

from

pettp’e

swara:

block

a

>

Battery promenade. They
aw ay, hut their dusky faces are

the

whites congregate l\>r their
we could m»t learn.

here where the
Tin*

reason

tiling in which our Southern neigh
behindhand, and that is in exorbitant
tr oi-p..elation rates.
At the Kxehange hotel, Richmond, 111e\ .-barged ns one dollar for a dinner
There is

hors

one

a.re mu

hich

w

in-

was

nishes for

.'■•>

cents,

points

to

hotel in Maine fur-

better than any

•>,

excursion

rates

per steamer
Charlestown harbor, one dol-

charged lo cents for down
£:! per day for no better accommodations. than Maine hotels give for $2.
Other
thing- we judge are in proportion. They will have
to gi v *■ ncre reasonable rales before they can induce
the masses of the travelling public to visit them.
the

or

same as

is

Hotel rates

inI;i> i1 iivii'Miii ur mane an excursion down
lunching at Sullivan’s Island, passing the
location
tin ••swamp angel,” which did such
'l«•

lie*

t»;i\

to the city in war time, and visited
Fori ‘smnier. where was inaugurated the first armed

fearful havoc

resulting in the war
f the rebellion,
it is now onh a ruin,dismantled,
crumbling, voiceless; left in the hands of a keeper,
with no garri-on, arm-. <-r colors living from Its

Sylvester,

gem*

j

Bev. Simon

i

was
are

I

Preston

C irter, J

.I

iiilaM

"-

ine

Doo-lenough,

day■,

tin* orator of the

introduced and delivered a flat- address.
sorry that we cannot give ii entire In this

WC

rampart- to slew that from it

vva-

tired

the

of

one

other, “echoed round the
visited by travellers, and the

:•

It

i- much

ij-ds .-how

<

name-of many thousand visitors.

tin*

bay and outlying bars are rich in rebel historidata, with the ruin- of Ft. Moultrie further seaward, Cattle Pinckney near the city, and numerous
battery site- and earthworks across the harbor.
The occasion which brought us here commenced
1 lie
al

Monday exciting, xvlth a public reception by the
Mayor of the city and citizens, tit which speeches of
w elcome were made, and
responded to by prominent members of our Order of Loud Templars, including representatives from Africa, Canada, California. and the other states. The regular session
of the Right W.L
Lodge of (lood Templar* of the
World began the 2.‘id, and will continue four days.
Thirty.eight < rand Lodges are represented by about
luu delegate.-. Maine i- represented by M.(L Prenli-S of Brewer, and Leo. L. Brackett, of Bel fa.-1.
In

tin-

annual

prominent

reports of

o Hirers

Maine

takes

a

third in

leading position, being
Lodges of the world—only New
Wisconsin returning a larger memberand

the

-i/.c ot the Lrai. I
York and

ship.

members, Maine leads all, with
to every 3.3’a persons in the
Mate, and California comes next, with one to each

one

In ratio of

Templar

buuil

C> of its

population.

Wo also have the

largest ave
Whole number of

to each Lodge.
Templar- in the world. •JMv'UT, in U.'I.'Il lodges
Extended throughout theci \ ilizcd world. (>ur Ritual
i- printed in > different languages, and the Order is
-till entering into other and newer regions
rage

number

Lood

The

election of otticer>

Worthy Templar,

resulted

as

follows:

Leo. B.

Katzenstetn, of ('alifornia; Counsellor, A. N. Stubbs, of Virginia; Vice
Templar, Mrs. A. Brookbank, of Indiana; See’y, F.
<•
Keens, ol Nebraska; Trea*., I riah Copp, of Illinois; ;

Mipt. Jux T« tuples, Mrs. C. L. Gilbert, North
Carolina. The next session will be held at Chicago
It!i

«m

Tuesday

in

May

I he weather is rim

iss.'L

—

warm

but not

sultry

or

of-

rights
despotism. These

;

SiniM’iM. 1 iKMs.
*

1*■ red

schooner of

a

Dover, N. II., parties
;t

Bath, Me.,

rep|\ that there was
n.»w to lay keels.'Flic
ihe

no

place

firm,

or-

blit got

just
sailing

in Bath

model of the
cutter which is to be built this season
in Brewer for the Danish government, is comrevenue

pi- led.'File record of the life-saving service
the past winter i> one of which it may well he
proud, I,315 lives and $1,700,023 worth of property having been saved. In the district comprising Massachusetts the number of disasters
22: value of vessels and cargoes, $221,210;
amount >a\ed, $lU3.ti2S); lives saved. 100....The
wa>

steamer

Alaska, of the Guion line, has recent-

having been ottered in vain.At Boston, May
2-lth, the l

S. Marshal served an attachment
the schooner Mary Tracy, at the instance of William K. liadlock and (filbert T.

against

Hadlock,

Cranberry Isle, Me. The parties are
of the schooner Union, and have attached the vessel to recover damages occasion-

owners

’d by a collision between the two vessels. Case
be tried Friday, June 2d.

to

The

Pennsylvania Independent Republican

State convention nominated State Senator John
Stewart for Governor, Levi Bird Duff’for Lieutenant Governor, Colonel William McMiehael
for Congressman at large, Mayor Merrick for
Secretary of internal affairs and George Jenkins
for Supreme court judge.
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season,
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seen

streets in the afternoon
Th
-h. o
museum, a menagerie and a ring p.
l’oi mance.
i'he museum contains some ntii.pn
aui.ic;:i• ijtin menagerie is not so large, but
L'driv repre-enra. tive the < in n- 1-g.i thioughoip
'I he tir-t re' ‘*m:in*ndat:«
is that there \* bv
ing, and (he aiiaiein is c,ui-eouenr 1 v near em u_
-ec plainly tie- detail
>f aii tile memberMai
1
1 i\ idlest inlen t. Tile contortions of the "i: on
Indian ruliber man" arc wonder! at e oml an\ thin,
"t the sort i.efoi't “cen here : tw
tvup- /e fia supple -kill seldom ei|imlc I ; a
trai
troupe
•:
i- o| inteldgnu
P"nle- perform mai
other man-eu- re-, d
;h- !•
,.i.:
g j : gr
halt a do/en trained dog.- -h ie.
almost human, Th
< th
riding by
naie
a
t
male performer- wa- nieritorion-.
There ugreat variety, including a nuintx •» ,,f new .|
feature-.
I be audience at each perforniam
w
large and enthusiastic

<

bridge

The

steamers...

liia- route.

'wn

c•»mpri-es

acr -> the ilats,
solid embankment t rarth
with a sea wall of rocks which will pnv m wa.-hings from the harbor. The large -pace, on the f u k

is

Penobscot and lia-

steamer

■

pile bridge

The

t

-d :h«

will exhibit her.
another column.
I';,,
eircus receives vary favorable mention from tb>
Tin* follow in.
press everywhere it ha- exhibited
is from tin* reliable Boston JournalI he lirst performance in the week’s -ericN at ban \ t o'- eireu- took place m tie* (
m
\...-.i
ground-, yesterday afternoon and evening.
tractiv -treet parade wa- given in the prim-in.i

improvements at the .Main. ( ntral grounds
this city, have been completed and the • misli u.
lion train withdrawn.
A tine piece of work halength,

Maine,

-r

I lr il--- furnis!

the Bo.-ton

win

woven

-learner State

new

new

r

which in all

will

The
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*.t
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e

dune 12,
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vTil vns

ct:s

Belfast, where an* to he found Hit* i»♦*-1 of
facilities Mr manufacture and shipping

been done.

order t" furnish

an

of
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on

into

come

City

steamer

Iticlunond made a -tn <•--fuI trial tt ip
Portland harbor M**i»day and has taken her

it>

er

good western trade
easily doubled. Why net

New York state. The firm has

The

International lia*

tor

so

Morse will

ha-

mattresses for tin*

much that their presis insufficient to run their mill.
Mr.

power

increased

Notes.

....

The firm of

having

also injured.
Kimball was knockfortunately did not fall off the -taging.

Wintc.-port,

Dickey, Brow n A Mnr-r,
of Si&jjtrsinont, mat ufaeturers of doors, -.-.-h ;.i l
Minds, arc about to change their location, their
business

di-

w a-

"iKAMta:

Mate, occupying a prominent position among hiprol'essional brethren of Portland, in which irv hilegal ability has been recognized !•; the ejti/ens.
who elected him as city Solicitor.
A ill yn«;k.

work

nnmd has recently been measured and her toiiuagha- been found to be Pin tons, an increase of about
To tons o\er her former size
Fred Atwo- >•) ..r

of

one

i|tiil>

was

while at

gall fall.

down, but

the
strong
losers by the pirate ship Alabama, and under
stands the w bole case. Mr Hah-, who is a brother
of Senator Hale, is well known throughout the
Metcalf is

Mr.

o.u*.

Tuesday

hoisting gaff parted, b iting the eu-1
Kimball was on the -laying dump
ingcoal wlrnu the block on the gaff struck him-mi
Lie head, inflicting a seven scalp wound,
lb-

of tlm

Ferguson.

a

Kimball, of this city,

on

held aloft tin*

and

Those who have claims before the Court or Commissioners of Alabama Claims, should read the card
ia our advertising columns of F. W. Metcalf and
Clarence Hale, solicitors and practitioner-. The
linn

Fred

charging coal from sc hr. George A. >hattuek ;,r
Pitcher A >«m’- wharf. The peak halyards whi* I

will probably be lame lied this month The captain
has left tin1 h lorida, whi'di vessel will h command
ed

li>i:x

*

sevurely injured

schooner building in ( alter A Co.'s
yard for Capt. Fred A. (HI move, has been named
M. Johns, for the river in Florida
upon which .lacknew

a

<•

is also ii 11»•. 1 with

nine New York

laughters never he horn who would tamely -tirrenwi the priceless advantages winch ha\e been
cured to us by -uch infinite sacrifice, or permit the
proud structure of liberty and iu-tice t-. erumhie
into ruin.
Rather than the old Hag should he 'hhonored or curtailed oi a single foot of the domain
that is now averred by tin* aegis of it- glory, let the
crimson tide again he opened and the breasts of
> I hi* storm of w ir.
America’s sons bared again
services closed by

The

Re\

most

a

patriotic

prayer

by

Mr. Ross.

Flags

displayed at half nia-l on the (
Temple. Business w as
ally suspended during -nwiees.
OTIlKIt

oIlSEin

successfully

was

carried

gener-

\M !>.

Sear-port the programme published l

In

iis*otn

were

House an-l Masonic

The

out.

\,a

week

t

i-es

at

Thorndike and I’nity were very intere-tiim and
largely attended. Hon. s. !,. Milliken,tlii-eit\,
delivered addressc.- in both place-. Buck-port and
Camden also observed the day, but we arc unable,
from want of space, to give detail-. Tim
fittingly’observed at Liberty the oration

day

wa-

being delivered by C«*l. Philo lltT-ey, of Belfast. Col. \V
H. Fogler, of Belfa-t. delivered the
ration at Vinallms en.
Founder’s

Day

at

College.

Vassar

VIEW.
INsll>E I’OIM "1
FESTIVAL FROM \
WELCOMING lia; 1'oMI.M; \M» M'EKMMi the

THE

r.VKTIMi (.1 ESI.

Correspondence

of the Journal.

The recent celebration at \ assar College i- typical of one held there \ early on the Friday veiling
which falls nearest to April *2i»th, and is, perhaps,
f the ''o|h*gc lite,
more (ban any other social event
a representative one. It i- given in < nmuemoralion
of the birthday of Matthew \ assar, liu ('••under of
the college, but from the pressure d (hr hurried
>

student life, is held on an evening whi< h shall be
followed by a day free fr un recitalimis, furSaturday is a holiday in tin* e«>lh ge.
To those looking at the ta ctivity from an inside
point of view, perhaps the evening is u >t its most
interesting part. The day preceding i- a busy one,
for the students, bent on having their college pre
sent an appearance as inviting as possible to her
guests, appoint committee* to till tin* various otliees
of decorating the halls and parlor-, arranging the
collation, providing for the comfort of the guest-,
etc. The apartments thrown open fur the u-c •!'
the guests are the public parlors, the dining-r<"m,
the chapel, and the corridors on tin* second tloor.
The student-’ parlors are, of course, not opened,
but their occupants are unanimously invited, by the
committee upon decorations, tu yield up the most
ornamental pieces of their furniture for general
u»e.
The public apartments, in consequence, take
on an unwonted appearance uf luxury, and even
the long corridors, usually bare of c\ cry adornment
save a few somewhat severely classical pictures,
arc

w

gay

ith llowers brought

tor tbe

oera.-ion,

aim

made comfortable for those who care to -it by an
abundance of easy chairs and sofas. The chapel,
too, is prettily decorated w ith llowers, and it is here
that the literary entertainment of the evening is

given, beginning

w

ith

a

welcome

from the l*r»-si

ad-

dent of the Students’ Association, including
by some speaker from abroad, and varied by
A collation In the diningsome line vocal music.
indent-' feel
room follows, and even in this, tin*
an

dress

truly hostesses since they have
they
helped to arrange the dining-room to the best clleet,
prepared the table, and act, such of them a- have not
that

are more

as

waitresses for their

more

fortunate

com-

least, tin* most attractive part
dancers,
of the evening begins at the point where the collation ends, for then the dining-room is cleared for
at

Fur the

although only square dances are
customary at the public receptions of the college.
The hand, stationed just within the dining-room
their

especial

use,

door furnishes music for the daneers. as w ell as for
those wl»o choose to utilize the corridor as a promenade. This latter room is, perhaps, mu the iess
picturesque that the great majority of the company
is composed of ladies.
For, however desirable
i.iI
gentlemen may be, looked at abstractly as
acquisitions, they cannot be said, generally .-peaking, to add to the artistic beauty of a scene Flow
ing draperies possess an undisputed at 1 vantage over

•>
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ia-t Friday • v iming, by M l laws,of Brooks,
sis ted by loo. I -[• ••man and othei member'•;i'ti,,o..k
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a
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MrW

run
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citizens attend
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dress-coats and tin* general straight lines of masculine attire.
On Founders night of this year, however, the
was

much indebted to two

gentlemen, l>i"
one

ease

for

a

pleasant address on the subject <>t “< on.-tru'dhm.
in the other for the vocal entertainment of the

evening.

Much

disappointment

is sometimes

caus-

ed the students from the inability of invited guests
to attend, as, of course, much of the evening’s

pleasure depends

on their presence.
This year,
however, there seemed to he much less trouble
than usual in this direction, and happy maidens
promenaded attended by friends who had not sent
the disappointing “regrets.” Vale, Princeton and

Harvard colleges were represented by their students,and when twelve ociock brought the even

students, at least, felt that
of this year, had been a success.
Somewhat amusing scenes are likely to occur at
the close of the evening, for at tw elve o’clock a hell
strikes with meaning obvious enough to the initiated, who, at breakfast, have heard the lady principle's Interpretation: “At the sound of the hell
young ladles will please expedite the departure «»f
their guests, as far as hospitality will permit.”
Hut the means of hospitable expedition is sometimes more easily to he suggested than applied, and
“the parting guest” is often “hard to speed.” How
ever, by force of delicate hinting, and in some cases,
a frank .statement that we collegians belong to the
working world—for one openhearled damsel was
lately heard to say blithely—“Now, Mr. s., I will
take one more turn with you, and then you must
guests depart, carrying with them, we
lope, no bad opinion of Vassar’s hospitality.
ing to

a

close,

Fournier’s

our own

night,
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Tlu* meeting of trie Belfast Temperam
A iliar.ee
Sunday afternoon was quite largeh atl* n led,
and was very sin ■ro^sful in its results. < ■•!. I'm
Ifersey made .“ome stirring remarks, and wa- ('•
lowed by presidi at Kankin. J. It. "imiii'-ns and
< i«*o. (x
Wells.
M the close of the meeting a n
her signed the pledge.
It is to he regretted th it
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\- tin* public ha.a,,
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been impo>ed up«*n in Hiis regard, it i- vv
to assure the puMic that it
will not h* in thislance.
Further particulars will be given in ..,
advertising columns at an early dnt<
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Vincent and Mr. Thomas, in the

builders and others. Ca.pt. Merrill E. Hodgkin commands her..Seamen were scarce at
Bangor last week, as high as $30 per month

he

•

college

2lth, Adams A Hitchcock launched the schooner Carrie A. Norton, 550 tons, owned
by the

sermon

nights i New York, and ha
1,000 more representations through
out the country. “Ha/.el Kirke" will i»«• presented
hen* witii the -aim* magnificent scenery and attention to details w hich secured for it an iinpreeedent
cd run in New York, and will be given by tin m t

New York on record: seven days, four hours
and twelve minutes is the time actually con-

sumed, taking into account the difference of
time between the two ports.Vt Bath, May

at the Methodist church next Sunday w
“Baptism.” \ number are t<* he baptised..
The subject of Bov. Mr. Bos>’ '■dmday morning ser
mon at tin* North church will be “All Things i:.
Christs’’ Missionary concert in the evening.

Burnham, of Saco, (irand Commander
Commandery of Maine, will be in
Belfast on Thursday, June Mb, for the purpose f
instituting Palestine Commandery Knights Tern
plar, of Belfast. A large number will take the de

t wo antagonistic -y-tem-eame
isr.l, and you knew tlie result. The
tribute t>* the rebel dead,
would never again come a
strife from within, for the cau-e has been removed.
He extolled the brav. defenders of our country
spoke of the great prosperity oi the nation, and
concluded by saying—May the degenerate sons and

speaker paid a glowing
and predicted that there

ly made the fastest passage from Queenstown
to

Mr. K. 1*.

of Um* (irand

-y nomyn

of
in contact in

panions.

H.

re-

■

guests,

penciilings.

Marsh’s new store at Boston. They have just
ceived a cargo of >oo tons of coal.

Cm m it Notes. The Kev. Geo. L. Tufts, Bap
ti.-t, will preach in the Lnitariau church in this ci:\
next Sunday morning, the regular pastor, Mi
Crowniushield, being absent-The subject of tin-

>

you may receive

't ours, A:c.,

Mathews Bros, are now working their crew eleven
hours per day, and are unable to keep up with theii
orders. The firm is making the sash for Jordan &

>

fensive, the heat being tempered here by the ocean
breeze-.
We leave for home xia. Philadelphia and
M '-hiny on Friday night. In regard to the
journey
more

...Blacksmith shop for sale or rent by Hattie
Merrithcw, Brooks.\ P Mansfield, Belfa-t, hafurnished cottages at South shore, Northport, to let

earth, making a foundation for additional coal
her. He said in substance:
-heds.
If the time ever comes when more yard
w
tirst
in
culminated
tin*
ar
of
The causes which
room As needed, it can be ea.-ily made by tilling in
the revolution and the dec I a rat ion of Independence,
and second in the war for the preservation of the
from the inside of the bri Ige to the shore.
I’nlon and the emancipation of the sln\ c-, had their
The (ireenbaekers of Belfast, held their caucus
inception at pi riods fur anterior to the great crises
which ehiclly arre-t attention. The two principal
at the ( ourt House on Saturday evening, to eho .-e
events were the landing of the Puritans in Ma--u
delegates, to the state Convention held in Bang, r
ehusetts in l>ee. I(>20, and the marauder-. who colonized \ irgtnia in b»o7. and tin- landing of the tir-t
M-day. The caucus was a tame, cut and dried afdeterring fair, compared with some of the gat In rim.- of that
cargo of slave- on the same -oil in P*d'.'.
to the 102 colonist- of the Mavtlower he -aid
Ah'
party in this city. Tin* caucus vva called h-, .rd->•
what a freight that leaky little -haliop carried:
It
was no less than the de-tinie- of an empire!
by Deo B Sleeper, chairman of city •■uninith
Many
a magnitleent and more pretentious craft ha-erodC i|d < has. Bak« r vv as 1. t- d chairman a: 1 \\
ed tl:e ocean, but never since has tlie Atlantic t•<*i 11*- i
land Know lton secretary.
The following are
f
-m
h
a
upon its bosom such a burden
hope,
pro- |
plieey of progress, such a prunin'-*! liberty and
delegates elected W. M Bust, A. I- ».i u
oiiutility! They laid the rmndaliun of the political B. 'sleeper, Chas. Baker, David Alexander. A. F
in
system whieh culminated in the Declaration
dependence and the war which c-taMi -hc I the Clark, I- 11. Durham, Wm. Berry, A. I. Mudgeit,
the
same, the federal compact and constitution of
B Kittridge, K. W. Fllis, D.
Toothaker. > I
-tales, and whieh finally, alue>-t a century later,
Fdgcomb, Waylaml Knowlton. oliver Cha-e.
wn- founded
throttle I the antagonisticsy-tem win
almost at the same time ahmg i n riverVirginia.
1 he annoum-ement tiint the Madison s.piare V vv
It was a dllleivut class of people who -ruled \dr
York, Tlieatre Company is to present tin* play of
Puritans
In
with
the
gina.
they were
comparison
as distant as the antipodes -ima\en a id hell are
••Hazel Kirke” in this city on June >tli. i- om- d
not more unlike. The one stood for liberty and the
much interest to amusement goers This play had a
inalienable
of man the other is the

Jir-t -lets that like that

world

Attention is called to the advertivement of An
drews Bros, who are closing out their stock as then
is to he a dissolution of partnership.
Bead then
notice— Miss Lottie Colburn, of Belfast, lias iu.-r
returned from Boston and will teach vocal music,

c. 15. Ha/.eltine.
The former is said to be the best
saddle horse in this vicinity. Texas horses arc
capable of great endurance.

at tin* southerIv end of the

mini

some

Among the saddle horses in tills city are two from
Texas, one owned by Mr. Fred Francis and one b\

fe

and Alfred Waterman.

rc-i-tancc in the government,

the state
portion of the
candidate for Covcrnor for

| Our correspondent writes of the Congressional
ticket under the impression that Mr. Blaine is t<»
haven place upon it, and a portion of his letter is
therefore omitted. He continues:] With reference
to the fourth candidate there is not probably so
much unanimity of feeling. All agree that he
should he a gentleman of distinguished ability, who
has been and is now true to the traditions, policy

gain

potatoes, green peas.

western

who for

zeal in the

other

(iovernor of whom

The

many year.-, it is proper that he he of that section.
Tills is courtesy to the people of that section. It is

cans

or an\

.,

visit St.

one

it i- l*2f»

\meneu.

to In*

townsmen.

It will lie seen l*v the report of the caucus in
the local columns, that the Republicans of Bel! nobscot county. According to history—the
fast have instructed their delegates to the State I above named—this man was born in 1843, setConvention to support Jlon. S. I,. Milliken for i tied in another town in 18311, and died in 1840,

strength

from

next

quoted

much

Voice

A

1

renoon

Sappho

render of l,ce.

The following sketch, to appear
week, will describe the surrender itself,

In the

ea-t.

Then again, they put forward men
long years have had a successful career in
public life, gentlemen who are popular with those
who know them best, with their neighbors and

continues unabated, and we are glad to know
that the canvassers for the forthcoming book
the I are meeting with remarkable success. A very

that Waldo eountv will be nearly if not quite
solid for Mr. Milliken, who is also
developing

amp.

just to them.
Number W of the Army Sketches, printed this
week, depicts the incidents just before the sur-

as

Congressional nomination.
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New

\
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prime.

in their

are

lar,

of

name was received in the convention with hiss|
New England are almost universally in tineeoues, and a resolution endorsing him for his stand
in antagonism to the Council was
indefinitely ! slit ion. The exceptions are very rare. Poor
postponed. A Greenback platform was adopt- ! hay in Piscataquis, Maine, has left the Hocks
ed and a State committee chosen, one for each ! comparatively lean.” In the prices
for

a

le-s <levioiis rout* in-

more or

1).-moerati‘-

done,

arc

county. The Crooked Greenbackers hold their
convention in Bangor to-day.

tin

to

for governor will

needed,and what

he did two years ago, and lie
should poll a vote that will he an eyeopener.
'i bis he said was the time for action and the
Greenback flag must be kept flying.
IMaisted’s

going by

the

but his talk of building one hundred ships
ill the -lib district in four years is absurd, to say
the least. Justice to claimants under the Alabama treaty will not advance shipbuilding.

Sir.,

V\

a

Ou llnan, Sheridan Miller, Deorge \ 'i >ung, ( has.
(tiles, Dennis Sweeney, John Wale-, Deo. Burges-.
Kben Colburn, Austin Burges-, Charle W. i 1 u\ *■-.
A
B. Mathews, diaries M
Littleli ! 1, ( hark
Holt, Cornelius Cunningham, Wdu. M. Hall, IT11-

quartof Murpurity, would

One

in all its Maine

cream

s.aitherner.

a-thetie

airings.

a

H isn’t Jersey.

dinner lit for

a- a

m»t -ecu

circumstances

Mr. Ladd is to be commended for advocating
bill, and for desiring that justice should be

:

Win. F. Baton, Eben O. Gary, it. K. Kallock,
I >. B. AvcriH. Solon Chase addressed the convent iont saying that they had taken a new de- I
parture and meant to sail under their own flag

ground

(listribntion

a

In my own district, where a half a million of
this money, if properly divided, belongs, and
w here many a brave sailor remains
unpaid lor
labor upon the ocean, one hundred ships w ould
have been built within the last four years if
justice had been done. In the district of my
colleague (Mr. Mureli) still more.

didate- for (iovernor and Congressmen were
nominated by acclamation. The ticket is as follow-: (iovernor, Solon Chase; Congressmen,

same

It involves

law

a

his remarks—

Straight Greenbackers

lie said he stood

that gov-

Congressman Ladd's speech in behalf of the

would rapture the convention were not fulfill'd. 1‘laisted was rejected, Murch sat down
upon and Fusionisin voted out of sight. Can-

hereafter,

I uuisiana

news to

Justice to the
The

and hoots!'

every party and faction, by a majority of
votes.
A year of misrule under Samuel Well* liad
prepared the minds of the people for the election to
the chief magistracy of the state ot a man w ho had

Geneva Award bill

Tin-Straight Greenback Convention was held
in Bangor on Tuesday last—JGii delegates present.
The boasts of the Fusionists that they

body

Florida

large

long

Demoerat heart ami soul,

history

risks and who ask

inclined to think the*

“dollar of the daddies*’ will be* given
rest.

Every

The money now goes to the losers
by the exculpated cruisers, who claim about
$1,200,000, and to the shipowners who paid

propose to withdraw the silver certificates
now out-.-tamliiig and it provides for the coin-

have them: but

the total

Congress.

not

•*

Democrat in the present House has allied himself to those Bourbon leaders in South arolina.

remain

recommendations careful consideration
very conservative biU. It does

by the

to which

seat

Court of claims, under ceitain rules and regulati ills, and also provides that if ally money remains after these suits have been settled it shall

prepared a

age of silver dollars to the full ddhiaud

a

Democracy by

authorizes claimants to

therefore necessary. The President and Secretary of the treasury have recommended to Con-

country. If the people want these pretended
dollars, worth less than ninety cents, they can

in

a man

Hepresentative Heed, primarily, but the
activity and good judgment shown by .Messrs.
Hale and Frye in getting the measure through
the Senate also merit recognition.
I'hc bill

These certificates

observed some linn- since in these
'■oliniiiis. H'-presentatii e Ladd, of Maine. tui-ns
up as relialile a I'dhi-bon a- tin-re i- in tee
linn-'-.
Indeed. In- not only fillilni-ters to ]u-eI'M aetioii on tin- eleelioii ease-, hut in i-aeeu-- il of liuil-'lozing
iii-eolleagin poor .Mureli.
-o that ii- does not
appear at tin House to lake
hand on either side.
Huston .inunial.
wa-

retain

totes to

not elected, thus

due to

The l’ost sais that tin- call for the Maim- gress that prov ision be made for tin* early reDenioeratie State i-iiuii-mion is nut. It means tirement of silver certificates, and that
only
that D-‘inoenitie call No.
i- out. Tie iir>i
-m il an amount of silver dollars shall be necesDenioeratie eonventioii lm-ets in H.-mgor..I line |
to supply the demand.
The House Coml-t under the name Greenback.
Th-- manage- sary
nient i- the -aim
mittee mi Hanking and Currency having given
[Ho-toii Jouj-md.

A-

prayed ought

Jcr-e\

ph\
give

plentiful and luscious but the

are

cream—o dear!

! idies

have been perpetuated.

to

m

a liberal share.
The
thanks of the interested Maine ship-ow ners are

lias begun to How to Kurope. Legislation in
the interest of a sound and stable currency is

-e

“Hath" says
The amusement of tin- coloin was religion.
Lveryhody had it, down to the little dog>. Tln \
would go out and split rails awhin-. and then
turn in and pray.
Win n they came home from
work they would sing and pray.
A breed of dogs that split rails, sang and

who is

of which .Maine will have

pay customs duties,
and through this substitution we are beginning
to lose* gold— the money of the world—which

have

was

portion of which

to

th

of Poston

scttlcmcif

Mr. Mae-

of between nine and ten million dollars,

of

In Cell, daisied's letter to -Dear Sam" he
liiaki iim-statement tli.ii ha- lot-of truth in it.
viz: --I want inn a- chairman of tin- CreeiiI't.ek Mate i-oinmitiee to know one thing and
remember it; that il i- not --arv that I
should Ii el.-eteii next fall. | Son, -rset Iteporter.

early

certificate

arl}
utter disregard

ident to become

coin-

coinage

of the

a

wa>

good
many hereabouts that
1 lie Geneva Award bill has passed both Houses,
and has only to receive tie-signature of the Pres-

tin*

as

York

u

A-

giv en

ami

hold" the seat.

now

It will be

silver certificates intensities tin* evil of tin*

place

mean-,

Mr. Dibble

a

Mississippi. Alabama, and
who have destroyed every vestige of
ernment which is of the people."

secur-

stopped

If Mr. Lowell is to he removed for these glaring
we Miggcst that
DemiP Kearney !>
appointed. The selection would no douht In-

LIn Poston Post defines a “straight” Cieciibackrr as one who i> joing straight toward tin
Republican camp. Tin Post as usual has hit
tin- nail straight on tin* head.
[Commercial.
l in n a “crooked" Creenbackt r mii't L mu

subversion of fair and free elections.

ing silver, our Silver act places upon the people ot this country the sole and costly burden of
a futile attempt to bolster
up silver. The issue

Used in

similar

section "solid" for the

and one-tenth cents: it is now worth less than
clear that,

American.

Democrat. who

a

this," says the Boston Journal, "to encourage
the Bourbon leaders in the South in keepingthat

Hut it has had just tin; contrary effect.
When Congivs- ordered the. coinage of a legal
u nder silver dollar it was worth ninety-three

legal tender silver dollars.

counted

was

trampling under foot
the < onstitution. and subverting the w ry foundation of popular government. "And they do

ver.

are

harleston. and

do that Mr. Maekcv wa- elect* d.

stitution,

the most in-

from the continued

they

as

ing the passage of tin* silver act. which they
claim d would raise ami steady tin* value of sil-

danger arising

<

was

elected at the regular election th< subsequent election of Mr. Dibble ;n m> wav affects the former's claim Jo the -eat.
Knowing

The truth is. that tin* owners of sil-

have

by

which lie

j key was

to put them
in circulation, and

eighty-nine cents: and it is
principal Kuropean nations

of

in favor of Mr. O'Connor,

elected

i-that of soiid.ooo.oon ()f gold coin in the
country last November nearly $400.00U,(MH) were
in circulation, or at any rate outside of the

mainly

city

Republican,

a

After Mr. O'Connor's death

fatally lodged in tin* Treasury.
people neglect silonly because they prefer paper money, tin*

were

an

suppose* <|eai- Poh or dim, or somebody else, has
a letter which mak *s it clear that Plaisted U a

doubt in the minds of fair men

no

died before taking hi-scat. 1 prighl 1 > nioeratie
residents of Charleston free!} admit the met.**

were

mine-

scholar, and

a

elected !<•

out

answer

ver

eon-piettRepublican-. -ays

Southern

to

Mackey,

eludes the

should In* said that tin*

1 reasury.

poet,

a

the current emigre— in November. |sso. from
the Second south Carolina District, which in"

that Mr.

under the >ilver act ll*J.07S,dsn legal ti nder silver

ex-

1- i: 1m-

every Democrat in the House, in
of their oaths to support the laws ami the Con-

I'p

gentleman,

Tin- Portland Cit\ Item says that Plaisted i*
**a <ire» nhaeker. ln*art and m>uL" is made Hear
b\ the
Dear Sam" letter. Uh! oli! Don't \ou

“There is

Dollar.

tin* children.

:

New York Herald, which has been

last there had been coined

dustriou- efforts of tin*

for tie

rase

it

ou-1} unfriendly

I >i -pit* tli* supposed popular outcry of a few
years ago it is evident that the "dollar of the

ot

>“loii <
Mil
Hull !}ie luniks have put up
the pi-inpork ami corn. lTu-n tin- hanks
ii
tin author- of tin- short i-rop last vear.
[Cortland V11vi-11 ist-r.

Dishonest

thi- South Carolina

out

Iml-t*-ring up the most palpable
fraud- upon sutfrage ••ver committed.
The

aid in extending the circulation of
Journal.

t<«

take

O'Donovan Kossa, the New York World.and
the New York Herald say that .lames RussHl
Lowell. Minister at tin- Court of St. .lames,
must go.
Mr. Lowell's crime* arc that In- is a

Writing

simply

are

campaign

ic

to

Democracy

satisfaeloi y toO'Douovau Ros>a,th- NWorld, and the New York Herald.

which -old out Tildeii in D7»*. when lahave heell declared President.
I guess

involve- all) special issue, or because
tiler* i« a fair pretext that injustice mav he done
hv the Republican majority? Not at all. The}

and of tlie country generally. While devoting
Mich of its space as occasion demands to politii a it ineiit s will be carefully maintained. Friends
<*f tie paper, and of the Republican cause, are

the leader of the Maine

a-

clique
might

eail-e

harmony

its general. State, and local news do-

the field

of steadfast adhesion to

trades," etc., he is

"no

offences,

singled

The Journal proposes to do all in its power to
bring about these results, which it believes to
he for the best interests of the people of Maine

eis.

\

proclamation

Greeuhaekism,

marked the other da} -This whole performance
is for the hem-lit of Randall. Hewitt, and tie

ercise of their obstructionist tactics.

between the legislative and cxrcutiv <■ branches of the Government.

cal subj«

after his

fellows will begin to sir it before long.*’
It may he a-k*d why the Democrat- have

tives should h« returned to Congress, in order to
ensure the continuance of Republican control in
both Houses, and

"Dear Sam"

our

■

A

on

and tile rest of th('(ireenbaekers: and i- it not
little rough on Plaisted himself to assume that

like

by the fact that lie evident!} doeposition in which lu has placed

rough

a

to

claim upon the South, ami the Speaker-hip if
the Democrats should control the next House.
He has reckoned without his host. His obtuse-

llKA 1 Its.

■

W on't that be rather

him Speaker of ihe House when the Democrats
came in. lie no doubt thinks that fillibustering

«

|

a

Gen. Plaisted was nominated by the convention of I.SSI I as the Democratic candidate, and
accepted the nomination, and he will be nominated again, and to use his own words when
first nominated, the (Democratic) convention
at l.evv iston will ••carry the news to Blaine that
the old Democratic party i- again in the Held."
[Portland ( ity Item.

strawherrie-

Nathan & Co.’s circus will pitch their tent in this
city in the Ally 11 field on Northportavenue. A large
bill board lias been erected at the corner of Main
and Cross streets.

former

ca-e.

Instance, when

I

irate

idi\i

;:

I

rusln-s up l«- .-laughter the- editor, lie get- sida -nit
of breath i>efi * re reaching the -amtum and bce-un-

quite

east.

;in el-'.

the

The following copy of un old petition is sent us
by J. F. Pratt, M. 1)., of ( helsca. Mas-..
To the Honorable the Senate and the Honorable
the House of Representativesof the commonwealth
The
of Massachusetts, in general court assembled
Petition of the inhabitants of via mile Pond Planta
tlon In the county of Kennebec humbly -hew mb
that they are destitute of the many prh ilcge- and
advantages resulting from municipal regulation
They therefore pray that said plantation witli the
inhabitants thereon, may be incorporated 11• i•» a
town by the name of Xnr Columbia, and ma> cnjo\

pre> to

lattei

stair- to
old ioke

es-

«-r

the lighting

ease, when
ape

-onn

man

of

the otliee, and in

the editor ha- b*
l'u nd

w

<

|imt> U

lm want- to tell

Imuc into him to gi-i him

to

••

mm an

puhli-h

an

original poem
spring. Large bodies move ow
ly, we are taught to believe, but in llie ease of a
log mo\ ing through space this rule don't hold g« d.
h-r the larger the dog tin* fa-ter he moves, and this
dog we are telling of was a middling sized dog,
\\ hen he started out on hijourney lie did not seem
to have
bought a ticket hy any particular route, a

privileges and immunities \\ hi<h otiur tow ns
enjoy. Said plantation is hounded as follows, \ i/.
beginning at the northwesterly corner of t.en,
Knox's I'atent and thence running parallel with
Ceneral Bridge's town line, north one hundred and
sixty rods thence, w cst-north y\ est fl\ «• miles thence,
all the

though he patronized the direct air line, w ith close
connections and no stops oft'. Neither did he n-»
slime any particular position during Ids tra\el.-.
First Id- legs seemed to he ahead, and then hi- fail
took the pole, and later on, his head got a lap on the

south-south west six miles, thence cast-south-east
lo (len. Knox’s Patent line, thence on -aid line to
rest of him, ami just a-that seemed likely t<* w in
the bounds first mentioned, and as in duty bound
! the heat and half the gate money, he all of him land
shall ever pray (ISO!
(Signed, Daniel Whitman, Benjamin Bartlett, ed at once on the concrete walk, and the judges dc
Vinos Jones, Aimer Knowles, llezekiah Chase, I
elared It a dead heat.
Uut w hen; did C'ollev bury
Frederick

Henry Fnrwell,

Stevens, Jonathan Bord-

(v John Steven.-, John Boodey, Nathaniel
Stevens. Benj. Rackletl' (?) Daniel
Robert Jackson, Jr., lchahod Hunt, Peter Jackson,
Simeon Murch, Stephen Sparrow Jonathan Vick
cry, Charles Hopkins, William Hunt, James Mitch
ell, Samuel Kelley, Joseph Stephens, David Vick
cry, Mark I.ibbey, Nicholas Dodge,
Creene,
Joshua Sineler '?) David Bean, David Ware. John
wav

‘Richardson,

.Joseph

dig (?) John Chase, Joseph Mitchell, William
Mitchell, Noah Mitchell, .John Malveirn v?) Samuel
Webb, William McCray, Lemuel Bartlett, .Josiah
Whitney, Charles Whitney, John Perlev, Nathaniel
Frost, Jeremiah Mitchell, Mathew Fowler, Joseph

——

Carter.

Where the (?.i is plaeed

tin*

name.

a

question

arose

about

!

dogr W hy, hle.-s your soul, all the harm that
fail did the dog was to knock a little of his bark olV,
| and In* got up and meandered hack into the otliec,
trying to remember just where he wu- in hi- dream
when he landed ; and if any of our readers want to
see fun, just let them relate in that canine’s hearing
his

how

some

little

hoy

fell out of bed and

broke bis

arm, ami that dog will laugh till the tears run down
his cheeks. The moral of this is, always keep aw ay
from the window when you dream of one of the
Age's editorials, although this is the first ease on
I record where

anything ever tumbled

to

one

of them

H. 1*. Chase i>
constantly receiving additions to
his stock of carpets.

base ball was played in this city on
Tuesday between a nine composed of the old Pastime headed by (Jus. Colburn, and the High school
nine beaded by Mr. Stroud, teacher in the
Vpper
v game of

school, c. II. McCusick of Portland
the umpire. The High school boys won in a

(Jrammar
\\

i>

orders for cut flowers to be
l Memorial day in excess of what his immense
received

reason

e

production

supply.

could

Many exquisite designs

were sent out.
A local .circle in the *‘t hataqua Literary S. ientitic
Circle,” has recent 1\ been organized in thi" city.
I

ll

Murphy, Pres.,

Miss

Beckett,

( ora

see.

The

dozen regular members who are
taking the Win. Cullen Bryant course, and several
.i! member".
Meetings are held weekly at the
II •»u e > of the member." for
literary and class work.

cl.i

consists of

'>

a

'•

It

promise" to bo

a

\»

pleasant society for those

ry

interested.
I hr .IminiHl

temlerdt- sympathy i*» the lriemls of
1
:tii«i»-i-. whose obituary notice wilj
ttoniii in our M' nroe *orrospondonre, ami .joins* in
Ti"
11w
vpressed at his death.
For nearly
!v
* urs this "Hi.a* has held
business relations
up
dcdmlg* ami always found him an upright,

!)n

at* -Iii'la' h

pleasant,
p

a-1

art

conscientious gentleman.

Hie readers of

liavoheen favored with many excellent

'■mrnal

■

fr»mi hi.- pen, the most re*amt being on tin*
Ho never came to Belfast
hi-lory of Monro*
•-

arly

■

•■:lh

the.lournal ortic«>aml

ailiim it

u as alwaylong beelierisli-

welcome guest.
His memory will
I b\ ill w I
knew him.
-,

Npu

<

Bklia-i.

in

>1-'UK

will

—

V rk

V

tiMing
Vie-

Anew place of husicity today, known as Mar.
l.eap st*>re. in ticorge It.

pen in this

■

laid

(

llig!

on

hxpre-s

«an

U

door to tlie

street, next

For tin want

otVe

their advertisement.

CM':-

>1 space
Tlie new

will carry a full line ot dry goods, millinery,
m-. lac.underwear, hosiery. i»oots and shoes,

i.c

i

'thing,

tin ware, glass ware and
!y red need pri«*es. 'Hie store is
ai.
arranged ami the go*wIs are marked *town to
i-tonishingly low ligmvs. Mr. MacCartliy say- lie
rk market.- who will keep
uyer- in the New

h-'ts

i:

.ip-,

k*

■

great

~

continually supplied wila the latest and
< all and mh*k tingood- *uer ami a-»*erpries.
p

i*

•v.

g

-•

Pdi.

i‘t;i

wins,

Tn

ui

*scilliliei
Mr.

i.

<

uiiuiri.aiM.

u

M

lb’

i•

<

1

Rcllast,
|dione. Tins
particular

receiver.

Mr-.

invali'l, and
has not been able to
The "entinel says—

:

a

tells how

of

•.

n

-1;•.i;.

iiau

w

-:;im

Naugatuck

nn.

in ii.i-

the

!

>•

I*

*

ut

•'i

:

(

: .rm
i4-

u

i-

_

IIh-

la imM

IIled ;U A ii-'min.

...

an

Mr- Tii >> V':*- enabled through
f <
I' Warner to follow and eni"1.
Methodist church. The pleasure
.11•1 \pe<■ t•
1 one i" her. «*n Saturday
w
i1 w n -e li'.u-)- in West Ansouia Mr-.
ak«
In nn
had arranged his connee!|;« a
wire hetween
private
-'mt '[“re and, the wire between bis store
11
lb
Rurnlmin’s -tore.
The transmitter
d upon tiie pulpit desk in the hlirc.h hist
"i lb\. Mr. (
unningham, the vibrations
oj<
illiagupon the diaphragm of the
.nil r wer-.- C"iive. ed with remarkable dis.
hai her
M
Finney ha< i
iM '-n-tonied to listen to mu-i,
from an organ
Mr. \\ arner'- -tore, and w hen the audiwas placed to iier ear on
Sunday morning-he
-bt the -train.- proceeded from that source.
b:
lew e\ or, the familar tune, “dust as 1 am
t irui; uu plea." greeted her ear ami when it was
t him tigii the \
i -e of ili,- minister saying “Let
pra}' was lieard ami her mind grasped the full
\ .--v few persons in the
congregation were
f tin- telepl "lie connection until at the close
'hr ... Mr. < unningham alluded to the fact
a -ick lad} unaccu-tonicd to idiundi service hud
worshipping with them.
<

telephone

~

■

''
1

■

■

«

"aiurday

\M1'I \.
’••

old

\ear1"

i'll

feet,

granite bloek. The child
minute- ...Memorial Day was ob

pi-"i '--.-ion of

a

tic

in

twelve

m a

and cadets, in
delivered

eterans

\

address

i'i/enb:s

Rhoades,

K. Rhoades, fell off

of Rufus

carriage paint shop,

a

b-w
v

afternoon .Janie- II.

-"U

k bi- lira

''

Dr.

11:i• lt i.\

II.

was

I.cvensaler,

<

T.'ioina-'on.

"i

!n
...

a

i:ki

Died

«»n i.

in

Winterport ijuite -ml
M:i; -Jl.-t. Mrs. Lucinda Durgin, aged s-ven-uir-.
Mrs. Durgin had been four times

fried,
"

and

the tiim

at

of h«

th‘* late KI bridge

"1

death

r

Durgin,

was

the

Sedgwick,
:ir-t liu-bam! was Men
Rooks, "t Hampden,
"'*)•' ml ideorire
Rennard, •! New luirgli, her third
I aton, of sedgwiek. >he left no ciiRiiren.

ib

‘I
I In-

of

only -"ii •! her Jir-t husband died some years
>hewa- a large. fim- looking lady, and of a

■‘S1'

iiciing ])i\--em

imi

!

the

»

e... .Miss
Martha A. MeShea
General Hospital at Fortland
the _'l-t had two tumors removed,

Maim

•May

isp,

and

v-o !

tic

b"pe'

on

saving

:

her life

or prolonging her
lady died on the 24th Inst.
w ei'i
brought to Winterport and buried
parents. >he w as highly respected and
1 ri- ml -...
The !'• 1 lowinggentlemen were
-*tl a- dee gate- to attend tin*
Rejiub-

>'•••: liie unfortunate
b-

a-

-i

11 a

M

1

:".un s;;,ir

uit

Hi

ii; t

>

Mlllllrl

er.

i;

11.«-1,*11.11 r

11.

1

i*}

!>1

lield

h, ./ob n If a lev

VtUood.

!

at

K.

.1

Portland JurnM inch, Daub -i

hey go unpledgeij, and

in-tructions.

<

Fort Knox i>

rapidly putting
nonpareil cook hook published by the
Flm >t. >exving
irele is imw on sale
The funds from this
Finery \ (
replenish the treasury of the above
on

the

.lie

■

■“

Hi

~

H

>

II

is

will fi
1

■

book is

lie

one

.if the le st of its

kind

we

I'he brig >hamrock which has
umierg'.mg repairs at the marine railw ay is
lying at Central wharf where she is being

■

*•

ever

■•■n
io\\

A

public meeting of the lass of XJ K. M.
Seminary w as held on Wednesday evening of
u»‘ek, with (be following order of exercises—
—

H

Instrumental—(Tinnie

I c swnzey ; oration.
poem. At nie M. Ball. Music.
Hum:. >wazey ; sele<a reading, (.race H.
H
>-'T .■!(•< iamat:"M, < ha>. v
Stephenson; Musie,
-es
<1. M
Chip-nan .and Jordan; paper, Misses
I "1- »m and Swazey M i-ie,
quartette. The e.xerio
re rendered
entirely by numbers of the
and call for -pe-ial < •mmiendation_The fob
1

--

•wing is
f

M.

a

*i~t

<d

the eommeneeinent exercises of

seminary. Sunday June lsth, Bacealaure
tb
-ermon, by the principal Rev. M. W. Prince;
w
Monday
Tuesday amt Wednesday, exainin*
b
*-l
las-* -. Monday evening, prize decJama'l’n ‘.-day evening, Annual address by Rev.
1 *
A
Brow n <f B« >ton; Wednesday 10 \. m.
*

meeting of board of trustees, s P. M. Comconcert at which the Oratorio <>uccn
Fdlni will he rendered under the direction of the
’'“ideal department o; the institution.
Tuesday in

Animal
:i

m.

■

c.-t:,,:

11

,-t

exercises,

s

p. m.

Vnnual

Re

ci-ption.
i HOKNoiKi;. sayward Bodge 1 o.
T. met on
Wednesday evening, May _'Uh. for the purpose of
electing ojlieers. The following were elected for
t;i<; ensuing quarter—fas. 11 Say ward, W. < T.;
Mrs. 1>. A. MeMamis, W. \
T.
Mrs. S. A. Coffin,
W. c
M. * c Bit'll, W. T.; Alice >ayward, W. sec.;
-''Iary Bamlei, W. F. S.; A. I). Bumps, W. M.: Fred
Fi ’h, W. 1. <.
After election of officers they voted
adjourn to Johnson's Hall, where they are to hold
their meeting- in the future. Mr. Johnson has offered to give them the use of his hall until such
Hme as the lodge i- able to pay rent. They .ire to
ha'-- their next meeting on Saturdav evening, June
; i. for tin*
purpose of installing their officers.

determination among the mem!"-r- to keep up tiie
organization and to hold their
•barter..
1’liere iiuxe been some nice oxen sold in
I

cev semis

to be

M. P. Palmer sold

a

James Cates, of Jackson, for $24.).
a y«»ki* of three years old steers
t" Mr. Richardson, of Clinton, for $23.7, for beef.
Tie- price was e jual to about eleven cents per
pound, live weight. A. >. Rand sold a nice pair to
the same partic--Mr. Charles Nose, of Knox,
he

lias

was

—

The “Cvening with Dickens” in Town
Hall on Friday evening was a good entertainment.
The readings by Prof. Ha-lty were excellent, the
character* being represented with his usual
apt
ness.
The tableaux of the characters and -renes
vstink.

appointed. These, with mu.- i made the
chief part of the entertainment, after which ice*
and cake were served and the young
pcpple engaged
in the dance.... Decoration
day was .jidcih observed lu re by the suspending of -diools, closing
of places of business, < l
No decoration servio
well

held—A. Chamberlain remixed

were

Mundux

hi

morning «»0 nice salmon for shipment, all caught in
this
Mr. Sheldon h Water\iile
ieinity-In
preached from the Cnitarian pulpit on SundayHex. Mr. I.oeke has gone to spend t\vo or three
weeks with his parent* and other relative*-Mr.
Darling, the proprietor of the K1 Dor.ldo ll -tel, is
number of visitors have
the exercises o! the Normal

langerouslx ill-Quite
arri\«H

attend

to

Flic Covernor is not expected this year....
sch. Fannie F. llall, ( apt. Tapley, arrived 'ruelay morning with a cargo of coal for t ustine Pack-

ing

American seamen is not yet extinct.

Albert <

Burrows,
ship Bio Grande, on

have shut down for tin*
season, having done rather a larger amount of Im.-i
Tin* mills

than u-ual.

to

ii

,v

Mr.

\\ rj11«* ."•»1 1

line

pair of three years old steers anil a pair
of ,ii es about two months old, that are said by
those who have seen them, to be the best pair in the
‘•ounty. He i- a first-class farmer and has a nice
farm, situated on Knox Ridge, so-called_On Sunday night we had <|uite a heavy thunder shower.
The lightning was very sharp, and a large amount
of ram fell, together with some hail.
a

<

M»»nkok.

1). s

Flanders, Fsip,

an

aged and

re-

spected citizen, died at his home in this town on
Friday, May Hi, aged nearly 74 years. Mr. Flanders
was born in Danbury, N. II.. June *25, 1808.
He left
borne when

eighteen years of age for Charlestown,
Mass., where he learned the trade of a cooper, iie
left his native place for Maine in 1820, and did not
return to New

Hampshire

forty years. He firs,
Fairfield, engaging
in business.
In 1840 he came to Monroe, where he
has since resided. Mr. Flanders having a legal
mind began the practice of law. He was appointed
town Judge and discharged the duties of that posifor

settled in Maine at Athens and

with satisfaction until the office was abolished
by law. Judge Flanders held many positions of
trust —representative to the legislature, selecttion

treasurer, all of which positions lie honored.
Judge Flanders was an old time Democrat and followed that party until it became tainted with
Dreenbaekism, when he reluctantly broke from it.
He was well known beyond his town and respected
by all. The Judge was a member of Marsh River
Lodge of Masons at Brooks and Corinthian R. A.
Chapter, at Belfast. The first named body, with
the assistance of the lodge at Dixmont, conducted
the burial ceremonies. Judge Flanders was twice
married, and the second wife and three children
survive him. He is mourned by the entire town
The Republicans hold their caucus here June 3d
Mr. F. Atwood sold two nice colts for a round sum
last week. There is a demand for horses in this
vicinity-Our band will go to the band tournament at Lake Maranocook June 27th—There is
talk of celebrating the 4th here.
man,

a

seafaring men say is not only brilliant and unusual. but unprecedented. The story is briefly
told as follows—
When his steamer was discovered to be on lire
last

_DifeQ._
In

Belmont, May 30th,

E.

aimimtr.

27 years.

m.

.-.i

al>«-ut

Monroe, May 20th,
1>. s. Flani'-Ts, atoH
nearly 74 years.
Ill Winterport, May 21st, Mrs. Lucinda
Uiirgin,
aged 71 years. [Banner of Light please copy. |
111 Knox, May 21st, Fred T., son of Henry and
Sarah Rogers, aged S years and s months.
in Penobscot. May 24th, Calvin Wardwell, aged
48 years, (I months and 3 days.
In Hope,
May liith, Lizzie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mara Wellman, aged 15 years.
In Thomaston, May 24th, Lucinda, widow of John
1>. Barnard, aged SO years.
In Chelsea, Mass., May 23d, \anev, wife of the
late Beni. Litchfield, of Rockland, aged no years, 4
In

months and 4

At Owl’s

Sun Shades! Incontestable
VALUES!
Sun
Shades!
SHOWS!

b e

h k r e

NATHANS

eft?

CO/S

NEW CONSOLIDATED STUPENDOUS CONFEDERATION OF

RAILROAD

AT-

days.
South Thomaston, May liltli, Mrs.

Head,

Tuesday afternoon at sea. ninety miles beHahn, aged 58
yond the Delaware Breakwater, he overhauled years.
In Ellsworth, May 15th, Mrs. Sophia H. Oder,
an Italian bark, the
Bcppino A. successfully
and safely, and without the slightest panic, aged 3H years and ti months.
In Ellsworth, May lsth, Carrie, infant daughter
transferred his uinty-seven passengers to her.
of E. C. and H. F. Tripp, aged 3 months.
navigated the burning vessel to a shoal near the

Breakwater and sank her to the deck beams.
This was the only means of putting out the lire,
which was in the hold of the ship among*00bales
of cotton. It was impossible to reach the tire
on th" Bio Grande or to successfully battle with
it in the usual wav by pouring water through
the hatches. To completely submerge all of the
steamer below the main deck hatches was the
only recourse. To accomplish this without serious injury to the steamer was uoeasy task. But
Captain Burrows managed it in twenty-seven
hours after the conflagration was first discovered; and not only this, but in twenty-four hours
more hr had extinguished the llames.puinped out
and raised the -hip and was once again ready to
start the engines and steam for New York.
At
t lie 1 telsw are Breakwater the Bio Grande again
overhauled the Italian bark, retransferred the
pass, tigers to the steamer and resumed the
voyage to New York w ith the steameras sound
a- a dollar and no other injury except that on
tin cargo. "For quick anil successful work"
said a sea captain w ho appeared to be a passenger mi the Bio Grande. "I should like to know
whereof when that has been equalled. Captain Burrow s, sir. is a brave, cool headed, skilful man and a true sailor, every inch of him."
Kish

\

pondent

Kishini;.

Opinion

Monday

on

was

says:

very

was

as

liglil

fast
run

as

Masonic

they

were

lust received

latest novelties, both lined and

Also

The

MONDAY

COLVIN S SUPERB

is

MONDAY

JUNE 12.

MONDAY

caught.There

Date, at Belfast,

the

Day,

Mills last week.The trout lisherman is abroad

down to a depth <d 7o feet. The ore is pronounced by Mr. >mith, the superintendent, to
rich in zim and galena.
Dr. Edmond Dana, dr..<1
Portland, pre-i tent, and T s. Haviland, Ks.p, of
Watorville, one of tlie directors of the company,
are here looking sharply after the interest-of thimine, and will see that everything i- propcrlv d<me.
The well known business capacity and integrity .-f
is

now

gentlemen i- an a-siirane, to the public that
everything i- conducted on an honorable ami safe
principle. We understand that there is no stock
for .-ale....(Hi the 21st nit, a little son of llmry
Norris. L-q., fell backward into a pail of boiling
water, ami though verv dangerously -raided, it ihoped that little dohnny's life may
spared p a
these

a

111 let od

parent-.
Cold,

ItlMogs

backward weather,
sheared -beep are suffering, and the farmergrowling. The sowing i- mostly done but much f
the planting will have to be deferred to another
season if this weather continuePolitical diwet

and

business:

of tisli and

plenty

plenty

of

help.

Tin-

Itii'liin Journal's Washington special
Plaines political friends regard the independent republican movement in Pennsylvania. as one of the initial steps towards the reorganization id the party with lilaine as its next
states

Come at once and

i-‘

beginning ami will lracli a fever beat
1» etion time.b.lin l!.(. »rd;in ba.»ld

before

out bis stoic to C. K. Lam- and
tention

to

will give

at

more

clothing factory than in ha-hitherto

Ids

been able

to do.
Ir. the transfer he has taken some
ilfteen thou-and mackerel kits which will till quite
a
building.... Dr. A. W liich lets purcha.-ed -lie

tra

known

t

ii for

••>ct!i‘~

a

Log." and propp-t

to

Flanders of Monroe la-t '-iindax
lb was a tvspeeted and influential member of that order and
>vill be much missed- It was unfortunately a very

rainy day.

or

larger number Mould have

a

Biv.ekett.
present.
the burial serviee of the order.
M«‘M'

havi

The Centre

il

»ld tin ir

s

t

t

a-

Montville

...(

(

(

In

t

...

1

iil lit up the buddaid. dame- !.. *>\lon ha-

Jt i- rumored that Mr. daek.-on

ing for the Orange
-old his farm to i>. <

F. da

Boby

to

»rv

been

M.. performed

W

Key. I>a\i i

m

aie, and Mr. Cain has taken

possession... .Tin- farmer- are having a hard time
doing their planting and -owing; the spring habeen

hardly begun
lin'.

fecn

few

their

ill

M

work

tbi-

vi-ini;

n--t

am

set

of thi- town,
eek-

i-

a

—

umg

a-m

man M

Vugusta \er\ -ek wit1:
typhoid fi ver.... Moody P. Norton, wim ha- bemi
sick some time, seem- to he iuipros ing.Lime(ioodwiu, who had hi- legs erushed under a log
while at Murk in tin* Moods last winter. and who
ha- been eonlined t>> tin* hou-e for about three
months, lias .in-t laid liiserutehe- aside and hol.blearound with a earn*-dame- Woo.lsu:n and wife.
ol >ear.-im»nt, have moved on to the i-wi ll Atkin
a

'•

ago.

at

farm, one-half of w hich Mrs. Wood.-um in
herited at the deeea-e of her lather. Mr Atkinson.
son

Balph (>. Mason, w ho wa- hurt b\ a pair of run
away steers, is getting better. ...i-ilmnn Mason
lost the sight of one eye la.-t winter and the other
....

1

Ready Made Clot liiiiif

plaint.
these

tons of

Bradley's phosphate

this

lie

delegate-

are

unpledged, but -iqipo-ed

favorable to the nomination o|
taken
sale.

to be

Bobie for Cover

Young ha- been to Boston and
down several good horses, m hieh he ha- for
.B. s. Ayer eontemplates a trio ‘-outh this

imr-Oeorge

for

summer

there will lie

in the firm

W.

his health.

we

an

will be

Museum of Automatic

immediate

change

Sole

Princes.- of the side saddle, in her Whirlwind
!n*l 111.L TANDEM .MENACE ACT. This clianning « •jiiestrienne has just arrived from Europe, and
wi.l nre-ent her TRAINED ARABIAN d'ALUON>.

LOUIS
I'Im

in

tin1

.shortest

wishing

to

lower than

possible time, so those
obtain clothing, Arc., at prices

Diamond

oifercd bol'mc in llelfast.

ever

MISS MINNIE

Must Call at Once.

PERRY,

\\

I lit*1

-littering I'a^eant is

EXHIBITIONS

TWO

EARLY

I he will ot

Ralph Waldo Lmerson makes
public bequests, but give- the* property t<»

no

lii>

wife and children.

An official denial of tin* engagement of the
Prince's Ih-atrire to the e ldest son of th«* Landgray c of lb*ss« is published.
in Jacksonville, I- la., age d 17 and 10.
readers of dime novel*, have* been arrested for robbing the* mail.
Tyy

oboys

earnest

The value* of the estate of Moses Taylor, tin*
Ne-yy York merchant yvlio dieel May JM. i- estimated he*tyvecu 40 and 47 million*.
Tlie he alth of Se*nate»r Re

n

Hill is

greatly

im-

proved anti hi** physicians say there* is hope*- of ;i
cure or that his life** will be* greatly prolonged.
Reports from nearly every county in Tennes-

that tin* wheat crop is of unusual promise and yvill be* fifty per cent, over tin* average.

see*

state*

A tie!

/ar*s coronat ion lias been
post pomd—for a year -a there* is o deep, uiwliscovercil conspiracy against tin* t'zar and lii-

again

tin*

«

guests.
Hon. Alexander 11.

Stephens

>a\>

accept tin* independent nomination

la will no!
for Gover-

of Georgia, but would the I lemocratie
ination.

nor

nom-

The entire lb-adjuster ticket was elected at
the municipal election Thursday in Petersburg.
Ya.. including two colored justices of the peace
and two colored couneilmen.
Mr. Brooks, chief of the secret service, says
that all the bonds captured from Hoyle are safe
Washington, and denies that the plate used
by Brock way was stolen from the treasury.

in

; w

o

seventy-live

the Inited State-

per cent, of tin*

an-

afflicted with

disease- and their effects; spelt

Palpitation of tin* Heart. Heart-burn. Watcrthe stomach, T

pains

How skin. ( oated

at the pit of
Tongue and

di-agreeahh* taste in the mouth, coming tip of
food after eating, low spirits. «&c. For sale by
all dealers. Try it. Two doses will relieve you.

All-Wool Mens' Suits
At

I’KOIU'CE

MARKET.

PRICES PAIR PKORI CEKS.

Apples tP hush, 50 u 1.00
(Iricti
tb.
w5g0
Iieans.pca,#’ bu,3.25«3.50
nuMlium,
3.00§3.25
vellow -eves 2.50g2.05
I*utter is lt»,
log is
Heef W tb,
sgio
Harley ^ hu,
SOgl.oO
Cheese V tb,
10 £13
( hicken ^ lb,
( alf Skins V lb,
Duck ¥ lb,
Kir ir^ 1?' <!<«/.,
Fowl V tt>,
log 12
(.eese ■& tti,
ooaoo
'*

Hay P ton, .lo.OOy IG.oo
Hides P it),
5gG
Lamb p tb,
lag i s
Lamb Skins,
J.40g 1.70
Mutton p it),
7<i-S
Oats, P bu,
.')j*iG:;
Potatoes,
IKtgLlO
Round llogP tt>,
Sg'j
Straw P ton,
G.OOgS.Oo
12glt
Turkey P tt>,
Veal Pit.,
7 <iS
32
Wool, washed, p It),
Wool unwashed P tt.-2:1 a2a
a.<M)«iG.no
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,
a.oua.d.ao

Corned,¥tb, S<$12 Lime, 4? bbl,
1.15
15utter Salt, V” box,
20 Out Meat, 4Mt>,
5
(
05
Corn,#’l>u,
>ni<ms, #*10,
7^s
Cracked Corn, ¥ bu, 05 < )il,kerosene,k’gal, 11 a-0
05 l’ollock, 41*' lit,
Corn Meal, ¥ bu,
4‘,&5
Cheese, #' tb,
14<$10 Pork, 4f,tb,
ilal3
Cot ton Seed, ¥ cut, 1.70 Plaster, if Mil,
1.0(1
Co ltish, dry, ¥ lb,
0<$7 live Meal, p tb.
3k,
1.65
Cranberries, ¥ qt, 00&00 Shorts, P cwt,
Clover Seed, ¥ lb,
10<$20 Sugar,4f ft,
s‘.all
s.00u0.75 Salt, T. I., P hu,
40
Flour, ¥ bbl,
11.< i.Seed, ¥ bu,2.85<$2.!H) s. Potatoes, 4Mb,
OaO
Lard, ¥ tb,
i:i‘2<$15 Wheat Meal, 4? tl>, 4'lUri

former price $1.00.

—-A N D

its,

o

\vc

Itrmcmher

Invite ll»t*ir friemls

immediate!// sold,

t

'all at

once

p>

new

r// article in our store

rn

Market.
Sati itl)\v, May >7.
Ui ttrr—(Quotations for creamery, 25326c; fair
to good, 23«j2le; Vermont dairy, line, 24325c; New
'l rk, 24c; lair to good dairy, 20323c; common, 17a
H ; western creamery, 25c; fair to good, 23324c;
choice dairy, 20 322c; fair to good, lsaioc;common,

15 a 10c.
Choice factory is quoted at 11312c for
Chrrsr
ilew; fair to good, <»<jioc; common to skims, '»30e.
<»Id and choice scarce and ilrm at 13 3I314(*.
Eggs—Northern and eastern are quoted at ls>33
10c; and nearhy stock is held at 20e; New York and
Vermont, IS1.; a 10c ; western, 18c; Canadian, ls'3c.
Brans—We quote hand-picked pea, 83 7533 so,
and fancy, 83 85; mediums, 83 60a3 65, and very
lioiee hand-picked sell higher; yellow eyes, 83 203
3 25, and for fancy improved, 83 30 are asked; red
kidneys, 82 75a2 !H> #" hus.
Bota iors—Aroostook rose, 81 4o«l 50,the latter
asked by some; Maine Central ami Grand Trunk,
81 3531 40; Vermont, 81 3031 35; New York, 81 25 g
13o; Burbanks, 81 303 1 35; prolific, Aroostook,
81 35 and linn; Maine Central, 8 3031 35; do northern 81 2u a 1 25; Jacksons, $1 15a 1 20; silver dollars,
81 3o; Brooks, 81 20; peerless, 81 20; Chenangoes,
81 c 1 In: early rose, New Brunswick, 83 75 W bid.
Aitj i:s—Bussets,$530 ty bid. Baldwins,choice,
81 25a 1 5o; fair to good, 83 2533 75.
11 vv AND STRAW—822 00 4? ton; fair to good,
820«21 ; line bay, 815a IS; common to poor, $12314;
Swale, 8'daio; rye straw, $18,310
ton; oat do, $f*.
—

Crop reports from the northwest, are generally
very .favorable. Chinch bugs and army worms
have made their appearance in some sections,
but little damage is reported from their presence and the prospect of good harvests seems
encouraging.
A prominent English physician explains Halibut's wonderful success at the oars on three
grounds, namely, that lu* has brains and carefully studies his work : that In* never goes
through the absurdities of so-called “training;**
and that he never takes exercise mi excessive
as to cause exhaustion.

positively ovcrtlovvinj^

Vaiiety
has

with NF.W and
No

PATTKKNS.

noli

ever

been Shown in Belfast.

ANDREWS

SPECIAL NOTICES.
CARD.
FLANDERS, widow of the late D. S.
FLANDERS, wishes to express her thanks

Rsto

her

neighbors and friends and

the Masonic Frashown during her

LOOK HERE
tt'l

was

.r>i) seats at Druggists; by mail on receipt of price.
Wiggin Sl Co., Rockland, Me. .Miss Sawyer’s Salve
as now prepare<I beats the world.
25 cents. SmlO

married.
In this city, May 27th, by Rev. J. A. Ross, Mr.
< >sear W. Could of
Lineolnville, and Miss Alice M.
Wmilin of Northport.
In this city, May 24th, by Rev. E. Crowninshield,
Austin 1$. Raymond of Lowell, Mass., and Ella A.
Hopkins ol' Belfast.
In Sedgwick, May 20th, by Rev. H. Tilden, Mr.
Israel F. (irindall of the linn of Bowden & Grin-

dull, Penobscot, and Miss Susie M. Dority of Sar-

BROS.,

i:

Upholstery I Drapery
DEPARTMENT.
have

lm!
Respectfully informs Liu* public that having
cured the largo and d» suable store.

it

renovated

"GOODS!

buyers

of

at this time,

he

SILKS!

be found

lack}

Bed

Spreads. Psliow Shams. Ti
dies. Nottingham Laces, Jute
Hangings. Damasks. Cretonnes,
Plushes.

We

are on
And

the Track!

feel eoniideut they can please rtl who will
favor them with their patronage.

Ami

makinu lots of niee

are

Monuments, Tablets, Headstones,

HOWES’

AND GRAVE IHARKS.
We have

a

tfood line ot

s ii i: i. r i: s

Which we are selling cheap. A1- u
Iron Goods, such as Vases, HoiiQiiel Holders. Grand
Army Markers for deeoruOng soldier’s grates.
we also keep Hustle Vases and Baskets.
ftj-PIcane give us a rail at the ohl Marlile shop
of
A. K, <1-4111. .V < «..
High Street, near Pluenix House.
Max
Belfast,
Is, issg.—;inrfu‘

E. W. METCALF & CLARENCE HALE
A

HI

iVSain

Corner of

A SSOC I ATED

Solicitors & Practitioners

MRS.

BLOCK,
and

SOFAS.

We have

lately added to our
Silk Stock, and we shall be
pleased to show them,as aiso

Cords, Tassels. &c.

F. A. GILMORE.

MRS. H. E. SABCGCK.

NEW DEESS GOODE!

has had

From Id

Millinery Opening!

Choice

such demand

r.EFOKh THE

Summer

Address

Styles!

MISS SOIJTHWORTH
Having just

letiirued from Boston, invites the

attention of the ladies of Belfast and

STATE OF MAINE.
>F WALD<> 88.—Taken on execution,
wherein EDWARD P. 1IAHN and AFi.l'sJ
TFS F. HAHN, of Lineolnville, County of Waldo
and State of Maine, copartners under the linn name
of E. P. A. A. E. HAHN are creditors and A DELI A
F. THOMAS, of Islesboro, in said County of Waldo, is debtor, and w ill lx* sold by public auction on
tHe 1st day of July, A. D. 1SS2, at tw o o’clock in the
forenoon, at the Beach House in Lineolnville,
aforesaid, all the right, title and interest which the
said Adelia F. Thomas has in and to the following
(inscribed real estate situated in said Islesboro, to
wit: A certain lot of land situated on Seven Hun
dred Acre island, beginning at a stake and stones
standing on the west shore of Penobscot Bay,by land
owned by Jacob Thomas; thence southerly, by land
of said Jacob Thomas to stake and stones on eastern shore of said island; thence northerly, by the
tide waters around said shore to the bead of the
island; thence southerly, as the shore runs to the
first mentioned
with the buildings
and privileges thereon. Being the same premises
conveyed to said Adelia F. Thomas by Isaac Thomas, by bis deed dated the 2.»d day of July, A. D.
1880, recorded in the Waldo Registry of* Deeds,
Yol. lid, Page 142.
ANSEL WA 1)8WORTH, Deputy sheriff.
May 20, A. D. 1882.—Jw22

as

this

instances

in

hard-

reach the counters before

ly
they

the l.AKltK ST<)('K of

to

C'lOFNT'i

will have on

poods

vicinity

wltieli she

displny

sold, cases of this
happening every day. We
would not imply that we shall
not have goods enough to go
around, for there will be sufficient, such as they are, but
those who keep the closest
are

watch of

MAY 31, & JUNE 1,1882,
All

are

Invited.

Cordially

while

our

counters

now,

the

NEW GOODS are
will have the selection, and the first selection this
season is worth a premium.

opening,

Handsome

Styles

-1 N-

BUY NO MORE LARD, BUY

bounds,*together

Royal Sal Cooking, Oil!
Kellned from Cotton Seed, for
It

is

a

subject

VOCAL MUSIC.
LOTTIE (OLDIRW having re
from Boston, is prepared to give in
in
music to a limited number of
For
terms,
&<•., call at her residence on
pupils.
Church street.
1882.—
i\v22
Belfast, May 20,

turned
MISS*
struetion
vocal

use

Gurney,

A

or

IN BROOKS
An excellent place
rented at a bargain.

Village,

near

the

depot.

Will be sold or
HATTIE MERUITIIEW.
June
1, 1882.—3w22*
Brooks,

for business.
Enquire of

lard, one pound will go nearly as far as two pounds j
of lard. Consumers after trying it will not he without it.
All inquiries cheerfully answered by

SHAN a

Butter
ISwil

Color, First Qualify.
FREI) ATWOOD, Wlntrrport, Me.

Top Box Buggy

received,

and at LOW

PRICES.

i.»

H. H. Johnson 6c Co.

SIBLEY BBOS

Agents, 33, 35 anil 37 Front St.,

PIANO-FORTES

Belfast.

Tuned & Repaired.
Boston,
Belfast anil
his
the citizens
for Sale. StiHOVER,
otherwise putand
vicinity
tuning
repairing
in

STOM MADE and in perfect repair. To any
/
one wishing a second-hand carriage this is a
groat bargain. Also TWO GIGS and ONE OLD
GROCERY WAGON.
M. W. PROMT,
Corner Church mid Park Streets.
Belfast, Mhy Ui, 1882—20tf

CU

Just

pure vegetable product, and therefore not
It is cheaper than

Rent.

NICE BLACKSMITH SHOP

place of lard.

to any animal disease.

3m*21

For Sale

in

Being an experienced CaMnet Maker I
pared t«* do rep-airing and manufacturing
no*

am

of
continues to oiler
of
services to
in
or
ting them
complete order, when so required,
thereby rendering the tone pure, harmonious and
•

lively, and the action more powerful and susceptible to the touch. Those desiring his services in
either of the above will please leave their orders at
Woodcock’s store early as possible.
STEPHEN GROVER,
3w20*
Practical Piano-Forte Maker.

Mil>

\

pi1;'

,il O.

ice.

UNDERTAKING
promptly. The trimming and
Caskets made a specialty.
Call on me.

k(*(l it

!

t

:

lias Seen tho:

Opposite Phoenix Row.

\Ll>o ss.—Taken on execution and will lasold by public auction on the. 1st day of duly.
A. 1). lsS-j, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, at the ofliee of 1*1111.4 > IIEKSEY, in Belfast, in said Conn
tv, all the right, title and Interest which the BEL
FAST Fol'Nhin COMP AN Y. a corporation duly
organized by law, and having its place of business
in said Belfast, in the County of Waldo, had on the
4th day of December, A. 1>. 1 STS, when tin* same
was attached on the original writ, in the following
described real estate situated in said Belfast in said
< ounty, to wit, a certain l<»t of land with the build
ings thereon standing, and the appurtenances there
unto belonging, bounded and described as follows
Beginning at an iron bolt in the easterly line of
Front street, the same being in the northerly line of
Federal street or said line Continued; thence run
ning southerly on the line of Front street HO feet to
an iron bolt; thence northeasterly, to an iron bolt
at high water line, 7."> feet; thence in the same direct line one hundred feet towards the channel of
Belfast harbor; thence northwesterly, to land for
merly owned by Palmer and Sweetser; thence westerly, by said Palmer and Sweetser land to the point
of beginning, together with the flats and water
rights of said premises as belong to riparian own

CIIAS. BAKKK, sheriff.
Belfast, May *27, 1882.—:lw*22

era.

COTTAGES!
SUE
COTTAGES
J
ITU'KM
N'orthport South
desirable location.
I>

on or

tf*22

address

oe

largely

;hh

renin a:

-d and

stocked with

New N Beautiful Goods.
W

show

e

10 diilk!•«*!:;

«»\ i*l

Tapestry
Have

on

and Woolen
exlii!>::ioi

W

or

«•••

jFtU•11

•

-i

MAINE.

IlfAMh) >>.—Taken on execution and will lie
sold by public auction on the Jst day of duly,
1>. Iat bi o'clock in the afternoon, at the >l
lice of 1*1111.0 IlBRSKY.in Belfast, in said < «>un
tv, all the tight, title or interest which the BFI
b'AST F< >1 NDin COMPANY, a corporation duly
organized and having it-' place of busines> ii. said
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, had on the JC.tli
day of September, IsTs, when the same was at
tached "ii the original writ in the following described mortgaged premises and real estate, situated in Belfast in said County to wit: a certain l"l
of land with the building- thereon standing and
appurtenances thereunto belonging, bounded and
described as follows, viz. : Commencing at a stake
and stones at the northeast corner of land owned
by John Milliken, on the line between l"t- number
ed Jo and J*> in the first division of lots p. Belfast;
thence easterly, on said line between said lots.;.)
and oh, to the shore to low water mark; thence
southerly, by said shore three rods and nine links
more or less to the north line of Federal street, or
where the continuation of said line would strike;
thence westerly, by said north line of Federal
street to the southea.-t eornerof said Milliken's lot ;
thence northerly, by said Milliken’s east line to the
bound begun at. reservingall streets or public high
wavs running across the same.
(H As. BAKFR. Sheriff.
Belfast, May *27, l-SS-2.— ;iw*2*2

season

|

Prices

Remember the 1‘fuee

Most

"m

1

Our Oar pet Room

".ale of

Ilitf

leasonahle.

W

piv

sli-wt

at

Sheriff’s Sale.

TO DEALERS!

ard.

I .Oil per

CHAIliS. CASK RTS.

Sheriff’s Sale.

season.

goods

s

LOUNGES,

f

BELFAST,

kind

..

.,

some

were never

to

-FOR

the latest designs and improved styles.
Having purchased this •'lock l<*r>ash,at grout
reduction on old pri- es, I an give < \tra bargain

etc.,

Hosiery.

styles

e.

MUSLIM STRIPES

I.l’DIXt.

MIRRORS,

No. 20 High St.,

Laces &

Laces for Curtains

Nottingham

o;

\ttcnded to

In

: Washington, 1). I'., and Portland, Me.
Refer, by permission, to—lion. James (L Blaine,
Hon. Win. E. Chandler, See’V of the Xavv, Hon.
William 1*. Frye, F. S. >enate, Hon. Eugene Hale,
F. 8. Senate, Hon. B. F. Jonas, F. 8. Senate, Hon.
T. B. Reed. M. F., .Maim ILm. W. W. Crap-», M. <
Mass., Shellabarger & Wil>on, Washington, D (
Moses Taylor & Co., New York City.
*22

Goods!

Sts.

High

Curtains.

Lambrequ;

IN WALNUT AND PINE,

,

New

will

department

assortment of

CHAMBER SETS Cottage €*ui*tains,

Are the

FROM BOSTON,

in this

splendid

Window Shades. Fixtures. Lace

<

All persons indebted to the Jirm
will please rail and settle at once.

a

NK'V and

FURNITURE!
1 N<

They have seeuretl the services of

PROPRIETORS.

to all

a

we

><•

High Street,

and tilled with

thne

n

been enabled to present the pub
lie such a variety of shades and drape: :es

Ed. H. COLBY,
Interesting

attention has been eumto the

selection "t these mauls. and .11

NEW

formerly, occupied hy \r.dreW" Bn-s.,

anl.

All

to examine them.

I R1>H STOCK

FANCY

Carpetings,

We sell fur U?Ac. per

Special

MillinerY

gentville.

In West Camden, May 7tl», Mr. Isaac Metcalf and
Miss Etta
both of Rockland.
In West Camden, May 10th, Mr. Jeremiah N.
Clark and Miss Olivia Farnham, both of Camden.
In Tenant’s Harbor, May 0th, Mr. Chas. II. Could
and Miss Rosie Wiley, both of Tenant’s Harbor.
In Rockland, May 18th, Frank U. Sanborn and
Dora F. Boody, both of Brooks.
In Ellsworth, May 18th, Mr. Jabez G. Ware and
Miss Iinogene M. Richardson, both of Ellsworth.
In North Sedgwick, May 21st,Mr. E. Brooks Dodge
and Miss Helen Conarv, both of Rluehill.

Cotton and Wool

P. MANSFIELD.

No. 20

nt*

prie**

yaid.

LOOK AT THE

of Ladies' Neel Wear

cordially invited

USUAL.

ami examine their

Heavy

at the In.,

7.V per

—

all

i

simeialty

as a

Splendid designs

<>ur

you.

everybody.

'lock of

Phoenix Row It

1

troubled with Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Files, sick or Nervous Headache, or had any trouble
of the stomach, Rowels, or Liver, I would use
Wiggin’s Fillets. They have an inherent power to
cure, never surpassed* in the history of medicine.

The Census office has issued a bulletin showing by the census of lssotln* number of persons
in the Cnited States, oO.looASJ; area in square
miles, 2,1HH),170; number of families, ‘J,JM.VJH»:
number of dwellings. S,U.V>,H12.

Is

arc

at

New Boston Cloliui Stare,
tt

We offer

Department

PKKTT'V

Babcock

shall close for

50 cents each.

\r a it n /. /;
Boston

General Grant's son-in-law. Algernon Sartoris is to swim a friendly race on the Thames in
June with another man—stakes. *?100U. He is
now in practice at
a
New York swimming
school.
are tin* only States which retain the executive
council. The proposition to abolish it in Massachusetts was defeated in the legislature last
week by a large majority.

surely please

THE

AS

a

than sold elsewhere in tills

10 Bolls Extra

NEW GOODS!

Bilntore

$6.00 Per Suit.

only

Two Cases

must he
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
corrected Weekly for the Journal.
1L C. II. Sairient, No. s, Main Street.

ternity. for the many kindnesses
husband's last sickness and death.
MRS. D. S. FLANDERS.

Maine, Massachusetts and New Hampshire

yard

as

50 STRICTLY

bm] 7

Senator McPherson, of New Jersey, lias beproceedings for libel against the New York
Herald, on the charge that McPherson had received certain shares in the Peruvian ( ompnny.
gun

can

Take the Cheap excursion Trains.

as sour

at

The Woman's C hristian Temperance I nion
State convention of Michigan voted in fa\orof
action looking toward female -aitlrago. by <;t; to
47. after a spirited and almost heated discussion.

SEE

ADMISSION

Doors Open at 1 and 7 P, M.

lici t',

The prohibitory amendment to the State constitution in Iowa, will probably be carried.

We

Forbids.

Told--Space

AND

DAILY.

RETAIL MARKET.

Generalities.

only repeat

anl.

\

per

are

Fancy Goods k Small Ware ALL-WOOL GARPETINGS,

WHITTAKER,

lnnvimj panorama of varied splendor, fro© to

a

Hdy

tin best g,nd' nude in An
ea, and we are otfei ina then. in,- le-I'ltesf

COME AND SEE US.

FREE fVIARDI GRAS PROCESSION V‘'l A.

150 Pairs All-Wool Pants,

LOWELL EXTRA

Superfine Carpetings

d liferent classes of

GOODS.

Lace

MIRANDA,

Whose Hymnastie exhibitions have proclaimed
them undisputed monarehs overall.

Not the Half Has Been

eek

NATHANS,

THE ASHTONS,

(irace.

COME

full of

so

The Wondrous Cyelonie Hurdle Rider.

Mu-only Lady Bareliaek Rider in the World. Her
presence i- the very impersonation of Darimr
and

\\Y shall oiler this

J.

SPLENDID STYLE

In our stock of

only living equestrienne artist who rides through
a hoop of lire on the hack of two horses

SEBASTIAN,

season.

OUR-

our

Company

Horse Iiarebaek Rider of tlie Kartli.
stands alone, the undisputed Kina' of
A rente Art ists.

Belted Champion BareRaek Rider of
the l niveifra*.

coming

<

"ix

MISS

for the

VV e wili

PHILO

trade will he

our

have uiade exten-

was never

DRY

present tin* Stirring Drama, entitled

MR.

Rugs, dteo*

NICE k DESIRABLE BOOBS
tractions in

TRAINED DOGS,

MADAME MARTHA,

Mattings, Hassocks,

each other,

CRIME AND ITS PUNISHMENT.

Life.

to turn our

over

already

Vs at present.
It is entirely useless
to make special mention of the at-

FRYER S

of

WH!

Juke’s

public.

obliged

17 feet.

Assassination of Pres. Garfield! Dramatic
ami tlu* rial
tin*
with correct statues of Carlield, (iuiteau, Judge
( ox. .] nrv and Counsel will he exhibited.

POUNDS !

1200

PROF.

i he

ings jp the world an
i>yspep>ia and Liver < om-

bra-h. gnawing and burning

season_

than the Usual quantity of beans will be plant
ed this spring.\ large amount of
grafting lias
been done this tspring. Ow ner- of orchards liml
that it doesn’t pay to raise eider apple-. At the Be
publican caucus held Saturday night, delegatemere elected to attend the Portland Convention.

ottered to the

ever

Lifelike Tableau of the

A

ASSASSIN,

HATS, CAPS, &c„

oipuch. Sick Headache. Habitual Costiveppss.

s

More

’I

More than

people

He has gone to Boston n be treated
for bis eyes; but bis friend- have fear- that there
i- no help for him
.<J. >. MeFarland ha- -old til
teen

OVER
oeer

Department

of Trained Ponies.

Fryer's Troupe
I

FnnMini Goods,

Gents’

he most miserable b<

tho-.- vtiih ring from

partially.

one

IS

we

suc-

establish-

Straw

BLACK GOODS

apparent to the Koval Throne.

eijUiue wonders will perform M1LITAKY HK1LLS, romp and jump
one pony will WALK <>N STILTS.

At $1.75 Per Pair.

..(«e..rue
ho lo-t hi

WEIGHT

CLOTHS,
Hemp Carpetings,

August Flower.

everybody

and

this-t

Prof.
These

As

town

Ri.i.wovr.
At the Po-t-olliee, on Saturday eve
ning. June bd, at <i o’clock P. M.
l.im 1:r\.
At Moi>e\- Ilall, Saturday, June Jd.
at '• i*. m.
Mon Jim;.
At the T» wn House, on Saturday.
J une bd, at •- o’clock i*. M.
Noktiipokt.
A» the Wood school House, on
Saturday, June :>.i, at t o’clock p. m.
i.
Prosi
\t tin- S, ho<d House in district No.
J. on Thursday, June 1-t, at 7 r. M.
swanvit.n:.
At the Town House, < n Monday,
J line nth.
si \ psi < jp i.
At tiie ’own House, on Saturday,
J une .id, at 7 r. m.
>i.Ai:s\i(iN
\i the Post oilice, on Saturday,
J urn- >d, at •> o’clock l*. M.
Thornl>iki-:.
At the Town House, on Friday,
June 2d, at 4 P. M.
TltuV.
At tlie Town House, on Saturdav. June
■Id. at » o-.J.M-k p. m.

potato bul-

V>

COMBINED

of the

I N

Caucuses.

committees have called
atieu.-c- in the several towns in Waldo county for
the purp<»-c «»f electing delegates to attend the Republican '-tat- Convention at Portland, June loth.
In- following town- have been heard from, with
the time and place of meeting, to which the attention of Republicans is called—

Republican

Tin*

THEIR

sec tire some

Heir

have

we

Extras,

OIL

Considering the remarkably

—

Prince Ke-te-na-la!

The Plumed Knight of Palestine.

we

ed, and confident that

COLOSSALS.

Ruth Goshen!

Col.

BEST BARGAINS

Some tanner- have

spring

in

seen

hopes thev
M
Bridges,
wifi

backward.

cold and

so

Tlie stun of s-20ii.(KHl is to lie distributed among
ilie oliieiTs and crew of the Monitor, the gallant
little ves-.el that had the desperate and successful light with tin- rebel ram .Merrimae. These
lin n have been neglected for twi nty years, and
no one vv ill feel sorry that justice at last is to he
given them.

drain

hay meadow. It i- impossible to keep the
doctor quiet... .The -tallion Trench Tiger, owned
bv << L. Peavev, is being show n f*u the season.
He li.as lett -omc good
ii- in tlii- vicinit;
One
owned by lolm M. Dow. i- -aid b\ go,»d
judges p»
be the
equal of anv In the eountrv for bu-inespurpose-."everal member- of Marsh Bi\er
Lodge of Mason- attended the funeral of h.*-.
a

DUO' OF TOWERING

Then- ay grey ate height is

The ■•ciiil'ee taverns" established in Knglish
eitie- are said to have a perceptible effect in reducing inleiupcranee. and llicy have come into
favor with the general public.
Liverpool already has about fifty of these popular rivals of
tiie saloon and public bar-room.

County

A

out

of Cost.

Regardless

..

eussiou

immediately closed

to lie

presidential candidate.’

Charles Hunt, a vagrant, aged IM), died suddenly in a liquor store Thursday. He was employed in the Roston custom house many y ears
lie claimed to he a relative of Daniel
ago.
Webster, but Iris story was not believed, lie
has been dissolute a longtime.

it in.

cessful trade

This living miracle has heen pronounced hy medical experts to he ABSOLl TLIA ilONKLhs*.
In
your presence he will lie limselr' in double knot.-, roll himself into a hall as you would a skein of yarn,
head
under
his
hi>
arm
and
other
incredible
feats.
Your
local physicians have pr"tniptit
perforin many
>ed to be present and examine this I.IYINH PHYSICAL 1*1! KN< )M LNON.

been well-lined for the past two weeks.The
Lamoille Packing Company arc doing a good

have the

largely increased,
sive preparations

The Wonderful India Rubber Man!

.The -haft in the Hercules mine

This

prices.

We have ever shown, and we have u t oNV UN 1 ENT and LIGHT ^TOUK to show

MENAGERIE

Lowell

Cambric,
and

spring

Bmssells, Tauestry Brnssells

ul

sizes, qualities

in part

(Comprising

LARGEST STOCK

MONDAY

AND A HEMISPHERIC PORTFOLIO OF RARE
Ar enic
Novelties!

ENTIRE STOCK OF

full line

a

and

Serge
All

of alewives at Damariscotta

in

plain

STRIPED & WATERED

MYLMCpCCtiY

Of Partnership.

as-

Silk, Satin, Brocade,

May 25th, schr. Lillian, Uvan, Bo>ion.
-<»th, sehr. Sparta, Lincoln, Bangor.
20th, schrs. A. NY. Ellis, Warren, I.-, kson
ville, Earl, Darby, Boston; llem\. W ...d-, d
E
L. Warren, Babbage do.
May doth, schrs. Win. Saulsby. —, Bangoi I'm
deuce,-, do; dames Holmes, Uvder, Ellsworth.
Advance,-, Bangor.

large,and

choice

ven

Shades, including all the

sortment of Sun

8 AILED.

Tin-

and

large

a

stock of

Spring

Temple.

ARRIVED.

May •J.'ttli, schrs. Abby Wasson, Lord, Brunswick ;
Mary Eli/a, Bullock, Boston; L. \. Warren, Babbage do; Henry, Woods, Bangor; Sparta. Lincoln,
Portland; Win. Saulsby,-New York.
May 27th, schrs. Prudence, -, Boston; dames
Holmes, Hyder, do; Advance, —.Bangor; \ 'V.
Ellis, Warren, Bangor.
May 2Sth, .schr. Earl, Darby, Bangor.

busy day about the village; firt.OOU tisli
caugiit and sold, people standing ready to

a

Would announce the arrival <>!' his entire

POUT OF BELFAST.

was a

were

I

NEWS.

The Waldoboro corres-

Rockland

of ul"\\ ivcs

run

il

M*

of tin

SHIP

His Wiiile

(

W I Ij l

MOTTO I

Susan McKusic, aged 74 years.
Ill Waldohoro, May 13th, Joseph

Co. have turned out
and some line eatclies are reported.The Pelong lumber, .’To M. staves, nobscot salmon fisheries have not been
very
'>" M
shingle-, and 2'x.O pair heading. L. (.rimlle j productive thu- far. The few salmon caught
«V > 'ii have manufaetured
M. staves. :M.
bring large prices...Tin I a-wist on Journal says:
slungies, luou pair heading, and niauiifaetured
Trout tishrrmrn are having good luck this
bu-h. i- mea! and
10 barrels of Hour from wheat
spring, and the brook-sides in this vicinity have
lal-rd i: fo\«.
nes-

LIVE AND LET LIVE, OUR

from their mill l-j.'t M.

—

—

of the

recent voyage from Galveston to New York, accomplished a feat which

take them

Co.

Pknohsco'i

hope
although we
ships. Capt.
Mallory Line steamWe

and trui# that it never may be,
cannot well raise seamen without

a

school.

a

within the last week.

w

"ili

The rain of Sunday and Monday

just what was needed for the grass crop, but will
be the cause of some corn being planted very late,
as much corn is
yet to be planted... Danield Hasty
has had a very severe attack of iuilammation of the
liver and an affection of the heart-Abbot Warren
is confined to his room with congestion of the lungs.
...Republican caucus to elect delegates to stale
Convention, this (Thursday) evening—(Greenback
caucus last Saturday—Marion, son of Kdman
Chase, former y of this town, was recently married
at Topeka, Kan., where he has lived for some time
past-star of Progress (.range is wide-awake, as
usual,and receiving main new members this spring.
...(». W. Deering sowed some
fifty ini-dn Is of oats
on new land, this spring
(>ur farmers are hauling what potatoes they have to spare to Hrooks
station and selling at from .7.'* to $1.00 per bushel.

j

emeu!

ii'

x

Colcord’s
wrist was broken and Mr. and Mrs. Webber were
injured. One of the shafts was driven twenty-one
inches into the side of Webber’s horse, causing the
death of the animal.

were

We have no navy, and our commercial marine. in the face of many obstacles, has been
steadily decreasing; but a recent illustration
affords most gratifying proof that the race of

smashing both carriages.

and

Jackson.

strangers in Bucksport will feel well paid for a
\ isil to the
conservatory of Mr. F II. Moses. The
gcntlcmanlx proprietor makes his \isitors welcome
and i> never too busy to entertain them. Mr. M.
u

turning

of is to 17.

score

ttu>

Searsport. Two teams, one containing Charles
Webber and wife and the other Prince Coleord and
Ed. llarnoy,collided on Main street, Tuesday, over-

week at

To LET in THE
Shore.
Terms reasonable. Call
A. P. MANSFIELD,

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

In

Carpetings.
«!ii

-if

:

si^iiM in

FIVE FRAME BOO!
<>wing

BRUSSELIS.

to the want of sjiaee we are
able to call attention to our

m.

I. nr lie & Desirable fctock
-O F

DRY

GOODS

We simply say that
department is full of goods,
especially in

Just received.
every

Dress Goods
-—a n r>-

Black Silks.
JOBBING!
As

we

above

have

our

large

a

store,

we

and

spacious

room

have tilled the same

specially caljobbing trade, and wo
prepared to sells goods at wholesale
than the prices obtained in the west-

with DOMESTIC OooDS,
culated for the
are

less
ern

markets.

Country merchants will

their interests to give
TERMS CASH.

study

Geo.

W.

us

a

call.
17

Burkett,

83 Main St., Belfast. Me.

To

Song of the Spring.

Gratify His Wife.

time is on us, an’ de March wind

spring
squallin’,

IV

IV lorg-rollin’ cornin' an' de dead trees failin’;
1 v lan' is dryin’ an’ de new groun's callin’,

\n Interesting Sim
(.ood Hr

t

Green
1

r

■

ir

Mr. V

.111“!

>

Happiness.

Callin’ mighty strong!
lv rial-head peekerwood's heatin'an'a-drummiu'.
IV lmtter-flies swarmin' an' de bumble-bee

Monroe, <»!' Cat-kill,

Dc

Hopeless

t

.mu

\

«

pi

.«•

•-

-i iaiis

complaint

a

Dc breeze
trees
roekin
Dc sap-suckrr peckin' an' de yaller-hainmer
knockin':
1 >c bull-frogs jumpin' an’ de black-birds flockin'.
Flockin' up dc tree!

.•

Don't you hear de music dat the

■

bringin'?
fid's gitting green

rti-r.i.
to

<

t

singin',

1

«

•“inmcnded Favorite Heme11: r- w hom 1 knew to have -u tiered from
ae 1
I,i\ar
:11j»i.ii:,t-: ami I a--ure the

tti.*n I ha\a-

to

Ivi• ln«
:

r:

t!i.• 1

that

iHl

'in

a

.{.•••a

1-

;»-11« •--

in every

other -i< k

it

OH-

colters when dc teams done drinkin’,
plantin' while dc jew-draps blinkin':
And wuk till the elicitin' suit (go to siukin’,
Siukm' hitueby!
.1. A. Macon, in The Century “Bric-a-Brae"
for .rune.

Do. git dem
start dat

ork

w

single indiscouraged

mi

•Favorite Heme
did."

!

i-

free!

uh! wake up, wake up. 'al
ly in de mornin',
la time is a-comin' for to git dat corn in;
(.0. hitch dem mules while de daylight dawnin'.
Dawnin’ in dc sky !

t.

•i

Singin' mighty

—

Mi-*’*

spring-time

an' de bushes keep
a-ringin'.
Dc -parrel-hawk is sailin'an'dc morkin'-bird
Dc

Without Hi.* -iight«*-l faith in it,
•■fly
gratify her, 1 bought a bottle of a
-~i-1 i:- ••ar
1 um 'I tli.-.t aiel two or
illage.
:
*‘tt!
to mako a i o.g story short
Ui“iv, and
I tm now a- healthx a man as there is intheooun.i'i-

ii

1 m*20

Gems

Poetry comes
tory. [Plato.

Hr. CLARK JOHNSON’S

IlHlIsiil

hMNNI

That
well.

mail

of

nearer

Thought.

the vital truth than his-

lives twice who lives the first life

[Herrick.
The dignity of truth is lost with much protesting.
[Ben Jenson.
i
what is right and not to do it is want
; courage.
[Confucius.
All philosophy lies in two words, "sustain"
and "abstain."
[Epictetus.

c

o

>c

by diligence: riches spring
[Chines)’ Maxim.

Honorciiiomy.

besides it is the best family medicine

on

earth.

c.nie

R. collection is the only
\\e
aim it lie turned out.

OF FLOOR ROOM.

It takes a girl about four hours longer to wash
the front windows of a house than the back windows.

paradise from
[Richter.

The Distinguishing Charm.
delightful fragrance of freshly gathered
ers and spices is the
distinguishing charm of
esion Cologne.
V

How
Flor-

Du. Kline’S Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All tits stopped
free. Send to Ml Arch Street, Philadu., l'a. .‘iniif
It is not considered good form to a-k a young
with a fob ribbon if he i> aware that the
end of his suspender is hanging down.

Having

Acknowledged.
Mulholland, Albany, N. Y.. writes.

Mrs. Ira
several years

“For

I have suffered from olt-rccurrimr
bilious headaches, dyspepsia, and complaints peculiar to my
BITTEKS I am
size 10 cents.

using

Mine

sex.

lit ia>o( K Blood
Price £!.oo, trial

entirely relieved.”
For sale by R. II. Moody, Belfast.

“A fellow must sow Isi- wild oats, you
exclaimed the adolescent John.
“Yes,”
Annie, “but one shouldn't begin sowing
after cradling.”

Money

for

Rainy

a

know,”

well

over a

again

for

year,

we

so

soon

■I

ltoben <(
constantly
by nearly

and receiving NEW >wpplic<
every boat from the hot mannl'-mtn’rrrs
in Boston and New York, and having one of the
!ir:. in the latter city to buy and keep p"-t- d on
styles and prices; and also having had over thirty
years experience in buying and handling the ahov'<goods, we feel confident that we can inert the market, sell as low, deal as fairly, and give us much for
the money as any other linn.

AND MADE TO ORDER.

Now all we ask is for customer." to give us a rail
and look over our txtrnsive stork and get prirrs,
feeling assured that if they do we shall go t our
."hare of the trad»
U ej Do not feel afraid that you will ort'emi us it
you do not purchase.

J. C.

FACTS/

^

f

i-J-%
f /11

rf s

o

>

\.

n ts *,

The Best

it In

<t nr,

//

rling.

1

Remedy Known

Its wonderful curative power is
simply because it purities and enriches the blood, thus beginning

silence i- the perfeetest herald of joy :
I were hut little happy if 1 could say how
much.
[Shakespeare.

12,090,000 Bottles
‘-,*5.5* Mr

/'

/

h'-W

s,

Pr-ijH-rric.s

1

It stimulates the Pita.
the saliva, which
roj.teris the starch am:
r of Hie food into
m
:i
a,1 causes Wind and
niiiiencj in
oi! r a—
I: r- food In th1 -stomach. If the- incdl0‘ ;s taken
iniiiirdialel} after eatlnt the fo. tncnr: -I t-• d i> prevented,
it
a|;mi the Liver,
ii arts upon th Kidncjs.
it Kc ^uialc s tip H •-.M i's,
li Purities the Ulood.
It Millets Hk* Nervous njsic-ki.
if Prom t.
Digestion.
li s '.nrishes, Mrcnmhens and Iimt'oralcs.
It carries >.|j the 0 «i Ulood and makes new.
li opens the pores c»* he skin and ::;dti‘ c*s
llealthj

A

When-there is not a wise person, there one
"i mi n little m use is commendable: in a country devoid of tree, even the castor oil plant
rank- as a tree.
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From I. S. Pottor, U. S. Consul at CrefeJd,
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! V. V/. Sharper, Valdosta, C‘a., say.
It is;i iM’i.in a im-Hii l-iui- .-and burns.
I From.. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
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relief.
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the Vain Killer v.
* introduced,
i ii. wve come arid
gicine is more
>e, wliile t.»-da y t illextensively used and 1.
tighly valued
Lvery Ian.. > should have
a bottle
■■!>/ fori .-r. Much pain and heavy
doctors’ hills i/.'f'?/ (,?'!■
I hy prompt
application of the Vain Killer. I'nlihcmon
*t is
even in the hands
f a. c
; ].
Try it once thoroughly, anti it
'• i
I pr
l! s •. alue. Your tlruggist lias it
at
•; ml Nl.OO per bottle.
PSRRY DAVIS &. SON. Proprietors,
Providence, R. I,
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ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD [OR
THE CURE OF

Mr-. Garfield sent a young oak and two asli
be planted in Garfield place, Cincinnati,
the other day in memory of her husband.

BEST
AND

The Richest

BLOOD;
41N and
,J ERVE

©-O-DCAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheataro its most
valuable food property, and arc. when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves arc the forces
which ber the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is v/iso to
BITIJ> FOR HEALTH.
Wh cat Bit tern are prepared, not by fermentation but 1 y solution and are richest in tho
Phosphate s, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basts, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make i t a tonic and bitter. It is at cnee healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand end one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are Bold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by G’ruecnts, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT LITTERS CO., MTra. N. Y.

Mr. Charles G. Francklyn, the owner of the
house in which President Garfield diedlast summer. has just lost a little daughter in Paris from
typhoid fever.
1 he export of apples to Liverpool from this
side show a decrease of <>41,754 bids, this season
as compared with the
corresponding period of
the previous season.
lion. Alexander II. Stephens has announced
his willingness to run for Governor of Georgia.
If elected he says he will be governor of the
people regardless of party.
An
said:

Iowa orator speaking for prohibition,
“Every saloon is a mortgage on the
property of the State and county, which is enforced by the poor taxes and costs.”
Mrs. Lizzie Wall, who is indicted for manslaughter in shooting her husband, George Berry
Wall, in February last, at their home in New
I treclit. Long Island, was Friday in Brooklyn
admitted to bail in $2,500 pending trial.
The Pennsylvania railroad has recently built
tlw heaviest engine jn the world. “Jumbo,’as
th<‘ novel steam monster is called by the habitues of the round house, is ungain in appearance, weighs 120,400 pounds, or a little over 00
tons.
Madame Janauschek came near losing her
life while descending a shaft in a mine at Iztadvil!<* the other day. The car caught upon a
projection, and the alarmed engineer, finding
tin* ropes slackened, reversed his engine and
brought the car to the surface. It was found
that the siding of the shaft lmd given way, and
that ifthe ear had not been stopped by one of
the fitting timbers its occupants must have been

killed by falling debris.
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Belfast selling via all

Boston.

F

limited lliM-class tickets to Boston and regood for 15 days from date of sale, $p.00.
second-class tickets one way $4.00
L.
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F. F. CROWLEY, Agt. M. c. R. R.
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Northport.

i-.ntir.-ly liarmlo'.', is not a caustic.
Ii r.'tnovr- Coni'. Warts, Bunions
ithout leaving a blemi.-di.
Bru.'li for applying in each bottle.
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Are vou aware that mi -t of
he low-priced SPOOL (OTTON
either slnwi :n length, or onlv two-cord, and
U>l> i.otlrMach that is labelled 200 jards dot s uot contain
over 130 yards.
Dealer- sell if because t!ie\ ran buy it cheap, and
d" ii
export tin- cheat to Ik- discovered.
^ <• should insist upon l.avim: IIOLVOKETHREAD,
every spool of which is warranted three cord, and
t<» contain *2no yards.
If is rhea per for you at three cents a spool than
tnosr makes are at two cents.
see that a poorer article, on most of which the
manufacturers are, properly, ashamed toatlix their
names, is not imposed on you instead of it, from
interested motives.
I3wl3

l-'vi.'i

ri«:\
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CROCKERY

JOHN ATWOOI) & CO.,
Produce Commission Merchants,
AN1> DEALERS IN

Hay, Potatoes, Onions, Apples, (leans, Butter,
t’hecse, Kgg.s, Poultry, Game, Salmon, Fresh
Water Fish of all Kinds, Ac. All Kinds
Barrel Heading.
110 South Market St,, Boston, Mass.
Shipments paid fur goon ns sold. Any information given as to markets, &c.
Cm3*

JOEL KNIGHT & CO.,
Commission Merchants
LUMBER

me mention is one

j

OFFER TWO (iOOD IIOI SES
sale in Bucksport Village,
or both on easy terms, or
will exchange lor western land and
pay difference if any. Address Mr.
or

t;..n l y Thos. Power
O’Connor, M. P.)
u'.people are poor and uneducated, why rents
!::,d and f miines >>c nr. It shows how the land was confis-manufactories ruined, it describes the I.ami
cate I. m
Le„.;ur, tie- I .lid A. and the Coercion Rill. Contains 82 nMap in Colors. Price only $2.00 p< Copy.
gia n
Send 50cln. for full outfit and begin wor<c at
S des imiu
lot full particulars, address
.mi e
J. C. McCITRDY & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
14\v»
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are

HEALTH, between *20 and 30 years
wishing situations as attendants in a
the insane, can apply to (enclosing
recommendations of character and ability)
GOOD
<»f age
hospital for

JOHN WKNTWOllTH.

The JOHN L'lin.TiKOOK farm ill
East Knox.
Enquire of
\V\ K. MOItlSOX, Belfast, Me.

lltf

NOTICE.
!

J(»m in PARK. Jfl.
Supt. Worcester Lunatic Ilospital,Worccstcr,Mass.
3m 19
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DISCOVERY!
MANHOOD RESTORED
A victim of youthful imprudence causing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, has discovered a simple self-cure,which he will send FREE
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NERVOUS DEB!LiTY 7
A Cure Guaranteed.
C. West's Nerve
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Huain Treat
Dizziness. ConvulInvolun-

tary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused hv
er-exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgenee, which
leads to misery, decay and death. One h»»\ will
cure recent eases.
Each hox contains one month'treatment. One dollar a hox, or six boxes for live
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any ease. With
each order received hy us for six boxes, accompanied with live dollars, we will staid the purchaser
our w ritten guarantee to return the
money if the
o'

a cure.

Guarantee-issued

only when the treatment is ordered direct from
Sold by R. H. Moody.
lyeowTi

us.

THOMAS S. RICH & CO.,

Merchanls,

So. 118 South Market Street,

Boston.

References, by permission.

lvli*

l’KIUCE & Co..
Isaac Rich & Co.,

.SILAS

Boston.
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AGENTS WANTED.
t« *ir>0 |k
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For Terms, address J. C. McCURDY X <
I’.
It- !j <1* ..t. tv.
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SEAMEN WANTED.
HUNDRED SEAMEN WANTED IN R( >CK
land forecasting. Apply to
JOHN S. RANLETT, Shipping Agent.
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HEREBY GIVE NOTICE TO AI.E TERSOXS
holding interest bearing orders against the
town of Liberty to present them to the treasurer of
said town for settlement on or before the first day
of July, 1862, or interest will Hose on and al ter that
date.
JESSE A. CLOUGH,
3w21*
Treasurer of said Town.
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have this day given to my minor son, WILL R
( LIFFORD, the remainder of his time during hi>
minority. This is to notify all persons that I shall
claim none of his wages, nor pay any hills of hicontracting after this date.
W. II. CLIFFORD.
Reifast, May IP, 1*S2.—3\v2l*
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The Land and Its Story, 75c.; Life of Christ, (Beech75c.; Comparative Physiology, $1.00; thannlng’s Works, set 3 vols., $1.50 : (hanning's MeAnd many other valuable
moirs, 3 VOls., 75c.
works at from one-lifth to one-third of cost.
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DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY,
with the signature of I. BUTTS
on ; h
v. r.u per.
50 Cents and SI.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston. Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally.
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New York. Philadelphia and \\ ;i-i,.n :!nii, hut 1 -till
Kive you almost the whole of i>, hu>ine.-'.inyouiline, and advise others to emplov v.ui.
Yours truly,
(.F' Hd.i: i > 1 »* A Pl. 1;
1 r1
Boston. January 1, 1 ->2
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Because they possess all tin*
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perfume.
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hausted by mental strain or nn.xiou- cares do not
take intoxicating st lulants,
it 1 >e Parker’s
Ginger Tonic.
If you have Dyspepsia Rheumatism. Ki.'uvy or

Mley IS,

L'he death of Admiral Rodgers places Admiral
Worden, of Monitor fame, at the head of the
list of Hear Admirals.

The National Temperance Society held its
annual meeting in New York city", recently.
Win. E. Dodge was elected President.

».

Family Medicine that

If you

iruuranto.-.l in
IV. J.ar.-.l «»nlv
I:.
k! a! 1.

■!:

many

Crowley, Agi.

Wh.. i- the

"aMits. ,

SPECIAL!

think 1 was a lyin' to you.”
“’Then there used to be lots of 'em?”inquired
I the passenger.
"I'm most afraid to tell ye, mister, hut I've
am;> d 'leven hundred
allygaters to the mile,
from \ < kshurg cl'ar down to New Orleans!
That wtwo years ago, afore a shot was ever
i tired it 'em.
U<
1 don't doubt it.*’ replied the stranger.
Old I've counted J.lob of ’em on one sandcontinued the pilot.
"It looks big to tell,
an a government surveyor was aboard, and he
h* rk «1 ***m otl as 1 called out.”
*1 haven’t the least doubt of it,” said the pasJ 11 r. as he heaved a sigh.
"I'm glad o’ that, stranger. This used to he
a
paradise for allygaters, and thrv were so thick
'Nil the wheels <>f the boat killed an average of
i" the mile.
I used to almost feel sorry for
brutes, ’cause they'd cry out e’en most like
a human being. We killed lots
of’em, as 1 said,
and w<- hurt a pile more. I sailed with one
oap!am who alius carried a thousand bottles of linii0' nt t<» throw over to the wounded ones.
And
'Ii'* allygaters got to know the Nancy Jane,and
'11
kii"\y < aptain Tom. and they'd swim out and
ml* tle ir tails agin the boat and purr like eats,
and Io<*k up and try to smile. And once, when
m grounded on a
bar, with an opposition boat
:-dii b'-hind, the allygaters gathered around,
-' *1 under her stern, and
humped her clean over
lie bar by a grand push.*’
I here was a painful pause, and aftera while
In- pilot continued :
"i Mu*
ingines gin out once and a crowd of al■} gaiers took a tow-line and hauled us forty-five
Miii' s up tlie stream to Vicksburg?”
They did ?”
'And when ihe news got along the river that
aptain Tom was dead, every allygater in the
ri\ r daubed his left ear with mud as a
badge of
mourniu,'and lots of 'em pined away and died!”
1 ’be pa-- nger left the pilot-house* with the reMiark that lie didn't doubt the statement, and
he old man gave the wheel a turn.

trees to

THE

Bolt'aM. April

"Why?”
< anyou'd

Patrick Egan, treasurer of the Land League,
protests against using anv of the leagues funds
as a reward for the murderers.

>

•.-.-la

If you are a mechanic o farmer, worn
overwork, or a mother r.-.u mm n hv f
iy
hold duties try Parker's Ginger T

•lruL'^ists, who

IVsON,

hail.
im<..

:t

WEST

HILLS. Linco’nville.

EMULUS A

in This river?” inquired the
ranger, after a look around.
Not so man}, now. sin e they got to shuotin*
'm for their hides and taller
was the reply.
"l
d to he lots, eh?”
1 P 'li t want to teil you about 'em. stranger.”
replied the pilot sighing heavilv.

l'he Pennsylvania (ireonbaekers have nominated Robert K. Tomlinson for Governor, with
a full list of .State officers.

!>

a»;,•<

T<

SAMUEL S. LANE.

-1

it i> reported that the Dublin police have a
clue to tiie assassins of Lord Frederick Cavendish and Mr. Burke.

T::0>;

'S,'* iCH

BY

\V* haw 111 tin* l’aoilio (iuann
\\ * 11 k n *\v 11 stiporp!n»sphato ami w
Wo shall use it
c l with tin* result

E. F. CUNNINGHAM.

gray-back.
"Many alligators

~
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Remedies •.

sues at

tyiv-wn;

a

I'll'* pa—<-nger. who was going down the big
forth'- first tiim in his life, secured peril!." "ii to '-limb
up beside the pilot, a grim old

S a i i'a

On:-..

■

'•
as a uo/.-n hi

SEWELL A. BLACK. Belfast.
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FRANK R. GRAY,

Try it.
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Pacific Guano,
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peculiar troubles to which
are subject, Brown's Iron

ladies
Bittkrs is invaluable.
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Burns.
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70
R

Y.ne St., Harrisburg, Ta.
L'ec.
After trying different physicians
and many remedies for palpitatio n
of the heart without receiving any
benefit. I was advised to try 1
wn's
Iron Litters. 1 have used two
ttles and never found anything that
gave me so much relief.
Mrs. Jennie IIesj.

—

>

prFes.

Me.

n-r.l IJohnsoii's 1«>-iinn Ulooil
Hi-ra.
"!• >niar i
in -1 !.l v r. ami
lIHirh iirlntit* ! t h* ** -l*V.
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Truthful

AND

eon-tantly

CALL ON t

Heart Disease.

Illgelow.

The
a.

o

...

•L A. WITH \ M.
I*inadm

t

I know not where JI is islands lift
l ln-re fromled palm- in air:
I only know I cannot drift
H'-yond his love and care. [Whittier.

-rk Co.. Me.

a:ni I >:tlieu!C. .»t the

v

wealth is lost, nothing is lost:
health is lost, something is lost!
character is lost, all is lost.
the w alls of a school in Germany.

Self-distrust is the cause of most of our failin''--.
in tin assurance of strength there is
strength, and they are the weakest, however
-tfotig. who have no faith in themselves or in
iln-ir powers.
[Hover.

>

--rk.

an

say

>

From henceforth you shall learn that tln re
is love
T" long for. pureness to desire, a mount
if consecration it were good to scale.

,„,\V

well. ] a-ivi-e
I AM <1 RANT.

at low

■

Christiansburc, Va., ir':.
from kidney disease,
from which I could get no ndl1
tried Brown's Iron Bitters, v..:J:
cured me completely. A child o:
mine, recovering from scarlet levc:
had no appetite and did
: s- :u t
Lc able to eat at all. 1 gave him Iren
Bitters with the happiest results.
J. Kyle Montague.

great man die-.
For year- beyond our ken.
The light lie leaves behind him lies
Fpon the paths of men. [Longfellow.

<<

manner,

!M PROP \
Till
well known in
coimeciion with the old store, ha- an naeiv-t in
tile business, and will do everything lie can I
ph a-e those who favor us with a call. Any callin this department will he prompHv answered,
t» \ N or NhiHT.
>unday or ni^lit call- answered 1>\ Mr. Dd'ionx
at the New I- ..amid Ilou-a*.
R ii*
mil.aimed \\ IT1H >t T THE l -E < >F P I
with perfect success.
Ilavimr had so larye experience for a mi.n
ro.
year', we feel confident that oiirway «d doini^husi
ne.-x and pricex will -nit nixtomer-al-o attelltl to the whole 1 n; 11) .1
11! lit o| El NkPAI.s.
when doxired. FREE of ch.-true.
11

Suffering

So when a

ir«ou an a-ci.t. some

1

lie done as its hours are
Lot not the opportunity that is so
t so full, pas- neglected a wav.
N.

day's work

hen
When
When
Motto on

Of all kinds

Disease Cured,
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CASKETS

much in j aise
Mrs. Mary E. 1 hash:
173 Prestnianst.

cannot

of it.

an. with a thousand masts, sails forth
the -tripling hold.
"1" boat hard rescued from the
deep, draws
into port the old I [Sehiller.

Non it,

1

skin

.'I

1

h!•

•!•:•■

-•■o-

i

dotting. \
I.. Frothingham.

Perspiration.

\ ran

Lambrequin I’atterns and any information in
^ard to drapery w ork free. THY l ".

scarcely had strength enough to attend to my daily household dut.-.'.
1 I
I am now using the third koitle
am regaining strength daily, and I
cheerfully recommend it to ail.

oilier -oronant is everlasting hut love to
tiie Lord and love to the neighbor. T'liis i- cveroi-ting 1 iceaii-e it i- from eternity to eternity.

Li t tin-

the

WORK

AM) (TRT UN

urtain hoods of all kinds at bargain".

(

Baltimore, Mil., May 7. iS?
My health was much shattered by
Rheumatism when 1 commenced
taking Brown's Iron Bitters, and 1

jest's ] rosperty lies in the ear
>f him that hears it. never in the tongue.
if him that makes it.
[Shakespeare.

pa--ing.

in

:.«

RRAPKRY

1

IT

P. LOMBARD,

O.

Never rails 10 Festers

.it lcti rious
<
ii> nt.
It iv.
J
ut::r. s
but a sin) ii
1*1*1 i- atioti to
tb "t it<
juiriH.-c.
MV a
Ii i n g i>
tjwiiv.l afU r <:>•■
i’ is. as in the* case
<■1' < tla r «Iy* s.
It
i- not two >< pa rat ..*

CORNICES <& POLES OF ALL KIISDS.

at

Cured of Rheumatism,

Lady

\

■

It

■'

V
s>,

!><

the foundation, and by building r.p
the system, drives out all disease.

Life is not lost.” said she. "for which is
i‘ought
Endless renow n." [Spenser.
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Hair Jl!;\
Winders.
Will
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light or
ur:
Iwiir lu a j< t
black, .lark hnnvn
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DENTIST.

So. Hi Main SI.,

of the*

use

HILLS,

SURGEON

PARKER'S HAIR BALSAM.
1

auburn
tains

ISAAC

<

ri:i

IfOI'K

“i‘

;

—

Price 25 cts. per bottle.
bale ly all dealers in liicilirinp.
S aid
address for pamphlet, .. airing full ,ij,e ti„„a
IIF.VRY, JOIISSOJ Sc LOUD. Props., liurliuptou, Vt.

Tl lusher i)ye

or

Iyrout

No. i, H«raden Block. Belfast, Me.
Having presided over the Probate and Insolvent
Court for the past four year--, 1 feel that lean render
valuable rmin-el and -•r\ ire :• all persons having
matters in said C. oiirt.
ii
Belfast, Jan. 17, 1881 13

For

BELFAST, KSAiNE.

Hair

SOLI) IN BKLFAST lit II. II. MOODY-

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

.'hnl.">

furniture '■tore.

;

to Man.

by the

& Counsellor at Law,

Aliy.

Bitter*
Being tonic and mildly' purgative thev
cure

HANSON,

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds.
Fxtension and Centre Tables. FaneChairs of every kind. Sofas. L>. unges,
.V'-., in f.i.'t everythin-.; ever ki-jit in n i-I isr-i i.vs~

and all similar di>ease>.

Neuralgia,

nuni-

Jhl/ilifi/ <{f*f

foils

F.

and permanent

ERR S TREE T.

UK A N

\ M1

Thai \«<n «\m buy FlRMTl HI. it No. 7'» Main >t..
( TIEYPEU than anv wln-rc else. he< a use w e
have ilist received a NEW sl'PPLY <>!•

It will cure Heart Disease, Paralysis, Dropsy, Kidney Disease, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism.

/’*>

c

E.

DO YOU KNOW

A great many people arc asking
what particular troubles Brown s
Iron Bitters is good for.

lie that judge- without informing himself to
y»//. | tin utmost that lie i- capable, cannot acquit himi
f judging amiss.
Dist'ftsr,
[Locke.

^

s

<(•

/v /•

—

i: A< K

& Son.

Thompson

Belfast, April •'», 1

<

**

j Repository--/! E. I

PHILO HERSEY,

spe -lily cure by removing the<
Keep the Stomach, Bomls. ami bigestm 0, no
in good working order and
perfect, health
will be the result
Ladies ami others stil
J*ect 1 Sick Headache will fi.ui relief

LEECHER’S

The emptiness of all things, from polities to
I :i-tinn-, i- never -o striking to us as when we
fail in thi in.
[1>. Ileronda.

/ in r

Trim mini/ Roods.

PICTURE FRAMES ON HAND

Ml tilings are best fulfil'd in their due time.
And time there is for all tilings.Truth hath
said.
[Milton.

a ljfsJ/f,
>/.<i .uses. /•>

COFFINS,

coustipaiiou follows

oplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases, etc., all of which these
Litter* will

Vmesburv scoots" or"Break-necks,” with
which tiie country is being Hooded by
unprincipled
dealer-, and if any one tells you they are, you tell
them they are perverting the truth, and I will pay
•>.-! of your libel suits.
the
But thev are built bv
the well.know linn of FRANCIS, SARGENT A CO.’,
of Boston, ami bear their name plate, and their
reputation i- -utlicient guarantee as to what the
1 can-ell you these carriages ten
work i.~.
percent.
'<-s than you ran buy a -ingle carriage of
Sargent.
If you cannot come’to Belfast, send me a
description of the carriage you want on a postal card and
I will bring it to your door; it we cannot trade
you
will m»t io-c a cent, ami 1 wii lose my time. Special
price- to livery men and those buying to sell again.
1 want a reliable agent in each town to solicit orderMy motto is ‘*D as you would be done by,”
quick sale- and small protits. Terms cash, good
note.- or stock.
pj

..-

STRONG

Wagons,

After

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Ap-

dump Seats, Piano Box, Extension Tops,
Phadons. or in fact anything built; if not on hand
wili procure it on -horf notice. Also
Open Buggies
of ditVerent grades, ami remember these carriages

hand,

on

nent cure.

a-

aw not

in.

Returning—Leave Burnham at 8.55 a. in., LeonCrossing '.'.<>7, I'nity 0.25, Thorndike, 0.3s,
Knox 0.48, Brooks 10.13, Waldo 10.25, City Point
10.40, arriving at Belfast at I0.5o a. in.
Leave Burnham at 5.05 p. in., Leonard’s Cro»ing
5.17, I'nity 5.3u, Thorndike, 5.45, Knox, 5.51, Bn» *k~
♦'•15, Waldo it.2n, City Point <5.43, arriving at Belfast
'■ "i
PAY SUN TITKKR, Superintendent.
p ui
Belfast, Dee. 4, 1881.—14tf

Will givo immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma-

Top Carriages,

•"'o':!

-ALSO-

Day.

1

—I-

FEATHERS, MATRESSES,
Table Cnlleiy, Crockery. Kitchen Goods,
CASKETS,

have been able to lay up money
A Poor Man’s Wife.

rainy dav.”

a

Furniture, Looking Glasses,

replied

“For six years my daughter was sick from kidney
and other disorders. We had used up our savings
on doctors, when our dominie advised us t<» try
Four bottles effected a
Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
cure, and as a dollar's worth has kept our family

I’lie deepest river- make least din.
Hi" silent -oul doth most abound in cure,

ra
LZ

LARGEST and BEST STOCKS

of the

of

| [Shelley.
sti

one

gentleman

Virtue

MAINE.

BELFAST,

3.12, Brooks 3.32, Knox 3.51, Thorndike 4.no, I’nity
4.22, Leonard’s Crossing 4.82, arriving at Burnham
ard’s

I have the nobbiest wagon you ever saw, and the
casic.-t w agon to ride in that y ou ever got into, and
will stand as much abuse as any wagon ought to.
The above wagons are built, in Maine by one of the
most reliable manufacturers in the State, each wagon is fully wakkantkd and will
prove a standing
advertisement. Be sure and see them. I am also
prepared to supply in anv quantity,

IRON FRONT STORE, MAIN ST.,

Leave Belfast at
G.;>.) a. III., City Point 0.43, Waldo 7.00, Brooks 7.18,
Knox 7.37, Thorndike 7.52. ITiity 8.12, Leonard’s
Crossing 8.22, arriving at Burnham at 8.35 a. in.
Leave Belfast at 2.50 p. in., City Point 2.57, Waldo

wagon

Concord

And now they say Damala was a commercial
drummer. Might have known it! Nobody but a
drummer would have had the cheek to marry Bernhardt.

On and after Monday, Dee.
I* 1 SSI, trains will run as
follows:

at 4.45 p.

that cannot be surpassed for durability, style, finish, &c. Oil tempered spring*, Saw in wheels, easy seats, &e. Don’t
buy until you have examined them. You will never
l>e satisfied with the old style after you see them. In
a

TiFtfE-TABLE.

DR. HENRY BAXTER’S

Grocery Wagons,
have something new,

M C» MB

and a thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state ot the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the
Digestive Organs, when the use of

decided to locate permanently in Belshall otle this season the best stock
<>t carriages'ever seen in Belfast, built expressly
for my trade.
In

i

i

Maine Central R. R.

from

suffering

owe

1

Learn to wait; if you undertake to set a hen before she is ready, you will lose time and confuse the
hen besides.

for

no ozcuse
U

fast,
HAVING

only iron preparation that does not color the
ami will not cause headache or constipation,
other iron preparations will, is Brown’s Iron

which

I.ifi like a dome of many-colored glass,
'tain- 'In white radiance of eternitv.

There is

teeth,
as

from

Enthusiasm is essential to the successful attainment
am
high endeavor. [A. Bronson
Aleott.

j

CARRIAGES!

Bitters.

right erlong!
keep a-blowin' an' dc pine

1

Gravel.

peach-blossoms

Comin

ha<i employed -o;11■
:
>i
without ohtaini•.—t M !- ■(
any jnt r •h.-f. and tor a long time my
u
ivganh I as hopeles-.
A11 who knew the
rir aa. Aanres -aid 1 liiu-t <li<
f inally, my wife
i ill*- to try a bottle of Dr. Kennedy's ‘Favor1 i.*snf•;\ w '.i •!: she ha<l
a,., where heard of or

which

an' de

coinin'.

■

Eight Thousand Feet

The

bumrnin’;
apple-trees buddin’

’i >rk.

w

-utVtt.-'I from

I

r-

C ured,

(a-e

If Nearly Dead
taking some highly puffed up stuff, with long
testimonials, turn to Hop Bitters, and have no fear
of any Kidney or Urinary troubles, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes or Liver Complaint. These diseases
cannot resist the curative power of Hop Bitters;
after

<

H'

OF

A

Pla

Notice.

W Ataio ( « *
I
ST A I K OI M \IM
W vt.no SS.. Mav 22, \ P 1)
IS TO CIV F NOTH E,
1 hat o,, ti.o
Hlh-eriher lierelw give puhlie notice to aII
1 day of Mav, A. P. ls**2, a W arrant, in L
.: lie has hern
!
duly appointed
veney was issued out of the Court ot ju-oiven.\
and taken upon huii.-mf the trust of Executor
sail 1 County of Waldo, ayain.-t the e date ot M \ A «
of
the ia-t XX ill
IF CLEMENT, of Monlville, in said t Mi-,t
i
•1 V N 1. II
II \ '\ I.'s. late of Srar-mont.
.iudyed to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petiti
in t i•
of said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the
ounty of Waldo, deceased, by living bond
athe law directs, be thcrelore request all
loth day of May, A. P. 1882, p, which la -1
allied
jar
""i:
\\ho art indebted to -aid deceased'.- estate to
date interest on claims is to he computed. Tim:
make imniediair payment, and those w ho have
the payment of any debt- and tin* dcliv.r
and
any
transfer of any property helonyiny to >ai i P« 4 m. j dmuainIs then on, to exhibit the same for settlement
*
to him or for his use, anil the delivery and tran-fer I to him.
NATHAN 1*. lill.W
of any property by him, are forbidden by law That
a meetiny of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove j
11 K -ubsrnber In rel»y give- public notice t>> ;t 11
t heir debts and choose one or more assiynee.- <-f hi- ; ik
concerned, that lie'has been dulv appointed
estate, will lie held at a< ourt of limolvemv t«* be and taken upon himself the trust of kveeutor t>1
holden at the Probate Otllee in -aid Belfast, mi the
the last will oi
loth day of .June A. !>., 1*82. at 10 o’clock in tin
WDKKNV •). I RUIlOt lv, late ol liehuonl,
forenoon.
(«iven under my hand the date fir-t ahov e writti*n.
in 111»* County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
A. P. CAKCIi L, Peptic sheriff.
as the law directs; he therefore reque-ts all tierAs Messenyer of the Court of Insolvency for -aid
sons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
2w2i*
make immediate payment, and those who have any
County of Waldo.
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
ttle*
ment t> him.
NATHAN l\ UK AN.
FIti;

t

I V SlII.KIi 1 OI

spills

J',I1I

«

j

J'

1

->

NOTICE.

|'
I

HE subscriber

hereby yives public

notice to all

persons coneernedthat he has been dulv ap

pointed and taken upon himself the

trust of Administrator of
the estate of A DELPHI'S
B.
M ATHEWS, late of Belfast, in the Countv of Waldo, deceased, by yiviny bond as the law directs; be
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment,
and those who have any demands thereon toexhibit
the same for settlement, to him.
SANFORD H. MATHEW S, Admr.

Belfast, Mav 18,1882.—3vr’O

J'

UK subscriber

1

hereby give- public

notice

to

all

eoiK’erned, that she lias been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of

DRINKWATER, late of l.incolnvillr,
the County of Waldo, deceased, hy giving boml
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
RUTH DRINKWATER
WYMAN

in

